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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
150th COMMENCEMENT 
The University of Dayton regards its Commencement Exercises as among the 
most important ceremonial occasions of the academic year. These exercises are filled 
with symbols and traditions designed to remind us all of the thousands of years that 
universities have existed and their noble purposes. 
The academic costumes of various colors and types are part of the symbolism. 
They are described on page 50 of this program. The bright blue gowns with black 
trim are worn by those faculty who are serving as University Marshals for today's 
ceremony (see page two of this program). The Marshals wear these distinctive 
gowns as identification of their official capacity to direct the processionals of admini-
strators, faculty, and students who wear the more conventional ceremonial garb and 
mortarboard. 
The chief University Marshal carries the University mace and the President 
wears the President's medallion. On stage are the United States and papal flags . So, too, 
the music that is played and the words that are spoken have special significance. For 
example, the deans who have been responsible for the education of the students 
"present" the students as worthy of graduation to the President. In turn, the President 
confers the degrees on behalf of the University. 
At our Commencement ceremonies, which differ from many universities, each 
student's name is read and the President then congratulates that student. The University 
believes that this is an important part of the graduation ceremony. The University also 
has a tradition of faculty coming from their seats behind the stage to congratulate the 
graduating students. These traditions symbolize the caring and person-oriented spirit 
of the University. 
The University hopes you will both enjoy and respect this Commencement. 
You can do both by standing for the processional, the invocation, and the National 
Anthem; by listening during the awarding of the degrees, and by standing to sing the 
University of Dayton Anthem (see the back cover) and for the recessional. We are the 
University of Dayton community, a community which respects and cares for each 
other. This 150th Commencement marks another beginning. Let us rejoice together. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
David C. Philips, Chair; Joseph H. Kamis, S.M., Vice Chair; Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., 
Secretary; Richard A. Abdoo, Mervyn Alphonso, Susan K. Beck, Thomas G. Breitenbach, 
Sr., Eugene Contadino, S.M. Richard P. Davis, Michael E. Ervin, Stephen M. Glodek, 
S.M.,Jean Patrice Harrington, S.C.,Allen M. Hill, JackHoeft,Joseph H . Lackner, S.M., 
Dolores R. Leckey, Paul M. Marshall , S.M., Dennis R. Marx, Ronald Mason, Jr. , Mary 
C. Mathews, Stanley G. Mathews, S.M., Clayton L. Mathile, Garry K. McGuire, John 
F. McHale, Charles R. McNamee, Robert}. Metzger, S.M., Dennis I. Meyer, Charles H . 
Noll, John H . Proud, Thomas M. Roberts, R. Daniel Sadlier, Jerome P. Vander Horst 
HONORARY TRUSTEES 
William S. Anderson, Norman P. Auburn, William R. Behringer, S.M., Marion F. Belka, 
S.M., John W. Berry, Sr., Jerome P. Bishop, William Bruggeman, S.M., Bertrand A. 
Buby, S.M., Terry D. Carder, Victor J. Cassano, Sr., Margaret A. Cavanaugh, George C. 
Cooper, Junius E. Cromartie, Jr. , L. William Crotty, Thomas J. Danis, George A. 
Deinlein, S.M., Richard H . Finan, James F. Fitz, S.M., Robert E. Frazer, Norman L. 
Gebhart, Thomas F. Giardino S.M., James J. Gilvary, Richard F. Glennon, Stanley Z. 
Greenberg, Max Gutmann, Jane G. Haley, Sarah E. Harris, James L. Heft, S.M., 
Anthony J. Ipsaro, Richard). Jacob, John) . Jansen, S.M., Eugene C. Kennedy, Virginia 
W . Kettering, Thomas A. Klein, Maurice F. Krug, Peter H . Kuntz, R. Stanley Laing, 
Bruno V. Manno, Robert S. Margolis, Thomas 0. Mathues, Marie-Louise McGinnis, 
John A. McGrath, S.M., James W. McSwiney, Dennis I. Meyer, Gerald M. Miller, Bette 
Rogge Morse, Robert S. Oelman, Gerald S. Office Jr. , Lloyd H . O 'Hara, Ronald L. 
Overman, S.M., Anthony J. Pistone, S.M., Bernard J. Ploeger, S.M ., John L. Schaefer, 
John J. Schneider, S.M. William P. Sherman, Pfeife Smith, Richard L. Terrell , Patrick 
J. Tonry, S.M., C. William Verity, Hugh E. Wall , Jr. William S. Weprin, Frederick S. 
Wood, Louis Wozar, Perry B. Wydman 
ADMINISTRATION 
Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., President; John 0 . Geiger, Senior Vice President for Academics 
and Provost; Bernard J. Ploeger, S.M., Senior Vice President for Administration; William 
C. Schuerman, Vice President for Student Development and Dean of Students; Frances 
W . Evans, Vice Presiudent for University Advancement; James F. Fitz, S.M ., Director of 
Campus Ministry; Gordon A. Sargent, Vice President for Graduate Studies and Research, 
Dean of Graduate Schools; Thomas E. Burkhardt, Vice President for Financial Affairs 
and Treasurer; Ted L. Kissell, Vice President and Director of Athletics; Patricia Whitney, 
Vice President for Human Resources 
UNIVERSITY MARSHALS 
Albert V. Fratini, Department of Chemistry-Marshal 
Patricia A. Johnson, Department of Philusop~Associate Marshal 
Thomas W. Rueth, School of Education-Associate Marshal 
ASSIST ANT MARSHALS 
Shauna M. Adams, Teacher Education 
R.iad Al-Akkad, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Ron J. Burrows, Department of Accounting 
Barbara M. Deluca, Department of Educational Administration 
Barbara Farrelly, Department of English 
William F. Lewis, Department of Management and Marketing 
Daniel F. Palmert, Office of the Registrar 
A. William Place, Department of Educational Administration 
John E. Rapp. School of Business Administration 
Joseph Saliba, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
Tony E. Saliba, Department of Chemical and Materials Engineering 
Terese Thompson, Department of Communication 
H . Roberta Weaver, Teacher Education 
READERS 
Margaret Karns, Department of Political Science 
M. Therese Lysaught, Department of Religious Studies 
Donald L. Polzella, Department of Psychology 
PROGRAM NOTE 
This program consists of the names of candidates for degrees. Last minute additions or 
deletions must often be made after the program has been printed. The official list of the 
names of graduates is deposited in the Office of the Reigstrar. 
Only representatives of the press, authorized by the University marshal , are permitted to 
take photographs on the floor. 
Guests and visitors may take photographs from the stands only. 
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9:40 A.M. 
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
ARMY ROTC HONOR GUARD 
Amanda M. Bielski 
John L. Haake 
Stephen L. Nelson 
Carrie A. Simonini 
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ORDER OF EXERCISES 
10:00 A.M. 
RAYMOND L. FITZ, S.M. 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY 
Presiding 
PROCESSIONAL .. .... .... .... ..... ... .... .... .. ... .. .. ... ..... .. ..... ..... ..... ... .... Rev. Tho mas A. Thompson, S.M. 
Marian Library 
INVOCATION .... .. ...... ... .. ... .... .... .... ... ... ... ..... ..... .... .. .. ... .... ... .. .. .. ... .. ....... .. .. .. .. .. .. James F. Fitz, S.M. 
Director of Campus Ministry 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM ... ....... .................... ........ .. ... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... ... .. .. .. ... Gail Elle n Bichlmeir 
Natalie Jean Butler 
Colleen Mary Egan 
Erin Kathleen Higginbotham 
Matthew Whitney Scheeser 
Graduating Seniors 
WELCOMING REMARKS ... .. .... .... ... ... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .... ... .... .... .. .. .. .. .... .... ..... .... ... .... David C. Phillips 
Chair, Board of Trustees 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES ...................... .. ............... .. ...... .... .... .. ...... .... .. Raymond L. Fitz, S.M. 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE COLLEGE O F ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Honorary Degree 




THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Honorary Degree 
7be Degre.-Doctor of Education 
Sr. Mary Peter Traviss , O .P. 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
Honorary Degree 
7be Degre.-Doctor of Education 
Virginia Varga 
Undergraduate Degrees 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
Graduate Degrees 
Doctoral Degrees 
THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON ANTHEM .. .... .... .. ....... ... ... ... ... ..... ... ..... ... .... . Mark Alan Bartsch 
Andrea Chenoweth 
Graduating Seniors 
RECESSIONAL .... ... .. ... ....... ... .. ... ... ... .... ....... ... .. .. ..... .... ..... ... .... .. Rev. Thomas A. Thompson, S.M. 
Please remain seated during the recessional. 
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HONORARY DEGREES 
THE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS 
EV ANGELINE LINDSLEY 
Excerpts from the Citation/or Evangeline Lindsley: 
" ... She has spent a li fe spanning more than a century fighting for the rights of o thers. Teaching 
civics and government fo r 41 years , Lindsley put a stop to overt discrimination aga inst black 
students at Roosevelt High School and fought successfully aga inst wage and job protection 
practices that discriminated against women teachers. She was also one of the fou nders of 
Daybreak, the area 's only crisis shelter for youth. Evangeline Lindsley has nurtured, protected 
and prodded our young, challenged the va lues of our community, and held up the gleaming 
ideals of justice while fighting in the everyday trenches aga inst sexism and segregation, 
inequa lity and ine rtia. She is the consummate teacher ... " 
THE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
SR. MARY PETER TRAVISS, O .P. 
Excerpts from the Citation f or Sr. Mary Peter Traviss, O.P.: 
... Sr. Mary Peter Traviss believes that Catholic schools do their best when their leaders are 
scholars of the highest quality. A Dominican sister since 1946, her professional positions have 
included teacher and principal, director of education for the Dominican Siste rs, and faculty 
member and director of the University of San Francisco School of Education's Institute for 
Catholic Educational Leadersh ip. There she has guided doctoral students who have made 
extraordinary contributions to research on Catholic education. Sister Mary Peter Traviss has 
significantly adva nced scholarship on Catho lic schools, in va rious Dominican communities, in 
a university graduate program, in professional societies, and in the community of Catholic 
educators ... " 
THE DEGREE-DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
VIRGINIA VARGA 
Excerpts f rom the Citation/or Virginia Varga: 
... We learn, not by being taught, but by encountering our world . We teach, not by telling, but 
by showing and creating an environment for learning. In the early 1900s, Maria Montessori knew 
this, as does Virginia Varga , one of the first in the U.S. to receive Montessori training. Varga 
opened and d irects Dayton's first Montessori school, coordinates an infant and toddler program, 
fou nded a Mo ntessori faci lity for infants and, lo ng before mandated inclusion began educating 
children with handicaps, mental retardation, and Down syndrome in classes with others. Virginia 
Varga has committed her li fe to educational methods, providing leadership in the international 
Montessori movement and he lping children grow as strong and independent persons ... " 
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BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
PAUL]. MORMAN, D EAN 
THE DEGRE~BACHELOR OF ARTS 
AMERICAN STUDIES 
,lATTHEW TODD BERGES .................. .. . Brookfield. CT 
J.~'ARI.A JOY CORONA .... ....... ..... .. ......... Northfield. IL 
-;/MAURA ANN O'MAHONEY ........... .... Columbus. OH 
} COLLEEN MARIE QUINLAN .. ..... ... ............. Russell. OH 
h>ATRICK T. RICHTER .......... .. ........ ... ....... ... Dayton. OH 
summa cum laude 
Core Program 
ART HISTORY 
faARY KATHERINE COMBS ................... ... Mentor. OH 
cum laude 




WILLIAM ABOUHASSAN. JR ............. ... Lyndhurst. OH 
AARON LEE BEY ........... ..... .............. ...... .. . Minster. OH 
magna cum laude 
It NATHAN PAUL JOHNSON .... .. .... ....... ... Ric hland. WA 
Commissioned in the United States Army 
I.AURA ELAINE SPANGLER .. .................. . Canton. OH 
summa c um laude 
COMMUNICATION 
J ONATHAN DAVID ABOUSSIE ............ . Kettering. OH 
JULIE MARIE ANDERTON ............... ... .. . Sandusky. OH 
l scoTT PATRICK ARGIE ................ ...... Gates Mills. OH 
.,.6EBORAH LYNN CURSON ......... .. ............... Robins. IA 
cumlaude 
MAURA ANNE DALY ..... ...... .. .......... .. ..... Springfield, IL 
} MARK ANDREW ASHMAN ............ ....... St. Marys, OH 
jJOHN MICHAEL BARTMAN ... ........ .......... Marengo. IL 
KRISTIE ROZANN BIHN .... ..... ... ..... Bowling Green. OH 
cumlaude 
/JOHN D. BISHOP ..... .... ..... ...... .............. .... Dayton. OH 
RICHARD-RYAN W. Bl.ACK .... Bloomfield Village. Ml 
;,GRACE M. BLUM ... ..... ............ .. ... .. ..... South Bend. IN 
CARON LYNN BOYLE ... ............. ....... ... Pittsburgh, PA 
MATTHIAS JOHN BREDESTEGE ... ...... North Bend. OH 
cumlaude 
Core Program 
ROBERT MICHAEL DAVIDSON .. .. ....... ... .. Marion. OH 
.fJOSEPH M. DEVOTO ............ .. ............... St. Louis. MO 
,/COURTNEY ANN DEWITT ..... .. ............ Indianapolis. IN 
KATHRYN LEAHY DICKSON ........... .... . Columbus. OH 
ftRISTA LYNN DINTINO ....... .. .. .... ....... Williamsville. NY 
ALICIA MARIE DONNAN .. ................. .. Columbia. PA 
SARAH ELIZABETH DONNELLON ..... .. Farmington. Ml 
l'} NNIE PATRICIA BRENNAN ······ ···· ···· Bay Village. OH 
1/'ERIN KATHLEEN BRYSH ... .. ................ ....... Hudson. OH 
t URTNEY CATHLEEN CALLAHAN ...... Oak Lawn. IL THERINE JEANNE CARROLL ... ............ Wheaton. IL AMONIE MONIGUE COLEMAN ........ Trotwood. OH 
/ MAUREEN DEIRDRE COLLINS .............. Northbrook. IL 
SALLEY M . COLLINS ..... .. ........ ... ....... Washington. DC 
,..magna cum laude 
./MOLLY KA TH LEEN DWYER .......... ... ...... Florissant. MO 
cum laude 
/ERIN ELIZABETH ESKILDSEN ............. Bloomingdale. IL 
~ICHELLE LYNN EVANS ...... .. ...... ......... Ft. Wayne. IN 
t~~~:~N~;~~~~~ .. F~~~~~~~~ ... ~~,~~~~: g~ 
WILLIAM JAMES CONWAY IIIGrosse Pointe Farms, Ml 
THOMAS JOSEPH COSTELLO 111 ......... Indianapolis. IN j ERICH BRANDON COURTAD ... ........ ......... Carey. OH 
magna cum laude 
HEATHER MARIE FRAWLEY ........ ......... .. Ravenna. OH 
MICHAEL DANE GAISFORD ... ....... ........ .. .. Payne, OH 
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f BRIAN MICHAEL GIUNTA .................... Columbus. OH 
I ,SHANNON ANN GOODENOW ......... Cape Coral. FL 
/ JENNIFER LYNN GRIMM .................. Cambridge. OH 
/ SHELLY ANNE MIFSUD ...... .......... ....... Wadsworth. OH 
KEVIN FRANCIS MONAHAN ....................... Arcola. IL 
RYAN JUDE MONAHAN ............... Lake St. Louis. MO 
TRACEY LYNN GUBIN ............................ St . Louis. MO Core Program 
MICHAEL STEPHEN GURA ..................... St. Louis. MO ./EMILY LOUISE MONNELLY .............. .. ....... Chicago. IL 
JENNIFER LYNNE HEATH ..................... Springfield. OH 
J MATTHEW BERGAN HEIMBURG ........ Farmington. NY 
Core Program 
./MARK SAMUEL NEAL ............................. Fairborn. OH 
cum laude 
CHRISTI JO HESTER ........................ Shepherdsville. KY 
./KENNETH A. NIELSEN .... .... .................... Kettering. OH 
,/KELLIE KRISTINE NOSBISCH ............... Jamestown. NY 
JACQUELINE BETH HICKEL ................ Allison Park. PA cum laude 
magna cum laude 
ASHLEY G . HIGGINS ........ ........ ........ .... .. St. Louis. MO 
DAWN RENEE HINES ........ .... .................. Tipp City. OH 
magna c um laude 
j AMANDA JANE HOLMAN .............. .... ........ Lima. OH 
cum laude 
£o~~~~~a~ID .......................................... Alto n. IL 
pARAH NICOLE KALBOW ................ Eden Prairie. MN 
/ COLLEEN D. KELLY ...................... North Olmsted. OH 
.,.MATTHEW JOSEPH PALMER .... .......... . Hyattsville. MD ~ 
TRICIA MARIE PEN NO ........ .... ............... Kettering. OHi 
Core Program 
BETHANY LYNN POTEMPA .... .............. Lake Zurich. IG 
JOSEPH RAY POTT .. ...... .. .. ...... .. ............. St. Louis. MO 
/ ELIZABETH PUGEL .. ...... ................ ... South Euclid. OH 
ELIZABETH A. PURSLEY ................... Grand Rapids. Ml 
Core Program 
fLINDSAY BURNS RAY ..................... Grosse Pointe. Ml 
/ NICOLE ANNE RAYER .. .. .... .......... ............ .. Media. PA -
I F. GREG KEVANE .................... Bloomfield Village. Ml / ANDREA LEIGH REA .................................. Dublin. OH 
ERIKA J. KNEEN .............. .. .. .. ............ .... .. Canfield. OH WILLIAM BRIAN REED ........ .. ............ .... Pittsburgh. PA 
~ summa cum laude 
• KATHRYN ANN KROGMEIER .... .......... Ft. Mitchell. KY 
JENNIFER LYNNE LAFORTE .................. Rochester. NY 
,PEP. ROSATI .................... .. ................. Vandalia. OH 
,/1,\NDREA N. SAURER ................ ......... Wadsworth. OH 
./ KAREN G AIL SEASE .. .... ........................ Broo kville. OH 
MEGAN DIANE LANGE LL .... .. ......... .... Waterville. OH ./ANDREA MARGARET SISSEN .. .. .. . .... St. Louis. MO 
BENJAMIN JOHN LANKA ..................... Plain City. OH 
~ ilalilt!i!!t!IMii~ C L-
/ cHAD JOSEPH LARKIN .... .. .................. .... Dayton. OH 
.)ENNIFER ERIN SLUTZ .... ...... ............... East Sparta. OH 
.:.CRYSTAL SMITH .............. .. ...... ...... ...... Grove City. OH 
/ANN O 'CONNOR SULLIVAN ........ ...... Columbus. OH 
/ JENNIFER LYNNE lAZUKA .. .............. .. .. Lyndhurst. OH 
J:HRISTY MARIE LENZO .......................... . Bucyrus. OH 
Core Program 
cum laude 
/.JENNIFER LYNNE SULLIVAN ....... Arlington Heights. IL 
,/MATTHEW WILLIAM TONTRUP ....... New Bremen. OH 
JGINA MARIA LOSE GO ................... Worthington. OH KEITH M. LOZAR .............................................. Joliet. IL 
Core Program 
/ JOHN A. MACEYKO ......................... Cardington. OH 
J JILL NICOLE MAKI .. .. .... ............ ........ .. New Hope. MN 
etlffl"foode MC.. '-
/ MATTHEW JAMES WARREN .. ................... Powell. OH 
KARA MAUREEN WASSON .... ............... Ft. Wayne. IN 
v1iRIAN J. WESTENDO RF .................... .. ... Kettering. OH 
./WILLIAM PATRICK WHELAN ............ ...... Libertyville. IL 
NICHOLAS ROBERT WINKLER .M.1 1:-Lewisburg. OH 
/ MEGAN ELIZABETH WISE :5'.C.. .~ .... .. Strongsville. OH 
AMANDA MARIE MARTIN .................... St. Marys. OH KRISTEN JOAN YAKUTIS ........................... Chicago. IL 
JHOMASA ANN MAWBY .... .. .. .. Mayfield Village. OH 
} JOHANNA MARIE METZGER .. . Tow n & Country. MO 
5DWIN 0 . YOUNG ................................ Kettering. OH 
/ MICHELLE KATHRYN ZMUDA ........... Buffalo Grove. IL 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES 
~ NTONY A. ABBOUD ....................... Centerville. OH ,;1ocEL YN MARIE DIMARIO ................ Cincinnati. OH 
/ NINA ANN ANTON ........................ Ft. Lauderdale. FL 
cumlaude 
Core Program 
/ scoTT CAMERON BARAN ......................... Solon. OH 
afa.NTHONY ALAN BAUCCO ....... Willoughby Hills. OH 
;ABBY JEAN BUCKLE ........................ Dataw Island. SC 
1 MOTHY J. BRZUSKI .................................. .. . Stow. OH 
SHAUN DAVID BYROADS .................. Montpelier. OH 
.ftJ-tOMAS MARTIN CAFFREY ... ... .. ... Riceslanding. PA 
/Joy ANN CHRISTOPHER ......................... Ook Park, IL 
Jtum laude 
.!CARRIE ASHLEY COLOSIMO ..................... Dublin. OH 
/ KYLE WIWAM COMER .......................... St. Louis. MO 
/ KELLY ANN COSTELLO .... ..................... Lyndhurst. OH 
,/,SHAUN ROBERT GUILLERMIN .... .......... Trotwood. O H 
J ~ ANNON ROSE HALEY ...................... Pittsburgh. PA 
;/JASON MIC HAEL HEIDEMANN ...... Chesterfield. MO 
I/MATTHEW STOW JOHNSON ...................... Xenia. OH 
,/KAREN MACIAGA ................................... Chicago. IL 
cum laude 
A TEPHANIE MALANOWSKI ........................... Elyria. OH 
c um laude 
/ JOSEPH M . MAZZEI ........ .......... .... .... ... Cincinnati. OH 
./TRACY LYNN NORFLEET ........................ Kettering. OH 
/ ANN ELIZABETH POPELKA .............. Montgomery. AL 
v )<ELLY JANEE' RAWLINS .............. ...... ..... Elizabeth. PA 
.J AMY GENE ROHRBAUGH ...................... Canton. OH 
eh1NA SANTAMARIA .... .... .... .............. Macedonia. OH 
t in Absentia 8 
/J?A TRICIA CAROLYN SHARP .... ................ Dayto n. OH 
v' 1NDREW JOSEPH HENRY SIEFRING Ft. Recovery. OH 
v-§ARAH ELIZABETH TYBOR .. .... .. ........ ... Countryside. IL 
4 ATRICIA HEATHER WEINSTEIN .. .... Williamsburg. VA 
Commissioned in the United States Army 
./JACKSON RYAN WILLIAMS ................ Springfield. OH 
cumlaude 
ECONOMICS 
/ R. JAMES KANE ...... .............. ... Highland Heights. OH 
' ALEXANDER M. KING ............ .... .......... Loveland. OH 
.I.JASON P. PRINT .... ............ .. ...... North Ridgeville. OH 
/ MICHELLE LYNN SIMPSON ................ Centerville. OH 
cumlaude 
ENGLISH 
4 DAM JASON AKIN .. .... ........................ Naperville. IL 
/ MICHAELA. BACHEY .. .... .............. .... ...... Dayton. OH 
/(>ATRICK WILEY BAKER .. .. .... .. .. ........ .... ...... Hilliard. OH 
IJENNIFER ELIZABETH BARCAY .. ...... .... . Allentown. PA 
v-MICHAEL ROY BUTLER BERGER .............. Dayton. OH 
c um laude 
fiRISHA MARIE BERLIN .... .. .... .. .. ............ Broc kway. PA 
magna cum laude 
Core Program 
.;ANN ELIZABETH BEZBATCHENKO ...... Westerville. OH 
magna cum laude 
./KRISTINA JOANN BILBERRY .... ........ ........ . Dayton. OH 
Teacher Certific ation 
J ANN MARIE BOURKE ....................... ... Columbus. OH 
GI.Jill IQ• IEle· I"\ Q_ L 
jlATALIE JEAN BUTLER .. .. .... ...... .... Potoma c Falls. VA 
./ ANDREA CHENOWETH .. ........ .. ...... .. .. ... Kettering. OH 
c umlaude 
University Honors Program 
Core Program 
./ANDREW M. EBERLY ...... ........ .. .. ...... .. .. .. TI pp City. OH 
/ :JOSEPH P. FORWARD .................. Oconomowoc. WI 
.i-;UZANNE GA YETSKY .... .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... . Cincinnati. OH 
magna cum laude 
/ '.JAMES ISSA GOBRAIL .............. .... .. ...... .... Dayton. OH 
e~ Me..L-
core Program 
/ ERIN MICHELLE GRIESHOBER .... .... ...... .. ...... .. . Erie. PA 
Core Program 
)vlCTOR B. HARRISON Ill ..................... Cincinnati. OH 
cum laude 
Core Program 
fa1cHOLAS J. JOHNSON ........ ......... Middletown. OH 
J::oLLEEN M . KASSOUF ....... Middleburg Heights. OH 
fiRIN ELIZABETH KAUFMAN ......................... Bryan. OH 
summa cum laude 
Teac her Certification 
/ uNDSAY ANNE KENNEDY ........ .. ...... .... . Northville. Ml 
.ft LIZABETH ANN KIEFER .............. ........ .. . Lexington. KY 
magna cum laude 
Core Program 
JEFFREY JOSEPH KOVACS .. .. .... .. .. Olmsted Falls. OH 
cumlaude 
niversity Honors Program 
OLETTE MARIE LANDINI ............... .. Lincolnwood. IL 
t SARAH REBECCA LUTTRELL .... .............. Kettering. OH 
Core Program 
tin Absentia 
/ELIZABETH ANNE MARSC H .. ...... .......... Valparaiso. IN 
magna c um laude 
Core Program 
/ BERNADETTE ELIZABETH MARTEN ....... ....... Fortville. IN 
mogna euffi leude ~l:-L--
Universlty Honors Program 
Core Program 
.A°'ERENA MARIE MCGANNON .. ...... .... ........ Sussex. NJ 
Core Program 
/JEFFREY ROBERT MEYERS ........ .. .... Clarendon Hills. IL 
_AMANDA MARGARET NASH .. ........... Mishawaka. IN 
Core Program 
./'.JON W. NIERANOWSKI ........ .... .. .. ............. Westerly. RI 
;::.ore Program 
( NICHOLAS HANUMAN O BIS ...... .. ........... Oak Park. IL 
.If ERIN DORA MATRE OTIS .... .. .................. .. Dayton. OH 
.l.lARAH COLLEEN PALING .................. ..... Nashua. NH 
magna c um laude 
IAMY BETH PARRISH .... .................................. ... Joliet. IL 
Core Program 
A AHNA MICHELE PERANI ................ G rand Blanc . Ml 
ij.LISHA M. PERDUE ........ .. .......... .... ..... Columbus. OH 
I .COLLEEN MARIE RICE .... .. ................... Royal Oak. Ml 
;{ JENNIFER ELLEN RILEY .. ...... .. .................. .. ... Xenia. OH 
/CATHRYN AUDREY RULONG .............. Sandusky. OH 
cum laude 
Core Program 
/ ELIZABETH ERIN SHELLEY ...... .. .......... .. ..... Louisville. KY 
magna cum laude 
./ABBE GEDDES SMITH .................... .. ..... Pittsburgh. PA 
Core Program 
,/KATIE ELIZABETH SNAREY ...... ............... .... . Beaver. PA 
;::um laude 
.)JASON PAUL SOWERS ...................... Englewood. OH 
Core Program 
.AMY ELIZABETH STRADER .... ...... ........... .. . Dayton. OH 
,ABBEY LEIGH TABATABAIE ...................... Beverly, OH 
;nagna cum laude 
vlORI MICHELLE WEBB ......... .. ............. Westerville. OH 
magna c um laude 
Core Program 
/ MEGAN E. WILLIAMS .......... ............ ... Avon Lake. OH 
summa cum laude 
Core Program 
/ KATHERINE MARY ZIPPRICH .................. .. Evanston. IL 
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FINE ARTS 
/ ANDREA MARIE WOLFE ... ...... ............. Fremont. OH 
FRENCH 
/ ROBIN M. DODSWORTH ................ ... Englewood. OH ERIN RENtE WILSON .... .. .. .. .............. ...... Naperville. IL 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
Core Program 
GERMAN 
/ KRISTINA MARIE CAMPBELL ................. Broc kport. NY MICHAEL J. CLANCY ............ ........... ... .. Northville. Ml 
cum laude summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
Commissioned in the United States Air Force 
University Honors Program _ 
Yl ~ Yf,(),L~ /,J~ 
HISTORY 
j SARAH ELIZABETH DEMCZVK ....... Lawrenc eburg . IN 
/ JULIE ELIZABETH FREY ........................... .. Canfield. OH 
/ REDERICK ARTHUR SEALOVER ...... .... Zanesville. OH 
~ TEPHANIE ANN SIEFRING .... ........ .... Burkettsville. OH CL. 
cum laude .JEFFREY RAYMOND SMITH .. ... ....... Beavercreek, OH 
Core Program 
.h1M P. FROEHLICH ............ .................. Coldwater. OH 
Core Program 
/ PHILIP ELDEN WELLS .................... .......... .. Dayton. OH 
MICHAEL LADDIE KANE ... .... ............. Cleveland. OH summa cum laude 
/ FRED JOSEPH LINSENMEYER ............... ... Dayton , OH 
,(WILLIAM LOFTUS MONRO .......... .. ......... .. Hudson. OH 
University Honors Program . 
A ARAH MAE WHITE ....................... ...... .. Bellbrook. OH 
Teacher Certification summa c um laude 
/ REBECCA ROSE POHL ......................... . Versailles. OH 
Core Program 
Core Program 
/v1cTORIA RtNEE WINSTON ........ .. ...... . Trotwood. OH 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
/ ANDREW MATTHEW HICKEY ........ ........ ... .. Ovied o. FL 
/ ADAME. KORtNYI-BOTH .... ......... ..... Havertown. PA 
·,L 
1:iussA LYNN MEYER .... ~ .... ....... ... ...... Lexington. KY 
. KELLY ANNE PYKA ... .. ..... ... ........ .... Grand Rapids. Ml 
Commissioned in the United States Army 
\/'ERIN ELIZABETH LUNDGREN ....................... DeKalb, IL 
Core Program 
fiREDERICK WILLIAM VESPRINI ... .. Bloomfield Hills. Ml 
Core Program 
MATHEMATICS 
/JENNIFER A. KOTTMYER ................. New Carlisle, OH ).NN R. SHAFER .. ... .. (.?...:..&.. ................. Eaton. OH 
cum laude Teacher Certification 
Teac her Certific ation 
MUSIC 
/ GAIL ELLEN BICHLMEIR ... ....... ..... ..... ... .. ... Newark. DE 1/'kERI E. FARLEY .... .. .. ...... .. ....... ... ...... ....... Maumee. OH 
magna cum laude 
fiELLEY DEANGELUS .......... ...... ... ...... ..... .. . Pittsford. NY 
cum laude 
University Honors Program 
,.ANNE R. SATO ............ ... .... ... ... ......... .. Centerville. OH 
vMATTHEW WHITNEY SCHEESER . .. .{,._Sandusky. OH 
tin Absentia 10 
PHILOSOPHY 
J uKE THOMAS JENSEN .... .... .. .............. .. Naperville. IL 
c um laude 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
/ Au KHALIFA BIN-QURAISH .. ······ · Huber Heights. OH .,.{ATHLEEN ELIZABETH WORSTER··· ·········· ·· Milford. OH 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
ckAUREEN LYN BASTA ...... .. ........ .... .... ... .... Mason. OH .l.fESSICA ANN LEVENGOOD ........ ........ Granville. OH 
,.A.ISA A. BEHME .... ........... .. ... ....... ...... ... ...... Dayton. OH 
fA~: ~~i;N .... ............... .......... .. ... Miamisburg. OH 
\/MICHAEL M. CUSHING .... ...... ..... .... ... .... ....... Skokie, IL 
,/SEPTEMBERLYN DION DANIEL ................. Dayton. OH 
,,NICOLE SLADE EATOUGH ........ ... ...... ... Kette ring. OH 
j c umlaude PAMELA LYNN ELCHERT ... .. .. .. ... .. ... ... ... .. Fostoria. OH 
magna cum laude 
_,dOSEPH ANTONE MAFFEI. JR ........... ... .... .. Odessa. FL 
magna cum laude 
.i1sA YVONNE MCCAIN-NULL ·· ······· ...... Fairborn. OH 
,/MATTHEW L. MCDANIEL .......... ... ........ . Pittsburgh. PA 
Commissioned in the United States Air Force 
/ PATRICK C . MCMANAMON ................ Westlake. OH 
ulLIZABETH MARIE MEYER ..... .. ........ .. .... Northbrook. IL 
~ IDAN HUGH O 'CONNOR ... .. ... .... ... ...... Hudson. OH magna c um laude 
.kHILLIP WESLEY GRAY ··· ···· ···· ······· ··· ·· Indianapolis. IN "CUI I I Icade ;'VI C-c..-
summa cum laude i/'KENNETH NATHANIEL PAXSON ..... ........ .. Evanston. IL fl STEPHANIE RENEE HALL ...... .......... ...... ..... Dayton. OH ~ ARCO I. SANCHEZ ... ..... ... ...... ..... New Braunfels. TX 
,.J OHN J. HEINOLD .... ............... .. ........ .. . Pittsburgh, PA J'~ HRISTOPHER JOHN SC HREIBER .. . Wh1tef1sh Bay. WI 
l p ANIEL JOSEPH HEYDEN ·· ········ ··· ········ · Naperville. IL -/DENNIS L. SEILHAMER .... .. .... .... ........... ....... Ponc e. PR 
J3.HAWNTA' LAKISHA HOWARD ...... .... ..... Dayton. OH t.?ASON P. SPEIDEL ... ~ .. ... ..... .. .. Columbus. OH 
-~ OHN J. JOHNSON .................... .... ........ St. Louis. MO J CHRISTOPHER MARK WARD .............. Columbus. OH 
vf>AUL THOMAS KLEPPETSCH ... ...... LaGrange Park, IL magna c um laude 
summa c um laude University Honors Program 
JCRAIG ALLAN LAURENSON .... ... ...... .. .... Wexfo rd. PA 
Core Program 
PSYCHOLOGY 
.h,J:NNIFER CHRISTINE ALBRECHT ..... ...... . Springfield. IL 
/ ALAN JOHN ARVILLE .... ... ........ ........ .. .. Wauseon. OH 
feEBORAH ANN BATTAGLIA ........ .. .. ..... .. Hudson. OH 
magna cum laude Jr ANNE SARAH BEERBOWER ........ ........... Tipp City. OH 
.,APRIL MARIE BOYCE ..... .. .. ..... ... ........... Southfield. Ml 
magna c um laude 
..d°'ANET MARIE BRA CIAK ................. West Senec a . NY 
!AMANDA KATHLEEN BRODERICK ... Coshocton. OH 
~ UREN A. BURKE ..... ........... ... .. Rockville Centre. NY 
/ §ROCK WILLIAM CALDWELL .. .. ..... .... New Castle. IN 
~ ARAH MIC HELLE DANKO ..................... .. To ledo. OH 
t/NICOLLE DESALVO .. ............ .. .............. Pittsburgh. PA 
~E'TITI'R ~
S 0f&'P1og1u111 -
/ANGELA NICOLE GROEBER .. ...... ... ......... Milford. OH 
~ RONAGH ANN HOLLYWOOD ... ........ .... Aurora. OH 
i§TACI DENISE JOHNSON ..... .... ..... .. ....... .. ..... .. Erie. PA 
/sARAH EVANS KAISER .... ... .. ....... .. Western Springs. IL 
,ARIDGET KATHLEEN KELLY ..... .. ................ Chicago. IL 
J:;OLLEEN MARIE KIMBERLY ... ....... ..... ...... Portage. Ml 
JjuuE THERESA KRUL ..... ........ ................. Kettering. OH 
tin Absentia 
£ EGINA M. LEDERER ....... .. .......... ... ... .. Alexandria . KY 
iAYLER DAVID LITCHFIELD ....... ......... ........ London. OH 
.ARIN ALISSA MARTIN .... ......... ......... .. Macedonia. OH 
/JENNIFER MARIE MCGRADY ········· ····· .. Allianc e. OH 
magna cum iaude 
Core Program 
Teac her Certification 
Ai'NA MARIE MICELI .. ............ ... ........ ...... . St. Louis. MO 
/ MONICA MARIE MOORE .... .... ............ Ft. Thomas. KY 
cum laude 
.MATTHEW J. MULLEN .. ....... .. ...... .. ..... Bay Village. OH 
~ ARGARET LIBERATA PHELPS ········ ······· St. Louis. MO 
/81LARY ANNE PICK ..... ......... .......... ......... . Rockfo rd. IL 
:£ELLY ANN PULVER .... .. .............. .. .. ....... .. Emerson. NJ 
~ EGAN MARIE RICKEY .... ........ ......... ... .. ..... . Peoria. IL 
magna c um laude 
/ ROBERT CHRISTOPHER ROBERTS ..... .... ...... Solon. OH 
c umlaude 
i,OAMES CHRISTOPHER SALVATORE ... .. .... Chicago. IL 
i/(.INDSAY A. SCHAEFER .... .. ........ .......... ... ... ....... Lisle. IL 
1 cumlaude 
J 9 1CHARD W. SCHENK Ill .............. ... ..... .... Ballwin. MO 
I ANDREW KENNITH SCHNELL .. .... .. ........... Dayton. OH 
11 
/mo, CHRISTINA SCHRANZ ............... Springfield. VA 
Core Program 
/EMILY LODGE STEWART ..................... Columbus. OH 
flRIDGET MARIE STURCH ......................... Chicago. IL 
4 HBREISRTTINTAHEMWAERSIE .. . T ..U .. F .. A .. . N ..
0 
... .......... Bloomfield Hills. Ml 
.,(:H .......... ... Gorden City. NY 
;nagna cum laude 
e,"DOMINIQUE HELEN ZOMBO .. ...... .... .. Gahanna. OH 
lliE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Core Program 
ANITA MARIE KOWALSKI ...... ........ ..... Strongsville. OH HOLLY J. MOIR .............. .................... ...... .. ... Union. NJ 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
STUDIO ART 
-AAOON-lEE LEWIS .. ....... .. .. . ............. 11\0landpollS. IN- 4r APRIL RAE RISTEFF .............................. Springfield. OH 
-~&WI YONs.JR ............. De·,4eA. 0 11 • JON DAVID PAYNE ....... ...... ................. Kettering. OH 
SOCIOLOGY VISUAL COMMUN/CA T10N DESIGN 
DEIDRA MICHELLE BANION ....... Yellow Springs. OH KATHRYN LOUISE MEYER ................... Indianapolis. IN CHRISTINA E. BAUTISTA .......... .. ........... .. Maumee. OH KATHRYN ELIZABETH PETRAK ........... Cherry Valley. IL 
GINELLE ELIZABETH BUDA ............ .... .... ... Hudson. OH VICTORIA MARIE MUHLENKAMP ............ Dayton. OH ANNE MARIE DRAGO .... .......... ... ..... Rocky River. OH magna cum laude 
Core Program summa cum laude NEIL JAMES EGAN 111 .................. ...... .. Lakewood. OH KELLY JEANE VAIL ................. ......... ... ..... Antwerp. OH 
HEATHER M. CASSEDY ..................... .. C incinnati. OH Core Program Core Program MELISSA M . VAN SICKLE .... .... ................... Huron. OH 
JENNIFER LINDSAY CROSBY ...... ......... Cincinnati. OH MARGARET E. NIEBLER ........... Menomonee Falls. WI JENNIFER MARIE ENDRES ............. .. .. .. Columbus. OH magna cum laude 
Core Program cum laude cum laude ANDREW JOSEPH VARCHO .. ........... Uniontown. OH 
KRISTIN RUTH D'AMATO ........................ .... . Solon. OH MANDY JOHNA ROD .... ..................... Columbus. OH JOANNE HARBERT ............................. Indianapolis. IN magna cum laude 
KATHRYN ANN GALLAGHER ................... Zionsville. IN EMILY ELIZABETH SALYERS .................. Cincinnati. OH ANDREW JOSEPH LIMBERT .. ........... ... .... Blacklick. OH JENNIFER L. WAGNER .. ..... ........ .................. Piqua. OH 
magna cum laude KELLY O'NEIL SCHNIEDWIND ........ .. ........ Wilmette. IL cum laude magna cum laude 
MELISSA ANN GLASS .... ..................... Springboro. OH 
LEAH ELIZABETH KOSS ......................... Cincinnati. OH 
magna cum laude 
MARGARET MARY MATHEWS ................ Northfield. IL 
ANDREA RENEE MATTHEWS ............... Cinc innati. OH 
cum laude 
KRISTEN MARIE SE BOLDT ......................... Dayton. OH 
PATRINA SEXTON .................. ........... Centereach. NY 
summa cum laude 
Core Program 
KAREN ANN SIGNORACCI ................... Mineola. NY 
Core Program 
CRISTINA F. MARTINO .. ............ .. ........ Cincinnati.OH 
KELLI RENEE PAUL ...... ..... ............. .. New Bremen. OH 
magna cum laude 
EMILY ELIZABETH WALLACE ........... .. . Centerville. OH 
2-/- ,'l1 
~ J 
magna cum laude 
lliE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES 
TERESA MARIE MCNEAL ..................... Columbus. OH 
MEGHAN EILEEN MCTIGHE ................ Cincinnati. OH 
LARRY THOMAS MEADE ................ ... .. Columbus. OH 
Core Program 
JEAN MARIE TRIPPEL ...... .. ........ ........... Mishawaka. IN 
SARAH MARGARET VERTIN .. .. ........... Bloomington. IL ANDREW MICHAEL BRAUN ............ ... .. Kettering. OH 
KATREKIA LONA GAMBRELL ... ......... .. ..... Dayton. OH 
SARAH E. JOHNSON ..... ............ .... ...... .. Glenview. KY 
ERICA LYNN MEYER .. .......... .. ............. Ft. Loramie. OH 
JEAN D. OAKAR ..... .... ......... Broadview Heights. OH 
BETH A. SMITH ...... ........ ... ......... ............. . Waldorf. MD 
SPANISH lliE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
ALISON JACLYN BOECKMAN ...... Beavercreek. OH 
RYAN CLARK REINHART .......... .. ......... Springfield. OH 
DAWN MARIE RIGGINS .... .... .... .. ... Beavercreek. OH 
cum laude 
MUSIC COMPOSITION 




MEGAN ELIZABETH COOPER .............. Greenfield. IN t LYNELLE MARIE L VONS .... ...... ....... ...... ... Sylvania. OH 
cum laude magna cum laude NICHOLAS ERIC BOERGER ... ............ Ft. Mitchell. KY JENNIFER L. HUSTON .... .... ........ ... .... .. .. .. St. Marys. OH 
Core Program ELIZABETH SUSAN MERRILL .... ........ .... .... Rockford. Ml cum laude Teacher Certification 
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN MUSIC PERFORMANCE 
KATE JANELLE ROHRER .................. Waynesburg. PA JENNIFER MARIE WEISGERBER .......... .. ..... Mason. OH AMI MICHELLE BUSIC ..... ...... ... ... ........ ..... Dayton. OH ROXANA THERESA ROSARIO ................ Evansville. IN 
cum laude cum laude summa cum laude 
ADAM MICHAEL SMITH ..... .. ..... .... .... . Avon Lake. OH 
MUSIC THERAPY 
PAETRA LYNN BAKER ....................... ......... .. Liberty. IN ELIZABETH ANNE HUSS .... ........ ......... . Morris Plains. NJ 
cum laude magna cum laude 
COLLEEN MARY EGAN ................. Southampton. PA University Honors Program 
ERIN KATHLEEN HIGGINBOTHAM ...... Columbus. OH Core Program 
tin Absentia 12 tin Absentia 13 
KATIE MARIE LEONE ....... .... ................ Annandale. NJ 
EMILY CATHERINE MEYER .......... . Ste rling Heights. Ml 
STACEY NICOLE SCHLOSS ................. Cincinnati. OH 
summa cum laude 
magna cum laude MELAINE TERESE SCHULER .... .. .................. Sterling. IL 
THE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
J (V\ ~ 
cum laude 
BIOCHEMISTRY 1 3 
MICHELE ANGELA HAUN ...... .... .......... Loveland. OH AMBER L. MOHR .. .. .............................. Defiance. OH 
ANTHONY DAVID KREBS ........ .. ............... Dayton. OH summa cum laude 
MARY ELIZABETH KREBS .... .... ................... Dayton. OH KRISTA JEANNINE TOPMILLER ................. Villa Hills, KY 
summa cum laude cum laude 
University Honors Program 
STACEY MARIE MCNEAL ........... New Ric hmond. OH 
University Honors Program 
c umlaude 
BIOLOGY 
EMMANUEL NSUH AYIM ............. College Station. TX 
JENNIFER KATHERINE BADER ............... Ft. Wayne. IN 
JOSE' ANTONIO BAZAN ........................ San Juan. PR 
SUSAN JENNIFER BERG .......................... . Fairfield. OH 
magna cum laude 
AARON LEE BEY ....................................... Minster. OH 
magna cum laude 
ELIZABETH ANN BOUTT .............. .. ........ Royal Oak. Ml 
BRIAN PATRICK CASEY ...... .. .......... .. ... Springfield. OH 
BRIAN T. CONDON .. .. ............ .... ......... Green Bay. WI 
cum laude 
JAMIE L. DARGART .................... .... ....... Maumee. OH 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
KATHERINE FRANCES DUMONT ........ Cincinnati, OH 
magna cum laude 
University Honors Program 
CHRISTOPHER WARREN EASLEY ............. Chicago, IL 
ANDREW CHAMPUN E.J.1,ISL .... .. .................... . Cary. IL 
LINDSAY MARIE FITZ ... C .. .. ....... St. Petersburg. FL 
ANDREW QUINN FORD .......... .... ...... Triadelphia, WV 
CHRISTOPHER JAMES FREDE .... .......... Norwood. OH 
t KOBY W. GLADEN ........................ ...... ... Delphos. OH 
•BRIANA-A-\r)(aA-Gm:fN .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. atct0Tr.Tvl0-
<:ommissio~l'1&1c1Aited"Stoternm,y 
LEAH TERESE HAMMEL .. .... .............. Chesterfield, MO 
cum laude 
ALLISON KRAFT HELMERS .. .. ............... Cincinnati. OH 
DEVON RAE HORNE .. .... ........ .... ........ .. ..... Toledo. OH 
c um laude 
BRADLEY SCOTT HUNTSMAN .... .. ....... Pataskala, OH 
ELIZABETH MARIE JOHNSON ...... ... Beaverc reek. OH 
cum laude 
JENNIFER KATE KAPOSTASY Concord Township, OH 
magna cum laude 
KATHRYN GRACE KLECKER ...... .... ... Nicholasville, KY 
JEFFREY JOSEPH KOVACS ............ Olmsted Falls. OH 
cumlaude 
University Honors Program 
ALLISON A. KREINER .................. .... ..... Cincinnati, OH 
JENNIFER ANNE KRIEGER .. ................ .. ...... Dublin, OH 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
tin Absentia 14 
KRISTINA MARIE LEHMAN .... .. ...... Huber Heights. OH 
cum laude 
KATHLEEN MARIE LOOS ............ .. ....... Cincinnati. OH 
magna cum laude 
GRETCHEN MARIE LORENZ ......... Huber Heights. OH 
summa cum laude 
MICHELLE RENEE MATUSZEK .... .. ........ Cincinnati. OH 
University Honors Program 
LAUREN KEIKO MIY AMASU .... .. ..... Beaverc reek. OH 
magna cum laude 
NANCY ANGELA MOHLMAN .... ... Beavercreek, OH 
cum laude 
DANIEL MICHAEL MORONEY .... ............. Dayton. OH 
cum laude 
University Honors Program 
CHRISTINE MARIE OSWALD .............. . Cincinnati. OH 
EMILY E. PIFER ........................ .. .. .. ...... ... Kettering. OH 
magna cum laude 
SARA ELLEN PLUMB .... .... ........ .. ...... ..... Randolph. NY 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
MATTHEW PATRICK POLLOCK ........ .. Springboro. OH 
JENNIFER M . ROTSINGER ...... .......... ..... Van Wert. OH 
cum laude 
EMlb¥ ~USNJ SCI IEIE)lE~ .................. .. . -1-lomitten:-et+-
KRISTINA MARIE SIEFKER .... .... ............ .. ... Ottawa. OH 
cum laude 
KIMBERLEY MARIE SPALDING .. .............. Louisville. KY 
LAURA ELAINE SPANGLER ............ ......... Canton. OH 
summa cum laude 
ERICA NICOLE URBAN .. .. ......................... Palatine. IL 
MATTHEW A. WALKER .. .. .......................... Norton. OH 
magna cum laude 
THOMAS R. WENKER .......... .. ........ .... ... Cincinnati. OH 
summa cum laude 
CARLOS A. TORNERIA WILKE ................ Halo Rey, PR 
MATTHEW J. WISE ........................ .. ........ Springfield. IL 
MICHELLE LYNN WISS .............................. Minster. OH 
NATHAN AUGUSTIN WUEBBELS ....... Germantown. IL 
magna cum laude 
CHEMISTRY 
JEFFREY M. CAYCE ........................................ Troy. OH MATTHEW ROBERT HARTINGS .......... .... ...... Piqua. OH 
JEREMIAH CHMIELEWSKI ........................... Tampa, FL magna cum laude 
University Honors Program JACLYN RENEE PATTERSON ................. Massillon. OH 
magna cum laude 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
JEFFERY CHARLES ADLER ...................... Rawson. OH PETER LAURENCE RENNEKER .. .. .. ....... Cincinnati. OH 
ABDULLA MOHAMMED AL-NAIMI .. .... Kettering, OH cum laude 
THOMAS JERRY COPE. JR . .............. Middletown. OH MICHAEL B. WELCH ............................ Cincinnati. OH 
PAUL CHRISTOPHER GARRETT ..... .......... Portage. Ml 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
DARRELL E. BELLE RT .................... .. .......... . Dayton. OH 
summa cum laude 
TIMOTHY EDWARD DENEHY .. .. ... North Royalton. OH 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
HONGPHONG NGUYEN DO .................. Dayton. OH 
MARK THOMAS FRANKLIN ............ Beavercreek. OH 
DAVID PAUL GUDORF ...... .. ...................... Russia. OH 
CHRISTOPHER ANDREW HAAG ................ Livonia. Ml 
OU HUANG .............................................. Dayton. OH 
JOSHUA JONES ........................ ................ Dayton. OH 
MATTHEW GEORGE LOOMIS .................. Dayton. OH 
PETER VASIUAUSKAS .................. .. ......... Hemlock. NY 
magna cum laude 
CUNT W. WOLFF ...................... .... .......... St. Marys. PA 
cum laude 
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY 
SARAH IRENE BOYLE ........ .. ...................... Toledo. OH JESSICA LORRAINE JONES ................ Wildwood. MO 
magna cum laude JOHN THOMAS NICOR A .. ...... .... .. North Canton. OH 
TRACIE MICHELLE CLARK .................... Arcanum. OH MICHAEL A. PANGRACE .......................... Huron. OH 
cumlaude magna cum laude 
MARIE-LUISE DIETZSCHOLD .... Newtown Square. PA CHRISTOPHER DAVID PEDERSEN Hoffman Estates. IL 
SHAWNA LYNNE HANES .... ...... .............. Ashland. OH CRYSTAL LYNN RICE .......... .... .... .... Grand Rapids. Ml 
SARAH VICTORIA HANLEY ................... Kettering, OH BETH ANN SCHULLER .... ..................... Boardman. OH 
magna cum laude cumlaude 
ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY 
TODD A . ASELTYNE .. .... .. ...................... Maumee. OH 
CYNTHIA MARIE CAPELL ...... ...... .... ...... Vermilion. OH 
BETH ANNE HARRINGTON .... ............... Waukegan. IL 
e1,1m la1o1-IQ Q.}_ 
DREW CARTWRIGHT MCGOWAN .......... ..... Troy. OH 
GEOLOGY 
KATHERINE TRACY BARRETT ................... Louisville. KY NICHOLAS JAMES CHROBAK ........... Cleveland. OH 
MATHEMATICS 
GEOFFREY D. DIETZ ................ .... .... Beavercreek, OH RYAN CLARK REINHART ..................... Springfield. OH 
summa cum laude Teacher Certification 
University Honors Program 
JENNIFER MARIE MIFFLIN ........ .. .............. Palmyra. VA 
Core Program 
tin Absentia 15 
PH¥SICS 
SfEPHEN-p, RILEY .. .......... .... .. .. lipp Cit-,,. 0 
PREDENTISTRY 
MICHAEL SCOTT MEAD JR ... .. ........... .... Fremont, OH 
PREMEDICINE 
WILLIAM ABOUHASSAN, JR . .. .... .... ..... Lyndhurst, OH 
MARGUERITE MARY APPRILL ....... Overland Park. KS 
magna cum laude 
JANEE LYN BARTOSZEK ................... .. .. Loveland. Ohl 
magna c um laude 
BRENDAN M. BOYLE .......... .... ............... Kettering. OH 
summa cum laude 
DOUGLAS THOMAS BROOKS .............. Bellbrook. OH 
Commissioned in the United States Army 
JAMES R. BRUNS ......................... Bowling Green, OH 
cumlaude 
JEREMY J. BRYWCZVNSKI .... .. .................. Dayton. OH 
magna cum laude 
CHRISTIAN SCOTT CHILDERS .. ................. Dayto n. OH 
DANIEL J. CUTTICA ........... .. ..... ........ .. .... Canfield. OH 
cumlaude 
SARAH ELIZABETH FITZGERALD .... .. .......... Toledo. OH 
-cum-lead· j'V) I l_. 
STEPHANIE ROSE GALMISH ............ .... ... Ridgway. PA 
MARCY JOY HANNA .................... .. ...... Kettering. OH 
CHRISTOPHER THOMAS HARDER .... .. .... Mequon.WI 
BENJAMIN PATRICK JOHNSON ........ Springboro. OH 
DAVID CHRISTOPHER KARPIK .. ...... Pickerington. OH 
JAMES K. LEE ............................................ Dayton. OH 
MEGHANN ANNE MCKAY .... .... .... .... Lakewood. OH 
NICOLE KATHLEEN MUNZ .... .... ........... Cincinnati. OH 
ERICE. NEADER .. .. ........................ Reynoldsburg. OH 
cum laude 
MATTHEW FORD PAGNOTTO ........ .. .. Columbus. OH 
magna cum laude 
TIMOTHY EVERETT ROWLAND ............ Columbus. OH 
magna cum laude 
University Honors Program 
USHA LEE SALTERS .............. ........ .. ... Cambridge. OH 
summa cum laude 
TRISHA LYNN SALTERS ...... .... ............ Cambridge. OH 
-mggAa eu, ,, laode ..,S <LL-
PSYCHOLOGY 
MARIA ALUA ARITE .......................... .... ..... Toledo. OH 
cumlaude i 
CHRISTINE MARIE BENNETT .. ~ .. y Village, OH 
ELIZABETH SUZIE BERMINGHAM .. .. ........ Kenmo re. NY 
KATHERINE PATRICIA BREWER ........... Cincinnati. OH 
c um laude 
MEGAN ELIZABETH CARROLL .......... .... .......... Erie. PA 
LEE ELLEN CLARKE ...................... ..... Bell Canyon. CA 
cum laude 
MAUREEN JANE HOFFMAN ............. Burtonsville. MD 
MARY FRANCES KUREK .... .. ...... .. ........ ....... Franklin. IN 
ANNE KATHLEEN MURPHY ..................... Glen Ellyn. IL 
ERIKA NAKONECZNYJ ............ .. ...... ... Lakewood. OH 
BRANDON TROY OLSZEWSKI .... ............. Knoxville. TN 
magna cum laude 
TIFFANY ANN PEMPEK .... ....... .... ...... St. Clairsville. OH 
magna cum laude 
THERESA MARIE POPELAR .................. Cincinnati. OH 
JACLYN DAWN PREDMORE .. ...... Fox River Grove. IL 
SHANAE ALLISON SABO ...................... .. Fremont. OH 
Core Program 
Core Program 
tin Absentia 16 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SAM GOULD, DEAN 
lliE DEGREE-BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINIS1RA170N 
ACCOUNTING 
ANN MARIE AMAROSA ...... .............. Churchville. NY 
Core Program C,, l-
EMILY ELIZABETH BALL .... .. ............. North Warren, PA 
MEREDITH K. BALTZELL ........ .. .......... ........ ...... Tiffin. OH 
cumlaude 
DAVID JOSEPH BODMAN ........... .. Fairview Park. OH 
LUCILLE ELIZABETH BRYAN .... ........ ......... Louisville. KY 
cum laude 
SUZANNE CHRISTINE CAPRETTAHighland Heights. OH 
summa cum laude 
CHRISTOPHER J. CUTRARA ............. South Holland. IL 
DAWN MICHELLE DRAKE .................... .. Fairborn, OH 
Core Program 
KIMBERLY ANN DRUMMER ........ ....... .. Gahanna. OH 
magna cum lauds 
BETH A. EASTER ........ ................ .. ....... .. Maineville. OH 
DANA MARIE EBBESMEYER ......... .. ...... Circleville. OH 
ANDREA LEE ESTOK .............. ...... ...... .............. Erie. PA 
JEREMY A. GRUBER ..................... .. ....... .... Ashville. NY 
LAURA ELYSABETH HANSEN ............ ...... Fox Point. WI 
magna cum laude 
COLLEEN ERIN HENNESSY .. .. ........ .. ........ Canton. OH 
AMY M . HICKEY .............................. .... ..... Dayton, OH 
ROBERT RAYMOND HOBART .................. Poland. OH 
HEATHER ANNE KAZMER ............ North Olmsted, OH 
JEFFREY DANIEL KECKLEY .................. South Bend. IN 
magna cum laude 
EMILY SUE KEEHN ................................. Brookville. OH 
AMBERLY LYNN KITZMILLER ........... New Bremen. OH 
cum laude 
KIMBERLY ELIZABETH LACY .................... Golden. CO 
cum laude 
ADAM DAVID LENHARDT ........... .. ........ Barrington. IL 
magna cum laude 
JAMES M . MCHALE ........................... Gates Mills. OH 
ELIZABETH L. MOORE ............ , ....... .... .... Kettering. OH 
summa cum laude 
VALERIE JANE MUELLER ............... Downers Grove. IL 
MICHAEL KENNETH PTAK ........ .... ..... Bay Village. OH 
t PATRICK CHRISTOPHER RASEY .................. Xenia . OH 
ASHLEY MARIE REDMON .............. Beavercreek. OH 
ANGELA MARIE REINHART ... ........ .... ...... .. Canton. Ml 
MICHAEL ANTHONY VALEANT .... .. ............ Elmira. NY 
Core Program 
MICHELLE LEE WEIGEL .... .. .. ... .... ... ...... .... Wheaton. IL 
ECONOMICS 
C-L SUSAN MARY BORGER ................. ........ St. Henry. OH JENNIFER ANN MATTEO ................... Streetsboro. OH 
Core Program SANDRA LORRAINE MCCLELLAN ........... .. Livonia. Ml 
JEFFREY ROBERT HEHMAN ...... Highland Heights, KY DANA MARIE WHITE ...................... Beavercreek. OH 
cum laude summa cum laude 
Core Program University Honors Program 
MICHAEL BOHN LEARY ........ .. ...... .. .. . Perrysburg. OH 
FINANCE 
MATTHEW JOSEPH ARUNG .............. .. Cincinnati.OH PATRICK HEALY BRICE ............................. Chicago. IL 
SIERRA DESALLE S._HLEY ................... .... . Louisville. KY 
KATHRYN VAUGHN AUMER ............. ... Pittsburgh. PA 
SHONDA RENtE BRYANT ......................... Dayton. OH 
DAVID T. CARDO ..... .. .................................... Erie. PA 
Core Program JOSEPH J. CURTIS ................... Highland Heights. OH 
SUSAN MARIE BATH .............. ......... Rochester Hills. Ml BRIAN CHARLES ERPENBECK ........ .... Tierra Verde. FL 
summa cum laude SYLVIA DIANA FRANCIS ..... ..... .. ... .... ..... Larkspur. CO 
KURT A. BEAL .............. ...... ..................... Westlake. OH KEVIN THOMAS GAMM .... .... .... ... ........ . Hamilton. OH 
MICHAEL SEAMUS BOSICK .... ...... ....... Pittsburgh. PA cumlaude 
JOSEPH JOHN BOSSE .... ........ ................ St. Louis. MO THOMAS E. GARRETSON .... .. ......... Rochester Hills. Ml 
SCOTT WILLIAM BRAMMER ......... ....... Cincinnati. OH GREGORYT. GERBA ........... .. ....... .... .. Avon Lake. OH 
SARAH A . BRENNEMAN ...... ..... .......... Cincinnati, OH GABRIEL GONZALEZ .... .. ..... .. ....... ...... . Columbus. OH 
cumlaude SARA MICHELLE HATCHER ............ Bellefontaine. OH 
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MATTHEW R. HENDEY ........................ . Columbus. OH 
EDWARD A. HUCHISON .. ...... .. .... ......... Kettering, OH 
BRIAN DAVID STAMMEN .. .. .. .. ............... St. Henry. OH 
RY AN MEINEKE ST ANGLE .................... ...... Bel Air. MD 
STEPHANIE SUZANNE FERGUSON ..... Farmington. NY 
cum laude 
JONATHAN ROBERT OELER .. .. ........ McKeesport, PA 
MARY COLLEEN REARDON ................. Brookfield. WI 
MICHAEL JAMES JOECKEN .......... Fairview Park. OH 
MARCUS ASHFORD ULES .. ........................ Bel Air. MD 
TYLER JOHN STOUT ............ .................... St. Henry. OH 
STEFANIE M . SYCZ .. .. ...... ................ ...... Brunswick. OH 
GRETCHEN MOSS FISCHER ........... .... ...... Chicago. IL 
GARY PAUL GALVIN ........ .. ........ Farmington Hills. Ml 
Core Program 
DANIEL PATRICK RIAZZI ...................... .. Kettering. OH 
JUSTIN ERIC MARO TT A ............................ Bellville. OH cum laude WILLIAM JOSEPH JOHNSON ..... .... ...... Florissant. MO KRISTA M . ROETTKER ...................... ..... Cincinnati. OH 
JEFFREY ROBERT MATRE .. ............ ....... Cincinnati.OH 
MEREDITH MICHELLE MIECZKOWSKI . Columbus. OH 
MARK ALLEN MONBECK .................. . Centerville. OH 
CHRISTOPHER D. TOBE .. ........ .................. Dayton. OH 
HOLLY ANN TOTH ......................... ........ Maumee. OH 
HEIDI WAGNER .. ...... ........ ...... .. .. ............... Toledo. OH 
MATTHEW R. KLYM ............ .. ............ .. ..... Stamford. CT 
MATTHEW E. KRUPNICK .... .. .......... .. ........ Webster. NY 
JOSEPH R. LANGER .. ............. .. ................ . Munster. IN 
MICHAEL A . SAMARAS ........................... Bellaire. OH 
EMILY ANN SCHMIDT .. ...... ............ .. ....... Springfield. IL 
MOLLY ELIZABETH SCHMITZ .... ......... .. .... St. Henry, OH 
MATTHEW G . MONTGOMERY .............. St. Louis. MO 
MATTHEW T. NORWOOD .. .. ................... Wheaton. IL 
cumlaude 
NICHOLAS NATHANAEL WEIMER ........ Columbus. IN 
CRAIG D. LATHAM ........... .. .. ..... .......... .. ..... Piqua. OH 
cum laude 
magna cum laude 
DAVID JOSEPH SUHRIE ...................... .... Gibsonia. PA 
KARA ALLISON OBERGEFELL .............. Sandusky, OH 
ELIZABETH C . PARIS ............ .......... ........ River Forest. IL 
JORGE ERICK MONROY PEREZ ............... Toledo. OH 
KEVIN CO NOR QUAY ............................ Plymouth. Ml 
JOHN B. QUIEN .................................. Strongsville. OH 
AMY MARIE WEITZEL .. ............ .......... .. Coldwater. OH 
DAVID ADAM WHALEY ...................... Mooresville. IN 
Core Program 
MARK ANDREW WIELAND .. .. .................... Eaton. OH 
HEATHER ANN WIGGINS ................. Binghamton. NY 
WILLIAM RICHARD LEHECKA .......... Queensbury. NY 
ELIZABETH ANN LEM KUHL ........ .. ......... ... Plymouth. Ml 
RUDY KUMAR MAHANTA .... .. .......... .. ... . St. Louis, MO 
KEVIN B. MCELHINNEY ......... .... ........ .. .... Hudson. OH 
DAVID W. MCGEE JR ....... .. ................. Pittsburgh. PA 
RICHARD D. TEMPLE JR ............ .. ....... Churchville. PA 
ROBERT PAUL TOE ...... ...... ...... .... ......... Pittsburgh. PA 
ROGER A. VALENTINE .................... New Albany. OH 
Commissioned In the United States Army 
JOSHUA AARON WEILANO...~ .. k ....... ... Dayton. OH 
MICHAEL R. REILEY ...... ..................... . Strongsville. OH magna cum laude 
cumlaude JUDITH LYNN WILKINS ................. North Olmsted. OH 
Core Program Core Program MARKETING 
RENEE J. RIESMEYER .... ...... ...................... Clairton. PA BRENT E. WILLIAMS ................................... Aurora. OH 
ERIN GAIL SANDERS ..... ...... .................. Kettering. OH 
NICHOLAS P. SCHUMACHER ................. Winona. MN 
magna cum laude 
ERIN REN~E WILSON ...... ........ ................ Naperville. IL 
STEPHEN K. BAMIGBOLA ...... .. ....... .. ..... . Lakeforest. IL 
JEFFREY MICHAEL BARGA .. ...... .... ....... Versailles. OH 
MATTHEW CLAY KOONTZ .................. Des Peres. MO 
JONATHAN PATRICK KRAFT .............. Centerville. OH 
Core Program 
MATTHEW LAVIOLETTE SIRMON ................ Batavia. IL 
KELLY ELIZABETH ZDONEK ...... ....... Grand Rapids. Ml JOHN CHARLES BOMMARITO ... Grosse Pointe Woods. Ml 
DANIEL EDWARD BROWN .. .... ..... .... ...... Newark. OH 
Core Program 
LESLI ANNE LADUC A .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . East Amherst. NY 
JILL SUZANNE SMITH .... ............ ........ ........ ... Elmira. NY MICHAEL JOHN BRUGMAN ...... .... .... ... Brookfield, WI JOHN CORBETT MARX .. .. ................. .. . Northbrook. IL 
summa cum laude DANIELLE MARIE CAPUTO ... .... ......... .. .... Chicago. IL EVAN MICHAEL MCCRANN ............. Glen Head. NY 
LINDSAY RIAN CARDEN .................... Indianapolis. IN Core Program 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS cum laude 
MICHAEL TIMOTHY CASEY ......... .... ..... .. ... Toledo. OH 
JAMES A . MCFARLANE ........................... Ypsilanti. Ml 
HEATHER CARLIN MEYERS .... ...... ............. Latrobe. PA 
AMY L. KIM .............................................. Dayton. OH MARY MARGARET CHAVEZ .................... Kokomo. IN 
AMITY MARIE CHERRY .... .. ................... Noblesville. IN 
TODD ALLEN MISKELL .. .. ............... .. Worthington. OH 
MATTHEW D. MONCHAK .................. .... .... Berea. OH 
MANAGEMENT Core Program MEGAN MARIE CLARK .... ... .... ... Arlington Heights, IL 
BRENDAN ROARKE MURPHY .............. Pittsburgh. PA 
TRUDY LYNN MUSARRA .......... Highland Heights. OH 
JEAN NETT MARIE ALBERS ....................... Park Hills. KY 
MICHAEL THOMAS BAGBY ................ Cincinnati. OH 
KATHLEEN L. BLAKE .................................... Elmhurst. IL 
JAMIE FRANK CIRRITO .......................... Lewiston. NY 
SCOTT RAYMOND COLLETTE .............. Pittsburgh. PA 
DEREK ALLEN COPELAND .... .. ....... Beavercreek. OH 
ROMEY A. CRAWFORD ...... ........ ....... Mt. Sterling. OH 
cumlaude 
TRACY LYNN DAVIDSON .... .... ........... Lakewood. NY 
RYAN M . EATOUGH ...... ... .................. ... Kettering, OH 
magna cum laude 
TANIA ESCALON .. .. .. .... ....... ..... .. ... . Beavercreek. OH 
JOHN F. FARLEY ................................. Allison Park. PA 
MOLLY JOSIE HARRIS .............................. Dayton. OH 
KELLY CHRISTINE KENNEDY ................... St. Louis. MO 
CHRISTOPHER PAUL KURTZ .... ................ . Fairfield. OH 
Core Program 
MARY ELIZABETH LEE .......................... Cincinnati. OH 
Core Program 
KENNETH MICHAEL LEIGHTON .................. Solon. OH 
STEPHANIE PATRICIA LOVERDE ............. Glenview. IL 
HEATHER RENEE MILLS .. .. ........................... Belpre. OH 
DANIEL P. MULLEN .... .......... .. ............... Cohasset. MA 
Core Program 
BRADLEY MICHAEL MURPHY ............. Cincinnati. OH 
KELLY LYNNE MURRAY .......................... Sylvania. OH 
summa cum laude 
WESLEIGH ANNE OXLEY ........ ............ Centerville. OH 
JAMIE EDWARD PERKINS ..................... Maumee. OH 
ERIC R. SCOLTON .. .... ..... ....... .. .. ............ Panama. NY 
CARYN L. SMITSKY .................................... Hickory. PA 
NICHOLE LYNN SPIKER ............................... Xenia, OH 
LORI A. TORNABENI ...... .................. Chesterfield. MO 
STACIA MARIE WILLIAMS .............. ..... Countryside. IL 
TIFFANY K. ZEUNE ......... .. ............ ...... ... Pataskala. OH 
cum laude 
ERIN NICOLE CONN ............. .. ................ Louisville. KY 
BRIAN PATRICK CULLEN ...... .. .......... ... Maineville. OH 
CARRIE SUE DACEY .......... .. ..... .... ..................... Lisle. IL 
cum laude 
MEGAN COLLEEN DANGLER .... .. ..... Indianapolis. IN 
JAMES EDWARD DAVIS 11 .... .... ................ Dayton. OH 
ERIN ROSALIE DOOLEY .... .............. Bloomingdale. IL 
ELIZABETH KILEY DOYLE ............. .. ....... Rochester. NY 
MELISSA LIN EFFER .. .. .... .. .... ............. .. . Cincinnati. OH 
ANN IRENE ENGEL .... .... .......... .... ....... Indianapolis. IN 
cumlaude 
JOHN PATRICK FALLON .. ....... .. ............... Chicago, IL 
KELLY JEANNE FLYNN ................. Shaker Heights. OH 
GIOVANNI G . FRANCHINA ....... ... Beavercreek.OH 
DANIELLE NICOLE GILLESPIE .... .......... Cincinnati. OH 
MEGAN MAUREEN GILLIGAN .............. ... Mentor. OH 
LINDSAY RENEE HALL ................ ... Shepherdsville. KY 
cum laude 
ERIN ELIZABETH HARRIS .. .................... .. . Oak Lawn. IL 
Core Program 
MARY BETH OLKOWSKI ........ North Tonawanda. NY 
BRANDON R. PAULS ............................. Claysville. PA 
JACQUELINE ANN PFAHL .............. . Oak Harbor. OH 
JEFFREY DAVID PIERSON ..... .... ........ .. .... Hudson. OH 
JENNIFER ROSE POTOCNIK .. .... ...... Chesterland. OH 
KELLY MAUREEN PROUTY ................... Morristown. NJ 
REBECCA M. RANEY ...... ................... Centerville. OH 
ALEXANDER W. SCHAEFFER .. ............... Gibsonia. PA 
JOHN GILLEN SENAY .... .. ... .................. Sewickley, PA 
ELIZABETH TERESA SEVEN ING .............. .. Naperville. IL 
Core Program 
JOSEPH C . SHANAHAN ................... Fond du Lac. WI 
INGRID ANN SICVOL ......................... ...... Kirtland. OH 
JONATHON CURTIS SMITH .... .... ........ Westerville. OH 
KEVIN JAMES SPELLMAN .... ...... .. .. ..... Huntington. NY 
AMEET K. SRIVASTAVA ........... Highland Heights. OH 
llMOTI IV ERles-TAHt ................. Arth ,glo,, J-Wlls;"lt-
PHILIP M . STEBELTON ............................. Sylvania. OH 
SARAH MARIE STRONG .... .......... ...... Loudonville. OH 
REGINA MARIE HOVANEC ............... Brook Park. OH Core Program 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS JANELLE RENEE ISING ........... .. ............. ... Louisville. KY TERESA ANNE THUMSER .... .... ............. San Pedro. CA 
PATRICK JOHN JETER ..... ............ .... ...... La Grange. IL JAMES CHARLES URBANICK ... ... Fairport Harbor. OH 
ROBB J. AHLERS ............... .... .............. Coldwater. OH 
SHAUNA ANNE ANDERSON ...... West Carrollton. OH 
BRYAN BEER ................................... Beavercreek. OH 
AARON DIALLO CHAMBLISS .. ................ Dayton. OH 
MEIKIN ANN CLARK ..................... Huber Heights. OH 
· GOO\ loud e /Y\. <!- L-
CHRISTOPHER JAMES JOHNSON ......... Burr Ridge. IL 
ADELINE ANN JOYCE .......... .... ....... Chagrin Falls. OH 
TIMOTHY LEO KEARNEY. JR ........... .... ... Maumee. OH 
ANTHONY DOUGLAS WALTER .... ....... Cincinnati. OH 
JAMES C . WHITESIDE .. .... ..... .. ...... ..... Rocky River. OH 
GREGORY PAUL WILLIAMSON ..... Grand Rapids. Ml 
GREGORY MICHAEL BURKE .............. Indianapolis. IN 
SARAH JEAN BURKSTRAND .. .................. . Monroe, Ml 
JEFFREY V . CREWS .71 ...................... Centerville. OH 
ERIC F. DOWNING .. ~r.: ...................... Cincinnati. OH 
SUSAN ELIZABETH KILGORE .. ...... ....... Avon Lake. OH 
CRAIG ROBERT KOHRS .. ............. Pawleys Island. SC 
Core Program PATRICK J. DUFFIN ...................... ...... Rocky River. OH cumlaude 
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THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
THOMAS J. LASLEY, D EAN 
1HE DEGRE~BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCA 710N AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
ART EDUCATION 
~ JENNIFER M . STAUFFER ................. Beavercreek. OH 
DIETETICS 
JULIA F. BORDNER ........ .. .. .. .............. ..... Fremont. OH 
magna c um laude 
CHRISTINA MARIE MARTINO ................... Hickory. NC 
Core Program 
CAROLYN ELIZABETH DALllEL .. ............. Northville. Ml 
cum laude 
LESLEY NICOLE PALUF .. .. ........ Highland Heights. OH 
CARRIE MARIE REDMOND .................. Rochester. NY 
ERIN MARGARET GENTRY .... .. ........... Indianapolis. IN cumlaude 
JENNIFER M . MANTLE ................ .. ......... Vandalia. OH 
cumlaude 
JUANITA LOUISE WEAVER .................... ... Dayton. OH 
cumlaude 
s~ I O EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
foANIELLE LYNN HAAS .............. Jackson Center. OH STACEY LEIGH KUBIAK ...... .. ....... ....... Englewood. OH 
~ -e~l'A lat:1da'"" vV\ C.- l-- summa cum laude 
EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED/ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
PATRICIA ANN BERNERT ..... <l.L. Cincinnati. OH 
EMILY MARGUERITE BOWLES ................. Glen Ellyn. IL 
SHANNON SUSAN BRENNAN .... .......... .. St. Louis. MO 
KAREN MARIE BUBAK ...... .... ............... Cincinnati. OH 
cum laude 
Core Program 
BARRY ALAN FUGATE .. .. ............ .... .... Cente rville. OH 
magna cum laude 
JENNIFER MARIE GALLION ...... White Bear Lake. MN 
ANNE ELIZABETH GROGG ....... .... . Beavercreek. OH 
summa cum laude 
Core Program 
MARCUS MATIHEW HOLLIDAY ...... .. . Lakewood. OH 
SARAH ANN HORNUNG ......................... .. Buffalo. NY 
magna cum laude (!_ L 
ROBYN MICHELLE HYLE ........ .. ............ Cincinnati. OH 
ELIZABETH ANN KRUPKA ............. .. . South Euclid. OH 
cumlaude 
MAUREEN BRIDGET MADIGAN ....... .. Glen Head. NY 
cum laude 
Core Program 
KATHERINE KELLY MCGANN Maryland Heights, MO 
magna cum laude 
Core Program 
CHRISTEN LYN MOL.ETON ..... .. .......... ... Pittsburgh. PA 
ANN CHRISTINE MURPHY .............. Rochester Hills. Ml 
magna cum laude 
Core Program 
KELLY MARIE MURPHY .................. ...... .... Glenview. IL 
COLLEEN MARIE O 'ROURKE ...... ............ ... Lenexa. KS 
summa cum laude 
KELLY M. PELLEGRENE .......................... Massillon. OH 
DANA LYNN POZNIAK ...... .. ... Grosse Pointe Park. Ml 
CHRISTINA ROSE RY AN ...... ...... .......... Cincinnati. OH 
magna cum laude 
Core Program 
KATHLEEN MARIE SHIELDS ........ ...... ..... Ft. Wayne. IN 
Core Program 
CARRIE ELIZABETH SIMMONS .............. .... . Buffalo. NY 
KATHLEEN MARIE SPELLMAN .......... Garden City. NY 
cum laude 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
AMY CHRISTINE ANDREWS .... ......... .. Centerville. OH 
CHRISTINA M. AULISIO .. ........... .. .......... Park Ridge, IL 
cum laude 
ALEXA KATRINE BACON ........... .. ....... .. ... Dayton. OH 
HOLL.EE J. BATES .. .... ...................... .. .. Strongsville. OH 
MARCY ANN BEAUDOIN .................... Waukegan. IL 
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ELIZABETH BRIDGET BENDEL ...... ............ Naperville. IL 
cum laude 
TARA ANN BOONE ........................... .. .... Mclean. VA 
TORI KRISTINE BOTHE .......................... Cinc innati. OH 
MACKENZIE ANNE BRADLEY ............ .. Mendham. NJ 
SARAH ELIZABETH BUSS .............. ...... ........ Aurora. OH 
KAREN LYNN CLAUSEN ...... ...... .... Western Springs. IL 
cumlaude 
SARAH ELIZABETH EIGHMEY .................. . Louisville, KY 
NOAH THOMAS-SOPHER FALCK .......... .. Dayton. OH 
ELIZABETH ANNE GAUDER ............ Beavercreek. OH 
DAMIAN ELIZABETH GOLD ...................... . Milford. OH 
cum laude 
AMANDA M . GREMS .............. ...... ..... Commerc e. Ml 
ABBIE ELIZABETH HANKE .... .. ................... Louisville. KY 
Core Program 
MICHELLE ANN HOLTVOIGT .................. Dayton. OH 
summa cum laude 
COLETIE ELIZABETH JAMIESON .... Grosse Pointe. Ml 
CARA LYNN JOHNSON ........ ...... ........... Lansdale. PA 
TAFFIE ELAINE JONES ............................ .. ... Eaton. OH 
ffiegRe e t:1Fl'I lot:1de $ (!_ (__.. 
DEBRA A JORDON ...... .. .. .. ...................... Sidney. OH 
summa c um laude 
MARIA SUGAR KESSLER ........................ Granville. OH 
magna cum laude 
KERRI ANNE KLINE .......... .. ................ .. .. Northbrook. IL 
cum laude 
GINETIE RUTH KREDEL .............................. Beaver. PA 
KRISTY LYNN KREMER .. .. .. .. ........................ Celina. OH 
,~~ 
USA CHRISTINE LAURITO ...................... ... Dayton. OH 
HOLLY ANN LONG .... ................ .. ........... Pitsburg. OH 
SARAH ELIZABETH MAHONEY ........ .. . Cleveland. OH 
SUSAN ROSEMARY MARQUARD ..... Rocky River. OH 
cumlaude 
LAURA ELIZABETH MAXWELL .. ............ Gahanna. OH 
cum laude 
AMANDA RENEE ' MCCOLAUGH .............. Xenia, OH 
cum laude 
Core Program 
KATHLEEN MARIE MCCORMICK . Reynoldsburg. OH 
cumlaude 
Core Program 
MEGHAN JEANNE MCDONOUGH ...... Bloomfield Hills. Ml 
magna cum laude 
MOLLY ERIN MCKENZIE ......... Grosse Pointe Park. Ml 
cumlaude 
SUSAN LEAH MIGNEREY ........ .. ................ Roswell, GA 
cum laude 
ANNE MARIE MISEROCCHI .................... Fairfield, OH 
SHANNON MARIE MONROE ............ Rocky River. OH 
magna cum laude 
AUBREY LANE MULBARGER ............... Gahanna. OH 
JENNIFER ANN MURRA y .................. ... Loveland. OH 
Core Program 
HEATHER MARIE MYERS .............. .. ........ Sylvania. OH 
MELANIE LYNN MYERS .. ..................... .... Batavia. OH 
magna cum laude 
DONALD NAPIER ...... .. ........................ Lewisburg. OH 
magna cum laude 
COLLEEN ANN O 'NEILL .. .................. . Westerville. OH 
RlCJgAEle€UmletJd C.., ( _ 
MARGARET E. RAMBASEK ........... ...... ... Westlake. OH 
LORI RAE REDD ........ ............................... Houston. TX 
cum laude 
CHAD BENJAMIN REESER ............ ....... Ma rysville. OH 
MICHELLE MARIE RIMKUS .. .. /" ................. Dayton. OH 
MARCIE LOUISE SANDER (~.l-. .... Cincinnati. OH 
MADELINE EILEEN SHANAHAN ........ .... ... Dayton. OH 
summa c um laude 
COURTNEY RENEE SINOSKI .. ........ .. ....... Fairpo int. OH 
MAUREEN THERESE STANDING ......... Gates Mills. OH 
KAREN MARIE STARR ............ .. ................. Hudson. OH 
cum laude 
AMANDA E. THAYER .. .. ............. West Carrollton. OH 
ANDREA LYNN TURNER ...................... Gahanna. OH 
cum laude 
CORRIE L. VUCKOVICH .............. .. Beaverc reek. OH 
Core Program 
JENNIFER LYNN WEINERT ...................... Scottsville, NY 
CAROLINE K. WEIRATH ...................... ..... Wheaton. IL 
cum laude 
CHRISTOPHER STEPHEN WILKENS ........ Wantagh, NY 
CHRISTINE MARIE WILLIAMS .... .. ........ Huntington. NY 
cumlaude 
CLARE M. WOJTON .. .. .. .. ..................... Lyndhurst. OH 
magna c um laude 
Core Program 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION AND KINDERGARTEN 
KATHLEEN MARIE ABELLA .................... Ft. Wayne. IN MEGAN LOUISE LEPLEY ........... ...... ...... .. Louisville. OH 
cumlaude summa cum laude 
EMILY ANN BLAKELEY .......................... ...... Euclid. OH JENNIFER LYNN PIERSON .... .... ............ .. ......... Erie. PA 
magna cum laude cum laude 
ELIZABETH A DAMICO ............ ...... .......... Marion. OH DEANA RAE PYLE ...... ................................ Frankfort. IL 
magna cum laude cum laude 
CAROLYN MARIE HESS ...................... .. .. Broomall. PA JULIE THERESE URBANIJA ........ .. ......... Columbus, OH 
cumlaude magna cum laude 
LAURA ELIZABETH KEEFE ...... .. ............. ... .. Dayton. OH SARAH VIDOUREK ............... .. .. .... .. .. .. ... Hamilton. OH 
magna cum laude ERIN ROCHELLE WEBER ...... .. .................. Fairfield. OH 
Core Program 
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EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGEMENT 
LAURA ELAINE DOCHSTADER ................. Granger, IN 
JENNIFER MARIE DRAKE .... .... ........... ..... Tipp City, OH 
magna c um laude 
CLAIRE E. GORKA ...... .. .... ...................... Madison, OH 
KRISTEN HANZEL ......... ..... ............. .... Bay Village, OH 
MARY BETH LAUER .. ................................ Clayton. OH 
SARAH THERESE TIC HAR .... ... ............ . Cleveland, OH 
LAURIE E. YAHL ...... .................. .. .. .... ..... St. Marys, OH 
FOOD AND NUTRITION 
JACLYN ROSE PASIKOWSKI ................... Wexfo rd, PA 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
KATHLEEN B. OLIVER .... ..... .................... Kettering, OH SAMANTHA LYNN CARRAHER ......... .... ... Oak Park, IL 
cumlaude 
KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY EDUCATION 
KERRIN J. LANKTREE ....... ....... Boonton Township , NJ 
summa c um laude 
Core Program 
NUTRITION AND FITNESS 
NIC OLE MARIE REED .......... ... .............. .... Hilliard, OH 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
JENNIFER LYN JENTG EN ... ............. ............... Tiffin. OH ADAM LAWRENCE MINTZ ............. ... ... Tro twood, OH 
COURTNEY ANN JOHNSON ...... .......... Kettering. OH SARA MARIE RIZZO ......... .................... C incinnati. OH 
MALISSA LYNN MELLOTT ............... ... .. Springfield , OH CHRISTINA NICOLE ROUSH .. .......... .. .. Delaware, OH 
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY 
MELINDA KEW BROWER .............. ...... ....... Eato n. O H JENNIFER LYNN MALINOWSKI ···· ··············· Tampa, FL 
c um laude c um laude 
AMY MARIE CULLEN ....... ......... .... ........ .... Dayton. OH LYNN ANN MARKL ... ... .................... ..... Pittsburgh, PA 
DEBORAH S. ELLIS ............ ..... ...... ..... ... Cinc innati. OH AIMEE M. SHIELDS .... ....................... ...... ...... Union, OH 
summa c um laude ALLISON KELLIE WALLIS ... ..... ............ ... Rochester. NY 
University Honors Progra m magna c um laude 
KENDALL JAY ERDAHL .............. .. ........... Lo ndon, O H DAWN MARIE WESELI ................ .... .... Indianapolis. IN 
magna cum laude summa c um laude 
EMILY SUSAN FLAIG ...... ... ..... ....... .... ...... Blue Ash, OH KEVIN DAVID WILSON .. .... ...... .... ........ Cincinnati. OH 
magna c um laude 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
JANE ERIN BRETZLAUF ....... ................ Lakew ood. CO MICHAEL LADDIE KANE .. .................. Cleveland. OH 
ELIZABETH ANN BUTLER ........ . No rth Huntingdon, PA AMY LYNN KEISER ................... .............. Versailles. OH 
summa c um laude 
MELINDA ANN CAPARCO .. ........ West Henrietta. NY 
-GYl'fl-letlee. M C., L 
MELANIE MARIE KUPER .. ..... ............. ...... . Mentor, OH 
ANDREA LOUISE DORGAN ...... ... ....... Columbus, OH 
c um laude 
NIC OLE EISEL .... ................ .... ... ............. Pittsburgh, PA 
summa c um laude 
KELLY LYNN FISHER ................... ... Huber Heights, OH 
JEFFREY MICHAEL FRANZ ......... ..... .......... Mentor. O H 
JASON BRUCE GRAY ........ .... ..... .......... Dry Ridge, KY 
NIC HOLAS JOHN HAHNENBERG Lake Leelanau. Ml 
magna c um laude 
THERESA MARIE HELLMANN .... ...... .. Mt. Pleasant. Ml 
RYAN MICHAEL MCDAID ........... ..... .. .... ... Adrian. Ml 
PATRICK JOSEPH MCLAUGHLIN 111 •••• Cincinnati, OH 
JAKE MATTHEW MUSZVNSKI ............ ..... ...... Kohler, WI 
EILEEN QUINTER NOLAN ................. ..... .......... Troy, OH 
magna c um laude 
RICHARD MICHAEL O 'BRIEN .... .. ........ Pittsburgh, PA 
SEAN PAUL RENNER .... ..... ............ North Canton, OH 
JEFF C . ROBINSON .... .... ... ............ LaGrange Park. IL 
REBECCA ANN ROLL ............................ Rossburg. OH 
summa cum laude cumlaude 
RYAN W. HOKANSO N ... ...... ..... ......... .. .. Duxbury, MA JOSEPH JAMES ROWLEY ............... .. . Wilmington, OH 
THERESA MARIE HUELSKAMP ............. Green Bay, WI Core Program 
€ tliii la lRffi" M U- MARIA TERESE SCHNEIDER ... ....... ... .. .. C incinnati. OH 
KEVIN P. JAKETIC ...... ..... ... ...... ..... ............... Solon, O H magna cum laude 
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KAM FAI SIU .... ................ ... ..... .... ......... . Rochester, NY NICOLE ANN SPECTOR .. .... ..... Mayfield Heights, OH 
DEBRA DANYELLE SMITH .............. ... ... Lanc aster, OH summa c um laude 
magna cum laude EMILY THERESE STENSON ... ...... .... .... .. Wildwood, MO 
TARA ELAINE SMITH ......... ........ ................. Celina, OH magna cum laude 
SPORT MANAGEMENT 
MATTHEW DURR ABHALTER .... .......... ....... Palatine, IL NICHOLAS A. KELLERMEYER ................ St. Marys, OH 
TARA D. ALBERT .... .... ........ .... ... .... ........ Pittsburgh, PA magna c um laude 
DOUGLAS WILLIAM CHINCHAR .......... .... . Euclid. OH MICHAEL BERNARD LEHNER ................ Kettering, OH 
DEBORAH A. COX .. ...... ... ......... .. ............. Rockford, IL AARON F. MARTIN ............ .... ............ . Westerville , O H 
CHRISTOPHER DAVID DEFENDIS .... ... .. Rochester, NY JODI LINN NAEHRING ............. ... .......... .... Mason, OH 
GEOFFREY OLIVER DILLARD ........ ... .. Marshfield, MA JOHN J. SCOTT .............................. . Youngstown, OH 
BROCK WESLEY HENDRICKS ...... ......... Vernon Hills. IL COURTNEY LEIGH TANNER ...................... Geneva. IL 
STEVEN ALLEN WOLF JR .................. ...... Fairfield, OH 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
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/4-1 f 
BLAKE CHERRINGTON, D EAN 
~
THE DEGRE~BACHELOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
DANIEL MANUEL AUSTRIA ........................ Gurnee. IL 
BRIAN MICHAEL BAKER .... ..... ................. Batavia. OH 
magna cum laude 
MICHAEL JAMES BERKSHIRE ................ Kettering, OH 
KATHLEEN MARIE DANKERT ...... .. .......... Plymouth, Ml 
DANIEL RING DURBIN ..... .. ............. ...... Rochester, NY 
DIANE RENEE FELS ..... ... ...... ... .. ........... ...... Milford, OH 
THEODORE J. FITZ .... ... ........ ...... ......... . Cincinnati, OH 
AARON R. GIBBS .................... New Philadelphia. OH 
magna cum laude 
CHRISTINE FRANCES HAAS .............. Oceanside, CA 
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL HORMAN .... Eastpointe, Ml 
CARLA ADDOLORATA JANZ ............... Concord. OH 
MELANIE JEAN MCLAUGHLIN ...... ..... Brookpark. OH 
JONATHAN PAUL MEYER .. .. ............. .. .... Ottawa. OH 
MICHAEL F. NIEBAUER .. ... ............................... Erie. PA 
cum laude 
AMANDA L. QUIRKE .... .... ...... ...... .. ..... Painesville, OH 
TOMA RANDJELOVIC ........................ Seven Hills, OH 
AMY LYNN REINHARDT ........................... .. Belleville , IL 
cum laude 
MICHAEL JOHN SAMBROOK ... .. ... .. .. Lakewood, OH 
MARK JOSEPH SCHULTE .. ............. ...... Brec ksville, OH 
magna cum laude 
University Honors Program 
SARAH ELIZABETH SHERIDAN ... ....... ... Columbus. OH 
THOMAS CHRISTOPHER SPALLA ... ...... Pittsburgh, PA 
magna c um laude 
t MICHAEL STEIGER .................. ... ......... ...... Dayton, OH 
c umlaude 
KRISTA IRENE ZECHAR ········ ···· ·············· Kettering, OH 
;~!"1 
THE DEGRE~BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING ~ r 
MARK SAM ABOUNADER .. .... Highland Heights, OH 
CRAIG A . ASELTYNE ..... ................... ..... Maumee, OH 
SEAN GABRIEL BLAKELY .. ..... .. .. ... .... .. ... Maumee. OH 
KATHLEEN A. BOLLMER ................ .. .... Cincinnati, OH 
summa cum laude 
ALLISON MARIE BREMER ............•............ Okemos, Ml 
JONATHAN D. BROCKMAN ................ ... Harrison, OH 
KEVIN S. BROWN ......... ... ........ ........ ..... Cinc innati, OH 
KRISTEN MARIE CALDWELL .... .... .... Worthington, OH 
AMY ELIZABETH ESKRIDGE ... ........... ...... St. Louis, MO 
summa cum laude 
SHEYLA ENID GUTIERREZ .......... ............. San Juan. PR 
magna cum laude 
LEAH M. HASSING ......................... ..... Shoreview, MN 
c um laude 
tin Absentia 23 
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KRISTIN LEAH HILLMER ............................ Canton. OH 
JEFFREY DAVID MCCLUSKEY ............ .. Zanesville , OH 
DARREN EUGENE MEYERS ......... .. Shepherdsville . KY 
TIFFANY M . MORRIS ................... .. . East Palestine, OH 
MARK JOSEPH OGDEN .................... ........ Hilliard, OH 
LANCE MICHAEL OLDHAM ............... Columbus, OH 
cum laude 
JENNIFER ANNE RUSSELL ...... .. ............... Fairborn, O H 
LAURA JEAN SHAFER ........... .. ....... Western Springs, IL 
magna cum laude 
JENNIFER ANN THOMAS ..... .. .. .. ......... Oak Ridge. TN 
JUSTIN MICHAEL VERST ........ ....... .. .... Cold Spring, KY 
magna c um laude / c:J M 
JI F 
;;)_,/ 
lliE DEG~BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
1 
lliE DEG~BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY €.,C/ 
MARK ALAN BARTSCH ................ .. .. ... ..... Dayton, OH BUD A MIYAHARA .. ... ........................ .. Kettering, OH 
t:le.c..-t~~ , ('.,.. y 
~ ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
summa cum laude cumlaude 
University Honors Program ERIC NSHIMIYIMANA .... .. ......................... Dayton, OH PAUL GEARY BERKEMEIER .............. ......... Jackson, Ml BENJAMIN ROBERT MILLER ........... Beavercreek, OH 
JAIME LEE BAUDO ............... Broadview Heights, OH 
MIGl-4A~b .J , C.ARiiY .. .. .. ... ............. S*reA§S~ille, Ol't 
RICHARD TODD PARRIS ......... .. ............. . Warsaw, OH 
MATIHEW D. REEMSNYDER ............... .. ... Canton, OH 
ANGELA MARIE COUSER .............................. Troy, OH 
PAUL F. COY ............... .... .... ........... Beavercreek. OH 
JARED WILLIAM ORNDOFF ...... ...... Waynesburg, PA 
KEVIN R. SKELLY .......................... ... .. ... ... ...... Avon, NY 
BRIAN MICHAEL CRABBS ..................... Granville. OH LISA MARIE ROBBINS ........................... Monmouth, IL JUSTIN MALCOLM GRAVES ............ .... .. .. Dayton, OH WILLIAM CHARLES UPTON, JR ............. .... . Eaton, OH 
STEVEN PAUL DONAUER ................... Centerville. OH magna cum laude cumlaude 
cum laude JAMES JOSEPH ROTH ........... ...... ......... Brunswick. OH 
MESSEL[ FISSEHA ................ ................ .... . DoyfoA, 01-4 
JOSEPH DAVID GALLUZZO .. .. ........ .. Masontown. PA 
JOANNE MARGARET SKUYA ......•.......... . Dayton, OH 
MATIHEW STEFAN STEFANSKI ................ Tekonsha, Ml INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
DAVID LLOYD JONES 111 •• •••• ••••••••• Huber Heights, OH 
t GREGORY J. LAUGLE .... .. ........................ Dayton. OH 
cum laude 
1-TINH-TIEN TRAN ........................................ Dayton.OH 
WILLIAM FLOYD TURRI .. ........................ Kettering, OH 
cum laude 
NANCY ANN BELKOFER ........................... Toledo, OH 
magna cum laude 
MONICA ERIN MELE ........................... .. Kettering, OH 
MATIHEW A RAIN ... .. .................... ...... . St. Marys, OH 
University Honors Program 
PETER ALAN LIGMAN ........................... .... Toledo, OH 
MICHAEL D. WATKINS .... .... ............. Middletown, OH 
ju M 
ADAM CHRISTOPHER CUQUET ............. Libertyville. IL 
Commissioned in the United States Air Force 
HOLLY MARIE FABRY .................... ....... .... Warren, OH 
SARA CHRISTINE VANHIMBERGEN .. North Oaks. MN 
TODD ANTHONY WALKER ..... ............. Lancaster, OH 
magna cum laude 
3 r-~ lliE DEGRE~BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
AHMED LEVI GATHING .......................... Atlanta, GA 
JEFFREY MICHAEL GONTAREK ........... Rochester, NY 
LAWRENCE PAUL ZIZZO ............... ............. Canton. Ml 
NEYSA A. SANCHEZ-QUINTANA ALFARO .. Guaynabo, PR 
MATIHEW J. BOURGRAF .......... ... ....... Cincinnati. OH 
BRIAN PATRICK LEPA ........... Concord Township, OH 
ERIC JAMES LEUGERS ................. .... .. ....... Minster. OH MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
MICHAEL J. CLANCY .............. ... ........... Northville. Ml 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
PATRICK THOMPSON DALY .... New Martinsville, WV 
SUZETIE M. DECOST ............................ Midlothian, VA 
t MARK ALLEN MILLER II .................. ....... Brookville, OH 
summa c um laude 
t KEVIN CHARLES MOORE .. ............ .......... Dayton, OH 
JULIE C . MUZECHUK .. .... ... ... ...... ......... .. Kettering, OH 
STEPHEN GREGORY MYERS ............... Springfield, OH 
TIMOTH Y t. B~OCIHHURS+ ...... .. ...... Breel<sville,-GH 
GREGORY JOHN DANIEL ........ ..... . Beavercreek. OH 
THOMAS ALLAN HALE ....... ... .................. Florence. KY 
magna cum laude 
ANDREW MICHAEL LEIBREICH .... ... .. .. Cincinnati. OH 
JASON M. MAYER ...................... ... .... . Cincinnati, OH 
MARK R. PHILLIPS ............................... Centerville, OH 
TIMOTHY WILLIAM FORD ............ ..... .. Centerville, OH ADEBOLA OMOLARA OKUNADE .... .. ........ Xenia, OH 
KEVIN MICHAEL GRAF ......... ...... ....... Centerville, OH 
EDWARD JAMES HINKER .. ....................... Minster. OH 
KEITH D. PFALLER ............................... . Cincinnati, OH 
DAVID NICHOLAS PLESCIA .... ..... .... Willoughby, OH 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
JAMES scon HOLDREN .................... Columbus, OH 
JOSHUA CHARLES ISON ................ Beavercreek, OH 
IAN JAKUPCA ············ ········Ji·· ··· ········ Brook Park. OH 
JANETIE LOUISE JAQUES .. . ',., :<.. .~ ....... Lafayette. IN 
ANDREW JAMES JUTIE ........................... Clayton, OH 
Commissioned in the United States Air Force 
MARGARET ANN KALUZNY ...... .... .................. Troy, Ml 
magna c um laude 
NICHOLAS A. POHLMAN ............. .... Venedocia, OH 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program 
TERESA MARIA SAINT-BLANCARD ........ San Juan, PR 
RY AN JASON SKAFF ................................ Curtice, OH 
ANDREW M . STEINER ........... ... ................. Mentor, OH 
cumlaude 
JONATHAN EDWIN TUTILE ........ ......... Cincinnati, OH 
~NGELO KRIS BENOOFF Ill .... ........... . Columbus, OH QHRISTIAN JOACHIM GRAUEL ...... .. .. ... Tipp City, OH ULIE LYNN HEINRICHS ................... ........... . Anna, OH MOTHY WAYNE HOLMAN ............ Miamisburg. OH AVID CLIFTON JONES ...................... Cincinnati, OH 
~.; 
ADAM RICHARD LINEEN .......... .... ..... .. . Maumee, OH 
MICHELE ANNE MONNIER ... ........... ... ...... Sidney, OH 
tJON ANDREW WILSON ......................... .. Dayton, OH 
MARGARET KARLA ..................... ...... ..... . Medina, OH 
magna cum laude 
JOHN TODD VAN LENNEP .... ............. Delaware, OH 
magna cum laude ~, 
BENJAMIN ERIC KELPIN ............... ............ Fairport, NY GREGORY THOMAS WOOLLEY Jackson Center, OH 
RICHARD LOUIS LEIMBACH ... ........... Wakeman, OH 
c um laude ~ 5 ('1 
--#-
magna cum laude 
lliE DEG~BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
t MATIHEW ALAN BAUER ... .......... .... ... Springfield, OH SEAN MICHAEL DESMOND ................. Ft. Thomas. KY 
s ldm lot:ia e- IV\.C.1-- cumlaude 
ROBERT HAROLD Bl MONTE ...... ................... Miami. FL ERIC JAMES FISHER ...... .... ................ Continental. OH 
magna cum laude MARK WILLIAM JEANMOUGIN .......... Cincinnati, OH 
JASON M. BURKE ....................................... Obetz. OH ZACHARY WILLIAM KAUBLE .................. ..... Utica. OH 
cumlaude MATIHEW GEORGE LOOMIS ....... .... ....... Dayton, OH 
BRIAN W. COPLEY .............. .. ............. .. . Kettering, OH HEATHER D. MONIGAN ................... ......... Merrick, NY 
LAURA ANN COUGHLIN .... ............ Chesterfield, MO BRADLEY MICHAEL RATLIFF ............. Englewood. OH 
University Honors Program cumlaude 
TIMOTHY EDWARD DENEHY ....... North Royalton, OH RILEY G . scon ················ ···· ··············· ··· Canisteo, NY 
summa cum laude 
University Honors Program J ~ (VJ 
tin Absentia ~ 24 I ~ tin Absentia 25 
GRADUATE DEGREES 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
PAUL J. MORMAN, D EAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
1HE DEGRE~MAS1ER OF ARTS 
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
BRADEN ANDREW BLUMENSTIEL .. ...... Columbia . SC 
(B.A.. Ohio State University. '96) 
t MYRA CHRISTINE CUMMINGS-HILL .... ...... Carme l. IN 
(B.A.. Bradley University, '97) 
TAMARA ANNE ORR .... .. .. .... ... ...... ..... Richmond. VA 
(B.A.. Ohio State University, '95) 
TORI DANIELLE SWARTZ .............. ..... .... . Kettering. OH 
(B.A.. University of Dayton. '98) 
COMMUNICATION 
DANIEL GOODWIN BEHNKE ................... Dayton. OH ZHONGJUN TONG .... ..... ..... .............. .... Kettering. OH 
(B.A.. University of Cincinnati. '91) (B .• Hebei University. China. '94) 
KEITH E. KLEIN ................................. .. ... .. Kette ring. OH 
(B.A.. University o f Dayton. '98) 
ENGLISH 
TY EDWARD HENDERSON ... .... .. ............. . Dayton. OH JOHN L. WOODS .... .... ....... ............. . Miamisburg. OH 
(B.A.. Urbana University, '98) (B.A.. University of Dayton. '76) 
EILEEN HOENIG MAN MEYER ............. Gates Mills. OH 
(B.A.. University of Dayton. '97) 
PSYCHOLOGY 
JENNIFER A. HOCHDOERFER ............. .. . Tipp City, OH JASON ROBERT MCGRATH ...... . West Carrollto n. OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '98) (B.A.. Ohio Wesleyan University, '97) 
THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
JANE DECOURCELLE ENDRISS ......... ....... Toledo. OH SUSAN DICKINSON LOWREY ........ .. ....... . Monroe. Ml 
(B.S .• University o f Delaware. '77) (B.S.E.. Ohio State University. '71) 
~ PRUDENCE RISLEY HOPKINS ................... Dayto n. OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayto n. ' 77) 
MARIAN KATHRYN ROESER ...... ... .. .... .... Fairborn. OH A 
(B.A.. Capital University. '92) 'J 
'1 i 
1HE DEGRE~ MAS1ER OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 
--/ r/ 
ANISH BOLE .... .. ... ...... .. .. ... .................. Cente rville. OH PRISCILLA RUTH IKHAREBHA .. ... .... ...... Trotwood. OH 
(B.E .• University of Bombay, '91) (B.S .. Central State University, '82) 
-.teERIC FRICK ................... ......... ................ .... Hilliard. OH 
(B.S.I.S.E .• Ohio State University. '84) 
BALAJI V. MADDAU ... ........... .......... ........ Dayton. OH 
(B.E .• Osmania University, India. '98) 
tin Absentia 26 
VATSAL H. THAKKAR ······ ···· ········ ···· ····· ····· Dayton. OH 
(B.E .. Saurashtra University. India, '97) 
MON ALEE K. VY AS .... ....... ... ............ .. Springboro. OH 
(B.S .. Sardar Patel University, India . '92) 
t KRISTY MICHAEL WOODY ARD .... ....... .. Mansfield, TX 
(B.S.B.A.. University of Dayton. '90) 
MADHAVI YELESWARAPU .. .... .. ... ......... Kettering, OH 
(B.S .. University of Bombay. '92) 
HAROLD R. YINGLING ... ... .. .. ....... ........ Kettering. OH 
(B.S .. Pennsylvania State University. ' 85) 5. i 
~ 
1HE DEGRE~MAS1ER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRA 110N 
Cf 
JOSHUA J. ATER .......... ... ......................... . Dayton. OH LAURA IWINSKI ... ............ .. ......... ......... .. ... Dayton. OH 
(B.A.. University of Dayton. '98) (B.A.. University o f Dayton. '98) 
PATRICK M. BRENNAN .................... M iddletown. OH GUY ELSMIRE JONES ... ... ......... .. ..... ......... Dayton. OH 
(B.S.E.T .• University of Dayton. '94) (B.A.. Wright State Unive rsity, ' 75) 
DAVID MICHAEL CHESAR ....................... Dayton. OH NORA L. VONDRELL ....... ....... ................. . Da yton. OH 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayto n. '97) (B.A.. Wrig ht State University, '93) 
JACOB MATTHEW FLETCHER .... ........ .. . Ft. Wayne. IN 
(B.S .. SUNY College at Buffalo. '94) 
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SAM GOULD, D EAN 
G ORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
1HE DEGRE~MAS1ER OF BUSINESS ADMINIS1RAT10N 
WOLFGANG ALE KER .. .. ........ ... ..... .......... .... Germany t DIANE PATRICIA DAY ... .... ............. Beavercreek. OH 
~ (Bac .oec .. University of Augsburg. Germany. '97) 
- ./ KARIN ANKERSDORFER ... ...... ..... ... ..... ..... .. .. Germany 
(B.S.E .• Miami Unive rsity, ' 77) 
(M.S.E.. University of Dayton. '94) 
"' (Bac.oec .• University of Augsburg. Germany, '97) 
"-. JENNIFER R. BENDER ........................... Columbus. OH 
'-) - (B.S.B .. Miami University, '95) ~ t TRACY M. BERTKE ........ ... ...... ........... ........... Anna. OH 
RICHARD J. DEMKO ........................ ..... Bellbrook. OH 
(B.B.A.. Kent State University. '89) 
t JOHN THOMAS DEREGNAUCOURT ... .. ... .. . Austin, TX 
(B.S., Wright State University, '89) 
(B.S.B .. Wright State University, '96) ROBERT COLL YER DOUTHIT ...................... Hilliard. OH 
t MARK WOLFGANG BJORGEN ....... Laughlin AFB. TX (B.S.B.A .. Ohio State University. '93) 
(B.S .. United States Air Force Academy, '94) BRIAN MATTHEW DOWNEY .......... Reyno ldsburg , OH 
OLIVER BRECHEISEN ................... ........... ...... Germany (B.S.C .. Ohio University. '95) 
(Bac.oec .. University o f Augsburg. Ge rmany, '98) BRADLEY D. DUNAWAY .......... .... ........ . Kette ring. OH 
CRAIG THOMAS BROOKS .... .......... .. ....... Dayton. OH (B.S.C .S .. Wright State University. '94) 
(B.S.B.A.. University of Dayton. '96) CHERYL ANNETTE ENNIS .... .. ...... .... Beaverc reek. O H 
BLAKE H. BURNETT .... .. ......... .................... Boxford. MA (B.S.B .. Wright State University. '95) 
(B.B.A.. University of Massac husetts/Amherst. '90) t CLYDE L. ESTEP ................ ....... .. ..... .... .. Gahanna. OH 
NOREEN M. CAMPBELL .. ......................... Dayton. OH (B.S .. Franklin University, '96) 
(B .S.E.T .• Unive rsity o f Dayton. '94) ERIC BRIAN FLORY .... ... ......... .. ...... ............. .. .. Troy. OH 
JULIE SUZANNE CHARLTON ... ...... .... . Springboro. OH (B.S.B.A .. University of Dayton. '96) 
(B.A.. M iami University, '93) SEBASTIAN PAUL FUNK ................................ G ermany 
DIANE MARIE CYRAN ...... ..... ... ... . Huber Heights. OH (Bac.oec .. University o f Augsburg . Germany. '98) 
(B.S .. Ohio University, '72) t GILBERT WILLIAM GOODRIDGE .. ........... Dayton. OH 
YVETTE MARIE DALTON ..... .. ............ Miamisburg. OH (B.S.C .E.E .• Purdue University, ' 87) 
(B.S.H.F.E .• Wright State University, '94) RALPH HOCHSTATTER ........... ....... ................ Ge rmany 
(M.S .. Rensselaer Polytec hnic Institute. '96) (Bac .oec .. University o f Augsburg. Germany, '98) 
tin Absentia 27 
AARON JOESPH HOMAN ....................... Minster. OH 
(B.S.B .. Wright State University, '95) 
t JOSEPH THOMAS HUELSMAN ............ Cincinnati. OH 
(B.S .. University of Dayton. '98) 
KAREN S. JAMISON .............................. Kettering. OH 
(B.S.I.E .. Purdue University. '88) 
CHRISTOPHER J. LAGANA ...................... . Hilliard. OH 
(B.S.i.T.. Ohio University. '90) 
JULIE D. LEFF ........................ .... ............ Columbus. OH 
(B.S.1.E.. Purdue University. '92) 
SEPTEMBER L. LINK .... .... .......... .......... . Centerville. OH 
(B.S.B .. Wright State University. '88) 
t MARKUS MAIER .................... ...... .. .. .............. Germany 
(Bac.oec .. University of Augsburg. Germany, '98) 
ALEXANDER MElZNER ...... ........................ ... Germany 
(Bac.oec .. University of Augsburg. Germany. '97) 
t CARLA A. MONNIER .... .......... . Redondo Beach, CA 
(B.S.E.T .. University of Dayton. '86) 
KEVIN G . MORGAN .......... .... .................... Sidney, OH 
(B.A.. Bluffton College, '94) 
tTAMARA M. MYERS ........................... Grove City, OH 
(B.A.. Otterbein College. '88) 
SHOMA NATH .................. .............. Lewis Center. OH 
(B.S.B.A .. Ohio State University. '97) 
JEFFERY RALPH NOTIINGHAM .. ............ ....... Troy. OH 
(B.B.A.. Ohio University. '93) 
t JOHN P. PETREANU ............ ........ ........ Gahanna. OH 
(B.S .. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. '91) 
(M.S .. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. '93) 
LAUREN JEANEnE RADES .............. ...... Bellbrook. OH 
(B.A.. University of the Pacific. '90) 
JOHN L. REID .............................. ...... ... Columbus. OH 
(B.S.I.S.E.. Ohio University. '91) 
JOSEPH ANDREW RllZEL ............ ...... .... Bellbrook. OH 
(B.S .. SUNY College of Tec hnology. '89) 
CHRISTOPHER SAVARESE .................. .. Loveland. OH 
(B.S .. Manhattan College. '87) 
t STEFFANI R. SCHEURICH .......... .. ...... .. ... Louisville. KY 
(B.A.. Indiana University, '92) 
MICHAEL STANLEY SCHMIDT ............... Kettering. OH 
(B.B.A.. Ohio University. '92) 
ROBERT scon SHULlZ .................. Lewis Center. OH 
(B.S .. Ohio University. '88) 
MICHAEL F. STRASSER .................................. Germany 
(Bac.oec .. University of Augsburg . Germany, '98) 
REBECCA S. WHIT AKER ................... M iamisburg. OH 
(B.S.B .. Wright State University, '92) 
tGWENDOLYN MARIE WILKER ...... ...... ...... Sidney. OH 
(B.S.B.A .. Xavier University, '97) 
LIU YU .................. ........ .. ........ ............... Columbus. OH 
(B.E.. Wuhan Hydraulic & Electrical Unive rsity. 
China. '95) ~ 0, ,N'\ 
_w, 
If- I 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
THOMAS]. LASLEY, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEG~MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION AND AllJED PROFESSIONS 
ART EDUCATION 
JOAN ELLEN LUCAS .... .............. ...... .. ........... Troy, OH 
(B.S.A.E.. University of Dayton. '93) 
ROSANN BARNARD PATIERSON ..... Englewood. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, ' 76) 
J>en ,s e... J). <''fovett .. .Tif'fH'..,., ty OTI 
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COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES COUNS LING 
t KATHLEEN ELIZABETH EDWARDS .......... .. . Dayton. OH JUDITH CAROL RAINES ...................... .. .... Dayton. OH 
(B.A.. Xavier University. '97) (B.S.C .. University of Tennessee. '86) 
t DAWN FRENTRESS NORRIS .... .................. Dayton, OH RACHEL LYNN WAGNER .................... Cincinnati. OH 
(B.S .. Centenary College of Louisiana. '95) (B.A.. University of Dayton, '96) 
tin Absentia 28 
I, 
COMMUNITY COUNSELING 
CARLA SUZANNE BARRICKLOW-MCCAULEYColumbus. OH 
(B.S.H.E .. Ohio State University. '94) 
BARBARA HUGHES DAVIS ........ ........ .. Columbus. OH 
(B.G .S .. Capital University, '96) 
COURTNEY LEE KIMBROUGH ........ ..... Columbus. OH 
(B.A., Miami University, '96) 
KATHRYN RENEE SASSER .... .. .............. Columbus, OH 
(B.A.. Capital University, '95) 
t AMY M. SUTIMAN ........................... ... Centerville. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio Dominican College. '90) 
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION 
TAMMY JO ALLISON .... .. .................. ..... Kettering. OH 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayton. '96) 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
LINDA MARIE COMER ........ ........................ Xenia. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University. '91) 
EARLY EDUCATION OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
SOAMMY MARIE FEUCIANO-GONzALEZBeavercreek. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University. '92) 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
PATRICIA ELAINE ALLEN ........ .... .............. Dayton. OH 
(B.S.E.. Wright State University. ' 79) 
4-'AVERY A. ALLMAN .... ........ ................... Hamden. OH 
(B.S .. University of Rio Grande. '89) 
MELISSA D. BOURDON-GONZALEZ .......... Tampa, FL 
(B.A.. Pace University. '93) 
LARRY JAMES CLAYPOOL .................. Van Wert. OH 
(B.S .. University of North Texas. '95) 
CATHY A. CRAIGLOW ...... ........ .......... Gahanna. OH 
(B.S.E.. Bowling Green State University, '90) 
t JOSEPH M. CRAWFORD .. .. .. .. ............ Cincinnati. OH 
(B.S.E .. University of Cincinnati. '87) 
t MARY BARBARA DAVIS .... .... .............. Columbus. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio Dominican College. ' 71) 
t TIMOTHY scon DAVIS .................... .... .. Seaman. OH 
(B.A.. Shawnee State University. '97) 
NORA MAE DORTON ........... ................. Hillsboro. OH 
(B.S .. Milligan College, ' 83) 
t HEATHER KRISTINE EAVEY ......... ............ Vandalia. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio University. '97) 
t HEIDI JO EAVEY .................. .. ............. .... . Clayton. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio University: '97) 
RANDALL D. GLOVER .. ............ ............... Trenton. OH 
(B.B.A.. Morehead state University. '93) 
MARGARET ENGLER HARTLINE ........ ..... Tipp City, OH 
(B.S.E .. Kent State University. '97) 
URSULA ANDREA HOPPER ...... ................ Dayton. OH 
(B.S.E .. Central State University, '96) 
tin Absentia 
KEITH M . JACKSON .......................... .... .. .. Dayton. OH 
(B.A.. University of Dayton. '98) 
t BRIAN scon MARTIN ............ .............. .. Waverly, OH 
(B.S .. University ofRio Grande. '88) 
t MICHELE BETH MAYBERRY .... .... .... .. Miamisburg. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '95) 
MARVIS COFIELD MEEKS .. .... ................... Dayton. OH 
(B.S.E .. Central State University. '93) 
JAMIE LEE MILLER ................ ........ ......... Kettering. OH 
(B.A.. Wittenberg University, '96) 
ANNE O 'FLYNN .................. .. ........ ...... Westerville. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio State University. '78) 
t USA M. RAYBORN ............ .... .. .. ......... West Union. OH 
(B.A.. Shawnee State University. '97) 
MICHELE DOREEN ROBERTS ........ ..... Springboro. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio State University. '91) 
JERI L. ROD ................... .. .... .... ........ .... . Columbus. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio Dominican College. '71) 
DANIEL OLUSINA SENU-OKE ...... ...... ....... Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. University of West Alabama. '98) 
t TERESA MARIE SORRELL .............. .. .... Centerville. OH 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayton. '88) 
CHERYL LYNN STIDHAM ........ ............... Vandalia. OH 
(B.S .. Ball State University. '95) 
RICHARD KENT TANKERSLEY .............. Springfield. OH 
(B.S.E .. Miami University. ' 71) 
PATRICIA ANN TIMMONS .. .. .... ........ Middletown. OH 
(B.S.E.. Miami University. '96) 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
CYNTHIA ANN AMBRO SE ..... ... ................ Dayton. OH LOIS KENNEDY KILLIAN ................ .... .. .. ....... Xenia. OH 
(B.A.. Kalamazoo College. ' 79) (B.S.E .. Central State University, '63) 
t MICHELLE MARIE GILLUM .. .. ............. Springboro . OH ANDREA MOORE ............ .... ........ .. ....... Anderson. SC 
(B.S .. Huntington College. '93) (B.S .. College of Charleston. '93) 
EXERCISE SCIENCE 
tSEAN PATRIC K FLANAG AN .. .. .......... .. Somerdale . NJ VALERIE JILL WENTLING .................... Springboro. OH 
(B.S .. Pennsylvania State Unive rsity, '90) (B.A.. Ohio University, '98) 
INTERDISCIPLINARY EDUCATION 
tKATHLEEN E. TERRIS ............................. Cincinnat i. OH 
(B.S.E.. University of Dayton. '94) 
LITERATURE AND WHOLE LANGUAGE 
ANNE-MARIE JIOVANAZJ..O ...... ... Germantown. O H 
(B.S.E .. Wright Sta te Unive rsity. '90) 
READING TEACHER 
t JODI MARIE FLEC K .... .... .......................... Dayton. OH 
(B.S.E .. University of Dayton. '97) 
ROBYN R. HARA .............. .. .. .......... ...... . Brookville. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University. '97) 
AMY M . HARDIN .......................... Huber Heights. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '92) 
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SCHOOL COUNSELING 
tTRACY LYNN BREIDENBAC H ..................... Fo rest. OH t GAIL ELAINE LEE ......................... .... .... Pataskala. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio State Unive rsity, '92) 
tELIZABETH A. CARFAGNA .............. Pic kerington. O H 
(B.S.H.E.. Ohio State University, '76) 
t PAMELA BLAZER LONG ................ .. .... Columbus. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio University. '92) (B.A.. Ohio Wesleyan University. '66) 
CHERYL A. FENTON ........ .. ............. Beaverc reek, OH (M.A .. Ohio State Unive rsity. '69) 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University. '95) t JENNIFER MICHELLE LUKE ... .. ........ ..... Columbus. OH 
tJENNIFER MARIE HAGQUIST .............. Columbus. OH (B.S.E .. Ohio State University. ' 77) 
(B.A.. Otterbein College. '93) JEFFREY DAVID MAUCH .................... Oakwood. OH 
PATRICIA LOUISE HERZBERG .. .. .... .. .. .. Columbus. OH (B.S.E .. Bowling G reen State University. '84) 
(B.S .. Pennsylvania State University, '89) MARLA S. MORRIS ............................. Westerville. OH 
BEVERLY J. HOADLEY ........ .. ......... Reynoldsburg. OH (B.A.. Ohio Northern University, '86) 
(A.B .. SUNY At A lbany. '64) ROBIN M. MURDOCK .. .. ...... .......... .. ... Columbus. OH 
JOHN E. HOLTZAPPLE ........ .. .......... .. .. ... St. Marys. OH (B.S .. Millikin University. '90) 
(B.S.E .. Bowling Green State University. '94) t KIM MARIE WALKER .................................. Logan. OH 
SHARON BETH J<OCH .............................. OuylOII. OH (B.S.E .. Wright State University, '82) 
· (B.S .. Asb ury College. '86r- (M.A .. Ohio State University. '90) 
SOCIAL AGENCY COUNSELING 
KAREN YVONNE BRADLEY .. .................... Dayton. OH SHARON V. MUELLER .. .... ............... Worthington. OH 
(B.A.. Bluffton College. '79) (B.S .. Franklin University. '97) 
tCATHERINE ROSE MESSER .... .... ......... Westerville. OH TINA M. RAWN ..... .. ............... Canal Winchester. OH 
(B.S., Franklin University. '92) (B.S.N .. Capital University. '88) 
tin Absentia 30 
SUSAN J. VERKEST ... ...................... .... ...... Newark, OH SAMUEL C . WOLFE .. .. ............ .. .. .. ........ .. .. Marion. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio State University. '91) (B .. Piedmont Bible College, ' 75) 
(M.Div .. Grace Theological Seminary, '84) 
(M.A .. Grace Theological Seminary , '89) 
SPECIAL EDUCATION I EMR 
LESLIE SUE AIKMAN .... .. .. .............. New Lebanon. OH 
(B.S.E.. Miami University. '90) 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/ LD 
t ANNETTE G . BOLLHEIMER .................. Ft. Loramie, OH ANNA LOUCINDA BURRI .......... .... .... .. Spring field, OH 
(B.S.E.. Ohio State University. '91) (B.S.E .. Miami University, '67) 
BARBARA JOAN BROWN ...... .. .... .......... ........ Troy, OH PAMELA L. SILLIMAN ...... ...... ........ .. .......... Celina. OH 
(B.S.E .. Ohio State University, '73) (B.S.E .. Wright State University. '94) 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/ MSPR 
t DEBORAH B. ACHOR ............................... Piqua. OH 
(B.S.E .. University of Da yton. '84) 
lliE DEG~MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TEACHING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELLEN K. DONNELLY .. .. ......................... Conover, OH SUSANNE L. LANE ........................... Middletown, OH 
(B.S.H.E.. University of Kentucky, '70) (B.A. . Depauw University. '83) 
SECONDARY EDUCATION 
DOMINGO A. G6MEZ .... .. .......... .. ...... .. .. Dayton. OH 
(B.A.. University of Dayton. '98) 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
BLAKE CHERRINGTON, D EAN 
I fY\ 
I F 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
lliE DEG~MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING 
t CHRISTOPHER JOHN LARDNER .. Huber Heights. OH 
(B.S.A.E .. Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. '96) 
lliE DEG~MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
I 
t AUTUMN MARIE BUCHANAN ... .. ...... .. .. Lebanon. OH MARYANN CRISTIN LEFEVRE .. .. .. .. ... ... .... Fletcher. OH 
(B.C .E.. University of Dayton. '98) (B.S., University of Notre Dame. '97) 
(B.S.C.E .. Middle East Technical University, Turkey, '84') 
tin Absentia 31 
THE DEGRE~MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
SASHIKANTH GED DADA .............. North Canton, OH DON W. SCHAFER 11 .......... ..................... Fairborn. OH 
(B.T.. Kakatiya University. India. '97) (B.S.C.E .. University of Akron. '94) ......... ~ ./Vt .. ..... 
THE DEGRE~MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECJRJCAL ENGINEERING ~ 
MUHAMMAD SAJJAD ABDULLAH .......... Dayton, OH 
(B.S.E.. Bangladesh Institute of Technology, '94) 
ERIC J. BALSTER .. .. .... .............. ...... ...... .. Vandalia, OH 
(B.E.E .. University of Dayton, '98) 
PATRICK JOSEPH BIMONTE .. .... ...... ... ....... ... Miami. FL 
(B.E.E .. University of Dayton, '98) , 
IBRAHIM SIRAGAKOV CISSE' .................. Dayton, OH 
(B.S.M.E .. Central State University. '98) 
ROBERT MARK CLODFELTER ................... Dayton, OH 
(B.S.E.. Case Western Reserve University, '85) 
t THOMAS W. PLUMMER ............................ Dayton, OH 
(B.E.E.. Universityof Dayton. '97) 
KARI ANN ROTH .......... ............ .......... .. .... London. OH 
(B.S.E.E.. Ohio State University, '95) 
t MAY A RUBEIZ .... .. .. .... .............. ....... Beavercreek. OH 
(B.S.E.E.. University of Nebraska-Lincoln, '88) 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRO OPTICS 
SRINIVASAN. CHERUKURI ........ .... ........ Kettering, OH 
l_p rv\-
7A r 
~(B.T.. Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, 
India, '86) 
THE DEGRE~MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 
-y-THOMAS Z. GALE .... .. .. .. .......... .... ...... San Antonio. TX t PAUL M . MAHAFFY ............... .... ........ Englewood, OH 
(B.S.A.A.E., Purdue University, '90) (B.S.A.E.. University of Cincinnati, '91) 
t JOHN CHARLES HILL ................................ Dayton, OH t BRUCE M. PEET .......... .. ................................ Xenia. OH 
(B.S.E .. Wright State University, '87) (B.S .. Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, '82) 
DAVID S. KOVACS .. ... ..... .. ...... .... ..... Miamisburg. OH MARK LEROY PURTEE ....................... West Milton, OH 
(B.S.C .E.. University of Cincinnati, '92) (B.S.M.E .. Ohio State University, '88) 
ANNE LAROCHELLE .. .. .. .. ....................... Fairborn, OH DAVID JOHN WEBER .. .......... .. ................. Dayton. OH 
(B.S.M.E .. University of Marseille, France. '92) (B.S.A.E .. University of Cincinnati, '84) rJ 1'JII 
THE DEGRE~MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT SCIENCE ~ 
~ 
ALBERT DENNIS BRADFISH .... .... ... Indian Springs. OH t RIZWAN AHMAD MANZOOR .... .. .. ........ Saudi Arabia 
(B.T .. University of Dayton. '83) (B.S.E.E.. Wright State University. '93) 
tMARK JAMES FRAKER .............. .. ........ .. ... Dayton, OH t ALLEN WILLIAM MARTIN ..................... Maineville, OH 
(B.S.E.E .. Ohio State University, '82) 
,;,bRowAN FRIELING ............................ Middletown, OH 
(B.S.E.E .. Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, '84) 
GREGORY L. SIEFRING .......................... Fairborn, OH 
(B.S.M.E.T .. University of Cincinnati. '88) (B.C .E.. University of Dayton. '92) 
NORMAN E. GRELL JR ...................... Englewood, OH 
(B.I.E .. Cleveland State University, '86) 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS ENGINEERING 
t THAD JOSEPH KACSANDY ...... .... ......... Kettering, OH t JODY LYNN SCHROEDER ....... Columbus Grove, OH 
(B.S.C .E .. University of Akron. '94) (B.C.E .. University of Dayton. '99) 
CHRISTINE MARIE MARTINEZ .. .. .... ...... ..... Dayton. OH EDWARD JOHN SCHUMAKER .. .... ...... . Riverside, OH ,./l 
(B.S .. North Carolina A & T State University, '95) (B.S.E.P .. Wright State University, '98) ~ / • ~ 
THE DEGREE-MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHAMCAL ENGINEERING ~ 
1' 
HERBERT EDWARD STUMPH Ill ............. Twinsburg, OH 
(B.M.E .. """"""'of Dayton '98) ~ 
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MICHAEL STEPHEN HANCHAK ...... .... .... .. Dayton, OH 
(B.M.E .. University of Dayton. '98) 
DAVID CORY KIRK .... ................ ........ .... .. Danville, OH 
(B.M.E .. University of Dayton, '98) 
tin Absentia 
DOCTORAL DEGREES 
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS 
THOMAS ] . LASLEY, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGRE~DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
LAWRENCE JOSEPH CAMPBELL .... .... .. ... Dayton. OH 
(B.S .. University of Minnesota. '76) 
(M.S.E .. University of Dayton, '89) 
Dissertation: "Collaborative Organizational and Instructional Conc epts: A Study of Their Impac t 
on Academic Attendance, and Behavior Indicators· 
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
BLAKE CHERRINGTON, DEAN 
GORDON A. SARGENT, VICE PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE STUDIES 
AND RESEARCH 
THE DEGRE~DOCTOR OF ENGINEERING 
JULIAN B. FASANO ........................... Englewood. OH 
(B.C .E.. University of Dayton, '65) 
(M .S., Lehigh University. '70) 
(M .B.A .. University of Dayton. '74) 
Dissertation: "Development and Generation of Material Behavior in a Corrosion-Fatigue 
Environment· 
THE DEGRE~DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ELECTRO-OPTICS 
JOHN WALTER PARISH JR .. ...... ...... Woodbridge, VA 
(B.A., Pennsylvania State University. ' 79) 
(B.S .. Youngstown State University, '89) 
(M.S.E.O .. University of Dayton, '92) I 
Dissertation: "Vibrational Deactivation Rates for Gaseous Discharge-Excited N2(X. v) on 




THE DEGRE~DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ENGINEERING 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
LORI ANN STEINBRUNNER .......... .... New Carlisle. OH 
(M .S.E.E.. University of Dayton. '90) 
Dissertation: • An Evaluation of Wavelet-Based. Denoising Techniques as Applied to Low SNR. 
LFMOP Radar Signal Pulses· 
MATERIALS ENGINEERING 
LAWRENCE E. MATSON ............ .... ..... ........ Xenia. OH 
(B.S .. Wright State University, ' 79) 
(M.S .. Ohio State University. '87) 
Dissertation: "Mic rostructural Stability and Creep of Directionally Solidified Alumina/YAG 
Eutectic Monofilaments· 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
WILLIAM RICHARD BRAISTED ................ Fairborn. OH 
(B.M.E .. University of Dayton. '88) , '\ 
( .1115/VIE.. ,U. o ·fJJ . '11) 
Dissertation: "Predic tion of Residual Stresses From Laser Shock Peening· 
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GRADUATES WITH HONORS 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
MARK ALAN BARTSCH .... ..... .. Electrical Engineering 
SUSAN MARIE BATH ... .................................... Financ e 
DARRELL E. BELLERT .................... Computer Science 
KATHLEEN A. BOLLMER .. ................ Civil Engineering 
BRENDAN M . BOYLE .... .. ........................ Premedicine 
ELIZABETH ANN BUTLER ..... .. .. Secondary Education 
SUZANNE CHRISTINE CAPRETTA .... ....... Accounting/ 
Marketing 
MICHAEL J. CLANCY .......................... ... ... German & 
Mechanical Engineering 
JAMIE L. DARGA RT .......... .. .......... .................... Biology 
TIMOTHY EDWARD DENEHY .... Computer Science & 
Computer Engineering 
GEOFFREY D. DIETZ .. ............ ................. Mathematics 
ROBIN M . DODSWORTH ... .... ....... French/Economics 
NICOLE EISEL ................... ... .... Secondary Education 
DEBORAH S. ELLIS .... ... .. ........... Pre-Physical Therapy 
AMY ELIZABETH ESKRIDGE ........... .. Civil Engineering 
PHILLIP WESLEY GRAY .. ...... ...... ... .... Political Science 
ANNE ELIZABETH GROGG ....... .... .. Education of the 
Handicapped/Elementary Educ ation 
THERESA MARIE HELLMANN . Secondary Education 
MICHELLE ANN HOLlVOIGT . Elementary Education 
DEBRA A. JORDON .... .......... . Elementary Education 
ERIN ELIZABETH KAUFMAN ... ...... ........ ..... ........ . English 
PAUL THOMAS KLEPPETSCH ..... ....... Political Science 
ERIKA J. KNEEN ........... ......... ....... ... .. Communication 
MARY ELIZABETH KREBS ......................... Biochemistry 
JENNIFER ANNE KRIEGER ......... ..... ..... ..... ... .. ... Biology 
STACEY LEIGH KUBIAK ... Early Childhood Education 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
MARGUERITE MARY APPRILL ...... .......... Premedicine 
BRIAN MICHAEL BAKER ........ Chemical Engineering 
JANEE LYN BARTOSZEK ... ..... ....... ..... ..... Premedicine 
DEBORAH ANN BATTAGLIA ... .......... .. ..... Psychology 
NANCY ANN BELKOFER ......... Industrial Engineering 
Technology 
SUSAN JENNIFER BERG .................................... Biology 
TRISHA MARIE BERLIN ............ ........................... English 
AARON LEE BEY ... ... ..... ...... ...... .. Chemistry & Biology 
ANN ELIZABETH BEZBATCHENKO ..................... English 
GAIL ELLEN BICHLMEIR ........ Music/Communication 
ROBERT HAROLD Bl MONTE .. Computer Engineering 
EMILY ANN BLAKELEY ... Elementary Education and 
Kindergarten 
JULIA F. BORDNER ············· ··········· ······ ····· ····· Dietetics 
APRIL MARIE BOYCE ............................... Psychology 
SARAH IRENE BOYLE ...... ........ Environmental Biology 
JEREMY J. BRYWCZVNSKI .... ....... .... .... ... Premedicine 
ELIZABETH A. DAMICO .......... Elementary Education 
and Kindergarten 
SARAH ELIZABETH DONNELLON ..... Communication 
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KERRIN J. LANKTREE ... .... .. Kindergarten and Primary 
Education 
MEGAN LOUISE LEPLEY ......... Elementary Education 
and Kindergarten 
GRETCHEN MARIE LORENZ .............. .... ..... ...... Biology 
MARK ALLEN MILLER II ...... Mechanical Engineering 
AMBER L. MOHR ... .......................... ....... Biochemistry 
ELIZABETH L. MOORE ... ............ ................ Accounting 
VICTORIA MARIE MUHLENKAMP ............... Sociology 
KELLY LYNNE MURRAY ... .. Management/Marketing 
COLLEEN MARIE O 'ROURKE .......... Education of the 
Handic apped/Elementary Education 
SARA ELLEN PLUMB ......................................... Biology 
NIC HOLAS A. POHLMAN . Mec hanical Engineering 
PATRICK T. RICHTER ....................... American Studies 
ROXANA THERESA ROSARIO .... Music Performance 
LISHA LEE SALTERS ................................ Premedicine 
STACEY NICOLE SCHLOSS ...... ..... ...... Music Therapy 
PATRINA SEXTON ................................ ... ..... Sociology 
MADELINE EILEEN SHANAHAN ........... ..... Elementary 
Educ ation 
JILL SUZANNE SMITH ................ Finance/ Accounti~g 
LAURA ELAINE SPANGLER ..... ... Chemistry & Biology 
NICOLE ANN SPECTOR ......... Secondary Education 
PHIUP ELDEN WELLS ....... History/French/Philosophy 
THOMAS R. WENKER .................................... .... Biology 
DAWN MARIE WESELI ........ .. .... Pre-Physical Therapy 
DANA MARIE WHITE ................ .. Economics/Finance 
SARAH MAE WHITE ........... ............................ .... History 
MEGAN E. WILLIAMS ........................................ English 
MEGAN ELIZABETH WISE .. Communic ation/Spanish 
JENNIFER MARIE DRAKE .. ....... Exercise Science and 
Fitness Management 
KIMBERLY ANN DRUMMER ........... ......... .. Accounting 
KATHERINE FRANCES DUMONT ........ Biology/English 
RYAN M. EATOUGH ............................. Management 
PAMELA LYNN ELCHERT .................. Political Science 
KENDALL JAY ERDAHL ............ Pre-Physical Therapy 
MOLLY ANN FLYNN .. .... .. ........... ..... . Communication 
BARRY ALAN FUGATE ......... Education of the Handi-
capped/Elementary Education 
KATHRYN ANN GALLAGHER ............... .... ... Sociology 
SUZANNE GA YETSKY ................... English/Psychology 
AARON R. GIBBS ........... ... ..... Chemical Engineering 
SHEYLA ENID GUTIERREZ ................ Civil Engineering 
NICHOLAS JOHN HAHNENBERG ............. Secondary 
Education 
THOMAS ALLAN HALE .. Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology 
SARAH VICTORIA HANLEY .... Environmental Biology 
LAURA EL YSABETH HANSEN .... Accounting/Finance 
MATTHEW ROBERT HARTINGS ...... Chemistry/Physics 
JACQUELINE BETH HICKEL ... ....... .... Communication 
DAWN RENEE HINES . .. .................... Communication 
SARAH ANN HORNUNG ............ .... . Education of the 
Handicapped/Elementary Education 
ELIZABETH ANNE HUSS ........................ Music Therapy 
TAFFIE ELAINE JONES ............. Elementary Education 
MARGARET ANN KALUZNY Mechanical Engineering 
JENNIFER KATE KAPOSTASY .......... .... .............. Biology 
MARGARET KARLA ........ ... Mechanical Engineering 
JEFFREY DANIEL KECKLEY ... Accounting/Marketing 
LAURA ELIZABETH KEEFE .... .... Elementary Education 
and Kindergarten 
NICHOLAS A. KELLERMEYER ..... Sport Management 
MARIA SUGAR KESSLER ......... Elementary Education 
ELIZABETH ANN KIEFER .. ...... .................... .... ..... English 
LEAH ELIZABETH KOSS ........ ...... .................. . Sociology 
KRISTY LYNN KREMER ............. Elementary Education 
BENJAMIN JOHN LANKA .......... .. .... Communication 
ADAM DAVID LENHARDT ....... Accounting/Finance 
JESSICA ANN LEVENGOOD ........... Political Science 
KATHLEEN MARIE LOOS .... ...... ........................ Biology 
LYNELLE MARIE L VONS ........................ ...... ..... Theatre 
JOSEPH ANTONE MAFFEI. JR ...... .. .. Political Science 
ELIZABETH ANNE MARSCH .... .. .. ... English/Philosophy 
BERNADETTE ELIZABETH MARTEN .................... . English 
MEGHAN JEANNE MCDONOUGH .. ....... Elementary 
Education 
KATHERINE KELLY MCGANN ...... .... Education of the 
Handicapped/Elementary Education 
JENNIFER MARIE MCGRADY ...... .... ........ Psychology 
EMILY CATHERINE MEYER ........ .......... Music Therapy 
LAUREN KEIKO MIY AMASU .... ......................... Biology 
SHANNON MARIE MONROE . Elementary Education 
ANN CHRISTINE MURPHY .. ...... ....... Education of the 
Handicapped/Elementary Education 
MELANIE LYNN MYERS .. .. ...... Elementary Education 
DONALD NAPIER .. .. ............... Elementary Education 
EILEEN QUINTER NOLAN .. .. .... Secondary Education 
COLLEEN ANN O 'NEILL .... .... . Elementary Educ ation 
BRANDON TROY OLSZEWSKI ..... ...... ....... Psychology 
MATTHEW FORD PAGNOTTO ...... .. ...... . Premedicine 
SARAH COLLEEN PALING ...... .......................... English 
MICHAEL A. PANGRACE ...... Environmental Biology 
JACLYN RENEE PATTERSON .... ...... ........ ..... Chemistry 
KELLI RENEE PAUL .... Visual Communication Design 
TIFFANY ANN PEMPEK ...... ........ .. .......... .. . Psychology 
KATHRYN ELIZABETH PETRAK ........ .. ............ .. ..... Visual 
Communication Design/Spanish 
CUM LAUDE 
KATHLEEN MARIE ABELLA ..... Elementary Education 
and Kindergarten 
NINA ANN ANTON .......... .. Criminal Justice Studies/ 
Philosophy 
MARIA ALLIA ARITE ........ ...... .......... .... ...... Psychology 
CHRISTINA M. AULISIO .......... Elementary Education 
PAETRA LYNN BAKER ............. .. .. ...... ... Music Therapy 
MEREDITH K. BALTZELL ........ ... .. ........ ...... .. Accounting 
MATTHEW ALAN BAUER .. ..... Computer Engineering 
USA A . BEHME .................. .. ........ .. .... Political Science 
ELIZABETH BRIDGET BENDEL .. Elementary Education 
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EMILY E. PIFER .......... .... .. .... ...................... .. ...... Biology 
MEGAN MARIE RICKEY .... ...... ........ .. .. .... . Psychology 
LISA MARIE ROBBINS ...... .. ...... Electrical Engineering 
TIMOTHY EVERETT ROWLAND .... .. ...... ... Premedicine 
CHRISTINA ROSE RY AN .... .. Education of the Handi-
capped/Elementary Education 
TRISHA LYNN SALTERS .. .. .. ........ .. .. .. .. .. .... Premedicine 
MOLLY ELIZABETH SCHMITZ .... .... ......... Management 
Information Systems 
MARIA TERESE SCHNEIDER .. .. Secondary Education 
MARK JOSEPH SCHULTE .. .. ... Chemical Engineering 
LAURA JEAN SHAFER .... ...... ............ Civil Engineering 
ELIZABETH ERIN SHELLEY .. .... ............ .. .............. . English 
DEBRA DANYELLE SMITH .... ... Secondary Education 
THOMAS CHRISTOPHER SPALLA ...... .. .. ...... Chemical 
Engineering 
EMILY THERESE STENSON ....... Sec ondary Education 
ABBEY LEIGH TABATABAIE .... .... .......... ...... ....... English 
CHRISTINA MARIE TUFANO .. .. ... Psychology/Theatre 
JULIE THERESE URBANIJA .... .. Elementary Education 
and Kindergarten 
JOHN TODD VAN LENNEP Mechanical Engineering 
MELISSA M. VAN SICKLE ...... Visual Communication 
Design 
ANDREW JOSEPH VARCHO Visual Communication 
Design 
PETER VASILIAUSKAS .. .......... .. .... Computer Science 
JUSTIN MICHAEL VERST .... .... .......... Civil Engineering 
JENNIFER L. WAGNER .. ...... .. . Visual Communication 
Design 
TODD ANTHONY WALKER .... .. Industrial Engineering 
Technology 
MATTHEW A. WALKER ........ ............................ . Biology 
EMILY ELIZABETH WALLACE. Visual Communication 
Design 
ALLISON KELLIE WALLIS .. ......... Pre-Physical Therapy 
CHRISTOPHER MARK WARD ......... Political Science/ 
Spanish 
LORI MICHELLE WEBB ............ .. ........................ . English 
HEATHER ANN WIGGINS ....... Finance/Mathematics 
BRENT E. WILLIAMS .... .. ...... .... .... .... .. ...... .. .... .. Finance 
KEVIN DAVID WILSON ........ .. ... Pre-Physical Therapy 
CLARE M. WOJTON .. .. ........... Elementary Education 
GREGORY THOMAS WOOLLEY ............. Mechanical 
Engineering 
NATHAN AUGUSTIN WUEBBELS .. ..... ..... ........... Biology 
MICHAEL ROY BUTLER BERGER ... ................ .. English/ 
Communication 
KRISTIE ROZANN BIHN .. .................... Communication 
NICHOLAS ERIC BOERGER .... ........ Music Education 
ANN MARIE BOURKE .............. ...... .............. .... .. English 
SARAH A. BRENNEMAN .............. ........ .......... Finance 
KATHERINE PATRICIA BREWER .......... .... .. Psychology 
MELINDA KELLI BROWER ..... .... Pre-Physical Therapy 
JAMES R. BRUNS .... ...... .... .. .... .. ... .... .... ... Premediclne 
LUCILLE ELIZABETH BRYAN ........ ........ .... .. Accounting 
KAREN MARIE BUBAK .............. ...... . Education of the 
Handicapped/Elementary Education 
JASON M. BURKE .................. Computer Engineering 
KRISTINA MARIE CAMPBELL .. . German/International 
Studies 
LINDSAY RIAN CARDEN .. .. .... ..................... Marketing 
SAMANTHA LYNN CARRAHER .. . Foreign Languages 
ANDREA CHENOWETH ...... English/Communication 
JOY ANN CHRISTOPHER ..... Criminal Justice Studies 
MEIKIN ANN CLARK ........ Management Information 
Systems 
MEGAN MARIE CLARK .. .. .................. .... ..... Marketing 
TRACIE MICHELLE CLARK ...... Environmental Biology 
LEE ELLEN CLARKE ................................... Psychology 
KAREN LYNN CLAUSEN ......... Elementary Education 
MARY KATHERINE COMBS .......... .... ...... .. .. . Art History 
BRIAN T. CONDON ............ .............. .. .. ..... .. ..... Biology 
MEGAN ELIZABETH COOPER .............. ......... Theatre/ 
Communication 
ROMEY A. CRAWFORD ...... .... .... .. .. ... .. Management 
DEBORAH LYNN CURSON ............ .. . Communication 
DANIELJ . CUTTICA ............ ... ........ .. ....... Premedic ine 
CARRIE SUE DACEY .............. ........ .... .. .. .. .... Marketing 
MAURA ANNE DALY .... .. .................. Communication 
CAROLYN ELIZABETH DALZIEL ...................... Dietetics 
SEAN MICHAEL DESMOND .. Computer Engineering 
STEVEN PAUL DONAUER ........ Electric al Engineering 
ANDREA LOUISE DORGAN ... Secondary Education 
MOLLY KATHLEEN DWYER ............ ... Communication 
NICOLE SLADE EATOUGH ............... Political Science 
JENNIFER MARIE ENDRES ..... Visual Communication 
Design 
ANN IRENE ENGEL .. ............. ............ .. .. .. ..... Marketing 
KERI E. FARLEY .... .... .............. ........ .. .. ...... .. .. .... .... Music 
STEPHANIE SUZANNE FERGUSON ....... Management 
Information Systems 
SARAH ELIZABETH FITZGERALD ........ ..... Premedicine 
JULIE ELIZABETH FREY .. .. .................................... History 
ERIN ELIZABETH FRIE NT .... .. .. .......... ........ ... Psychology 
KEVIN THOMAS GAMM . ........ ...... .. .. .. . ...... ... Financ e 
JAMES ISSA GOBRAIL .. ... .............. .... .. ... .......... . English 
DAMIAN ELIZABETH GOLD .... Elementary Education 
JUSTIN MALCOLM GRAVES .... .. .......... Environmental 
Engineering Technology 
DANIELLE LYNN HAAS ... Early Childhood Education 
LINDSAY RENEE HALL .... .. . Marketing/Management 
LEAH TERESE HAMMEL .............. .. ..................... Biology 
BETH ANNE HARRINGTON .. Environmental Geology 
VICTOR B. HARRISON Ill .. ........ .. .. ...... .. .... ......... English 
LEAH M. HASSING ........................... Civil Engineering 
JEFFREY ROBERT HEH MAN ........ Economics/Finance 
MATTHEW BERGAN HEIMBURG .. ... . Communication 
CAROLYN MARIE HESS .. Elementary Education and 
Kindergarten 
AMANDA JANE HOLMAN .... .. .... .... Communication 
DEVON RAE HORNE ........ ....................... .. ....... Biology 
THERESA MARIE HUELSKAMP Secondary Education 
LUKE THOMAS JENSEN .. .. .............. .... ... ..... Philosophy 
ELIZABETH MARIE JOHNSON .... ........ .. ...... .. ..... Biology 
AMY LYNN KEISER .. .... ............ Secondary Education 
ALEXANDER M. KING .......................... .. ... Economics 
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AMBERLY LYNN KITZMILLER ........ .. ...... .. ... Accounting 
KERRI ANNE KLINE .................. Elementary Education 
CRAIG ROBERT KOHRS ............................ .. Marketing 
JENNIFER A . KOTTMYER ........................ Mathematics 
JEFFREY JOSEPH KOVACS .. ...... .. ... English & Biology 
ELIZABETH ANN KRUPKA ................ Education of the 
Handicapped/Elementary Education 
KIMBERLY ELIZABETH LACY .. ... Accounting/Finance 
CRAIG D. LATHAM ......... Management Information 
Systems 
GREGORY J. LAUGLE ........ .. ... Elec tric al Engineering 
BIK KAM LEE .......... ........ .. ............ Music Composition 
KRISTINA MARIE LEHMAN ...... ...... ...... .... .... .. .... Biology 
RICHARD LOUIS LEIMBACH .. .... ...... ...... . Mec hanical 
Engineering 
ANDREW JOSEPH LIMBERT ... Visual Communication 
Design 
KAREN MACIAGA ............ ... Criminal Justice Studies 
MAUREEN BRIDGET MADIGAN .. .... Education of the 
Handicapped/Elementary Education 
JILL NICOLE MAKI ............................ Communication 
STEPHANIE MALANOWSKI ... Criminal Justic e Studies 
JENNIFER LYNN MALINOWSKI . Pre-Physic al Therapy 
JENNIFER M. MANTLE ............ ................ .... ... Dietetics 
SUSAN ROSEMARY MARQUARD ............. Elementary 
Education 
ANDREA RENEE MATTHEWS ....................... Sociology 
LAURA ELIZABETH. MAXWELL Elementary Education 
AMANDA RENEE MCCOLAUGH ...... .. ..... Elementary 
Education 
KATHLEEN MARIE MCCORMICK ...... ....... Elementary 
Education 
MOLLY ERIN MCKENZIE .... ..... Elementary Education 
STACEY MARIE MCNEAL ....................... Biochemistry 
SUSAN LEAH MIGNEREY ........ Elementary Education 
BUD A. MIYAHARA ............ .. ... Elec trical Engineering 
NANCY ANGELA MOHLMAN ......................... Biology 
MONICA MARIE MOORE ................ ........ Psychology 
DANIEL MICHAEL MORONEY .. .... .............. .. ... Biology 
ERIC E. NEADER ..................................... Premedic ine 
MICHAEL F. NIEBAUER .......... Chemic al Engineering 
MARGARETE. NIEBLER ................ Sociology/Spanish 
KELLIE KRISTINE NOSBISCH .............. Communication 
AIDAN HUGH O 'CONNOR ............. Politic al Science 
LANCE MICHAEL OLDHAM ........... Civil Engineering 
JENNIFER LYNN PIERSON ...... Elementary Education 
and Kindergarten 
DEANA RAE PYLE .......... Elementary Education and 
Kindergarten 
BRADLEY MICHAEL RATLIFF . Computer Engineering 
LORI RAE REDD ...................... Elementary Education 
CARRIE MARIE REDMOND ........................... Dietetics 
MICHAEL R. REILEY .................. Finance/Accounting 
AMY LYNN REINHARDT ...... ... Chemical Engineering 
PETER LAURENCE RENNEKER Computer Information 
Systems 
DAWN MARIE RIGGINS ........ ........ ..... Spanish/English 
ROBERT CHRISTOPHER ROBERTS .. .......... Psychology 
KATE JANELLE ROHRER ........ Visual Communication 
Design 
REBECCA ANN ROLL ............. Secondary Education 
JENNIFER M. ROTSINGER ................................. Biology 
CATHRYN AUDREY RULONG ..... ....... ... ...... .. .. .. English 
UNDSA Y A. SCHAEFER .......... .. ........... .. ... Psychology 
MELAINE TERESE SCHULER ........ .... ..... Music Therapy 
BETH ANN SCHULLER ...... ....... Environmental Biology 
KRISTINA MARIE SIEFKER .... ..... ..................... .. .. Biology 
KATIE ELIZABETH SNAREY ........ ... ......... ... ........ ... English 
KATHLEEN MARIE SPELLMAN .... ..... Education of the 
Handicapped/Elementary Education 
KAREN MARIE STARR .... .. ....... Elementary Education 
MICHAEL STEIGER ................. Chemical Engineering 
ANDREW M. STEINER ... ..... Mechanical Engineering 
ANN O'CONNOR SULLIVAN ......... .. Communication 
STEFANIE M. SYCZ .... ................ Finance/Accounting 
KRISTA JEANNINE TOPMILLER .. ........... .. Biochemistry 
ANDREA LYNN TURNER ......... Elementary Education 
WILLIAM FLOYD TURRI ............ Electrical Engineering 
HEIDI WAGNER ................... ........................... Finance 
JUANITA LOUISE WEAVER ............... ... .. .... .... Dietetics 
CAROLINE K. WEIRATH .......... Elementary Education 
JENNIFER MARIE WEISGERBER ...... ...... ... ........... Visual 
Communication Design 
CHRISTINE MARIE WILLIAMS .. Elementary Education 
JACKSON RYAN WIWAMS . Criminal Justice Studies 
CUNT W. WOLFF ...................... ... Computer Science 
REBECCA A. YERMAN ..................... .... .... ... Art History 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
MARK ALAN BARTSCH ........... Electrical Engineering JEFFREY JOSEPH KOVACS ............. English & Biology 
KRISTINA MARIE CAMPBELL .. German/International MARY ELIZABETH KREBS ......................... Biochemistry 
Studies JENNIFER ANNE KRIEGER ............. ........ ........... Biology 
ANDREA CHENOWETH ...... English/Communication GREGORY J. LAUGLE ... .. ........ Electrical Engineering 
JEREMIAH CHMIELEWSKI .................... ... ... .. Chemistry BERNADETIE ELIZABETH MARTEN .. .. ............ .. ... English 
MICHAEL J. CLANCY .......... German & Mechanical MICHELLE RENEE MATUSZEK .... .. .. .... ............... Biology 
Engineering DANIEL MICHAEL MORONEY ........................ . Biology 
LAURA ANN COUGHLIN ...... Computer Engineering SARA ELLEN PLUMB .... .......... ........................... Biology 
JAMIE L. DARGART .. ... .... ..... ... ... ....... .. ...... ....... Biology NICHOLAS A . POHLMAN . Mechanical Engineering 
TIMOTHY EDWARD DENEHY ... Computer Science & TIMOTHY EVERETI ROWLAND ............ ... Premedicine 
Computer Engineering MARK JOSEPH SCHULTE ... ... . Chemic al Engineering 
GEOFFREY D. DIETZ .... .. .................. ....... Mathematics KRISTA JEANNINE TOPMILLER ....... ........ Biochemistry 
ROBIN M. DODSWORTH .. ............ French/Economic s CHRISTOPHER MARK WARD ... .... .. Political Science/ 
KATHERINE FRANCES DUMONT ........ Biology/English Spanish 
DEBORAH S. ELLIS ... ................. Pre-Physical Therapy PHILIP ELDEN WELLS ....... History/French/Philosophy 
KERI E. FARLEY ........ .. ..... ................... ................ .. Music DANA MARIE WHITE .................. Economics/Finance 
ELIZABETH ANNE HUSS ... ...... .. .... ......... Music Therapy 
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed a series of special Honors seminars and 
an Honors thesis. 
CORE PROGRAM 
ANN MARIE AMA ROSA .... ............. ..... ..... Accounting ROBIN M . DODSWORTH ... ........... French/Economics 
NINA ANN ANTON ............. Criminal Justice Studies/ DAWN MICHELLE DRAKE .... .. .................. Accounting 
Philosophy NEIL JAMES EGAN Ill Visual Communication Design 
KATHRYN VAUGHN AUMER ........... ... ........... . Finance JULIE ELIZABETH FREY ..................................... ... History 
TRISHA MARIE BERLIN ..................... .................. English ERIN ELIZABETH FRIENT ..................... .. ...... Psychology 
SUSAN MARY BORGER ............................. Economics JAMES ISSA GOBRAIL .. .. ......... .......... ..... ... .... .... English 
KAREN MARIE BUBAK ..................... Education of the ERIN MICHELLE GRIESHOBER ............ English/Spanish 
Handicapped/Elementary Education ANNE ELIZABETH GROGG .... ......... Education of the 
GINELLE ELIZABETH BUDA .......................... Sociology Handicapped/Elementary Education 
SARAH JEAN BURKSTRAND ... ........ ...... Management ABBIE ELIZABETH HANKE ... .... . Elementary Education 
Information Systems VICTOR B. HARRISON 111 ................................... English 
ANDREA CHENOWETH .. .... English/Communication JEFFREY ROBERT HEH MAN .. .... .. Economics/Finance 
AMITY MARIE CHERRY ... ..... ........... ........... .. Marketing AMANDA JANE HOLMAN .............. Communication 
MARY KATHERINE COMBS .... ..................... Art History ELIZABETH ANNE HUSS .................... .... Music Therapy 
MEGAN ELIZABETH COOPER ....... ................ Theatre/ LAURA ELIZABETH KEEFE .... Elementary Education & 
Communication Kindergarten 
JENNIFER LINDSAY CROSBY ... .................. . Sociology/ ELIZABETH ANN KIEFER ....................... .......... .... English 
Religious Studies JONATHAN PATRICK KRAFT ................. ...... Marketing 
MAURA ANNE DALY ........ ................ Communication MARY FRANCES KUREK ........................... Psychology 
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CHRISTOPHER PAUL KURTZManagement/Marketing JON W. NIERANOWSKI .... ............... ........ .......... English 
KERRIN J. LANKTREE ..... .... Kindergarten and Primary AMY BETH PARRISH ... ..... ..... .... .... ..... ........ ......... English 
Education TRICIA MARIE PEN NO .. ....... ... ..... ..... Communication 
CRAIG ALLAN LAURENSON ..... ..... .. Political Science REBECCA ROSE POHL ............ .... .. .... .... ... .. .. ..... History 
MARY ELIZABETH LEE ........ ... ......... ......... Managment ELIZABETH A. PURSLEY .... .... ............. Communication 
CHRISTY MARIE LENZO ................... . Communication KELLY ANNE PYKA ........ ..... .... .. . International Studies 
KEITH M. LOZAR .............. ....... .......... Communication MARY COLLEEN REARDON ................ Management 
ERIN ELIZABETH LUNDGREN .. . International Studies/ Information Systems 
Spanish MICHAEL R. REILEY ............. ..... Finance/Accounting 
SARAH REBECCA LUTIRELL .......... .................... English PATRICK T. RICHTER .. .. .... .... .... .... .. . American Studies 
MAUREEN BRIDGET MADIGAN ...... Education of the JOSEPH JAMES ROWLEY ....... Secondary Education 
Handicapped/Elementary Education CATHRYN AUDREY RULONG .. ... .... ... .... .. ......... English 
ELIZABETH ANNE MARSCH .... ....... English/Philosophy CHRISTINA ROSE RY AN .. ...... .. ........ Education of the 
BERNADEnE ELIZABETH MARTEN ..................... English Handicapped/Elementary Education 
CHRISTINA MARIE MARTINO .... .................... Dietetics SHANAE ALLISON SABO .......................... Psychology 
AMANDA RENEE MCCOLAUGH ............. Elementary HEIDI CHRISTINA SCHRANZ ... Psychology/Sociology 
Education NICHOLAS P. SCHUMACHER ... .. .... ............... Finance 
KATHLEEN MARIE MCCORMICK ............. Elementary ELIZABETH TERESA SEVENING ...... ...... ... ... .. . Marketing 
Education PATRINA SEXTON ............... ..... .. ....... ......... .. Sociology 
EVAN MICHAEL MCCRANN ...................... Marketing KATHLEEN MARIE SHIELDS .............. Education of the 
KATHERINE KELLY MCGANN .......... Education of the Handicapped/Elementary Educ ation 
Handicapped/Elementary Education KAREN ANN SIGNORACCI ......... Sociology/Spanish 
SERENA MARIE MCGANNON ..... .................... . English ABBE GEDDES SMITH .................. ................ ...... English 
JENNIFER MARIE MCGRADY .............. ... . Psychology JEFFREY RAYMOND SMITH .......................... ..... History 
LARRY THOMAS MEADE ....... ...... ....... ....... .. Sociology JASON PAUL SOWERS ........ ..... ......... .. .............. English 
JENNIFER MARIE MIFFLIN ...................... Mathematics SARAH MARIE STRONG ............................ .. Marketing 
RYAN JUDE MONAHAN ................. . Communication MICHAEL ANTHONY VALEANT ....... ..... ... Accounting 
EMILY LOUISE MONNELLY ... ...... ..... . Communication CORRIE L. VUCKOVICH ........ Elementary Education 
VICTORIA MARIE MUHLENKAMP ............... Sociology LORI MICHELLE WEBB ............. ...... ... ... .. ............ English 
DANIEL P. MULLEN .... .. .... ... ............. ... .. Management DAVID ADAM WHALEY ................................. Finance 
ANN CHRISTINE MURPHY .... .......... . Education of the SARAH MAE WHITE .......................... .. .... .. .... ..... History 
Handicapped/Elementary Education JUDITH LYNN WILKINS ............................. ....... Finance 
JENNIFER ANN MURRAY .. ..... Elementary Education MEGAN E. WILLIAMS .... .................................... English 
TRUDY LYNN MUSARRA .................. .... ....... . Marketing CLARE M. WOJTON ... ............ Elementary Education 
AMANDA MARGARET NASH .... ..... .................. English DOMINIQUE HELEN ZOMBO ................... Psychology 
Awarded to selected students for having successfully completed an integrated academic curriculum 
program in Religious Studies. Philosophy. English. History. and the Social Sciences. 
DUAL DEGREES 
WILLIAM ABOUHASSAN. JR . .... ............... Bachelor of 
Arts/Bachelor of Science 
AARON LEE BEY ........... .... ........ ... .. .. Bachelor of Arts/ 
Bachelor of Science 
MICHAELJ. CLANCY ........... ......... . Bachelor of Arts/ 
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering 
TIMOTHY EDWARD DENEHY ... Bachelor of Science/ 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering 
MICHAEL LADDIE KANE ·· ······ ···· ·· ··· Bachelor of Arts/ 
Bachelor of Science in Education and Allied 
Professions 
JEFFREY JOSEPH KOVACS .. ... .. ...... Bachelor of Arts/ 
Bachelor of Science 
MATIHEW GEORGE LOOMIS . Bachelor of Science/ 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering 
RYAN CLARK REINHART ...... ... ........ Bachelor of Arts/ 
Bachelor of Science 
LAURA ELAINE SPANGLER .. ... ... ..... Bachelor of Arts/ 
Bachelor of Science 
ERIN RENtE WILSON ....... .... .... .... .... Bachelor of Arts/ 
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration 
MULTIPLE MAJORS 
NINA ANN ANTON ....... ..... Criminal Justice Studies/ GAIL ELLEN BICHLMEIR ........ Music/Communication 
Philosophy THOMAS MARTIN CAFFREY ... .......... Criminal Justice 
MICHAEL ROY BUTLER BERGER ..................... English/ Studies/Psychology 
Communication 
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KRISTINA MARIE CAMPBELL .. German/International 
Studies 
SUZANNE CHRISTINE CAPRETIA .... ... .. .. Accounting/ 
Marketing 
ANDREA CHENOWETH ...... English/Communication 
KYLE WILLIAM COMER ...... Criminal Justice Studies/ 
Psychology 
MEGAN ELIZABETH COOPER ....................... Theatre/ 
Communication 
JENNIFER LINDSAY CROSBY .. .................... Sociology/ 
Religious Studies 
BRIAN PATIRICK CULLEN ........ Marketing/Ec onomics 
SARAH MICHELLE DANKO ....... Psychology/Criminal 
Justice Studies 
KELLEY DEANGELUS ............. Music/Political Scien<1:e 
ROBIN M. DODSWORTH .. .. ...... .. .. French/Economics 
KATHERINE FRANCES DUMONT ...... .. Biology/English 
ANDREW M. EBERLY .......................... English/Theatre 
THOMAS E. GARRETSON ............ .... Finance/Spanish 
SUZANNE GAYETSKY ................... English/Psychology 
CHRISTIAN JOACHIM GRAUEL ........ ...... Mechanical 
Engineering Technology /German 
ERIN MICHELLE GRIESHOBER ...... .. .... English/Spanish 
ANGELA NICOLE GROEBER .................. Psychology/ 
Communication 
SHANNON ROSE HALEY .... Criminal Justice Studies/ 
Psychology 
LINDSAY RENEE HALL ....... Marketing/Management 
LAURA ELYSABETH HANSEN .... Accounting/Finance 
MATTHEW ROBERT HARTINGS ...... Chemistry/Physics 
JEFFREY ROBERT HEH MAN .. .. .... Economics/Finance 
JASON MICHAEL HEIDEMANN ........ Criminal Justice 
Studies/Psychology 
ROBERT RAYMOND HOBART .. Accounting/Finance 
DAVID CHRISTOPHER KARPIK .............. Premedicine/ 
Psychology 
JEFFREY DANIEL KECKLEY ... Accounting/Marketing 
ADAME. KORtNYI-BOTH ....... International Studies/ 
Political Science 
CHRISTOPHER PAUL KURTZManagement/Marketing 
KIMBERLY ELIZABETH LACY .... . Accounting/Finance 
ADAM DAVID LENHARDT ....... Accounting/Finance 
TYLER DAVID LITCHFIELD .......... Psychology /Criminal 
Justice Studies 
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ERIN ELIZABETH LUNDGREN ... International Studies/ 
Spanish 
ELIZABETH ANNE MARSCH ........... English/Philosophy 
SANDRA LORRAINE MCCLELLAN ........ ... Economics/ 
Finance 
ELIZABETH SUSAN MERRILL Theatre/Criminal Justice 
Studies 
MEREDITH MICHELLE MIECZKOWSKI ........... Finance/ 
Marketing 
VALERIE JANE MUELLER .. .. .. .... Accounting/Finance 
KELLY LYNNE MURRAY ..... Management/Marketing 
MARGARETE. NIEBLER ................ Sociology/Spanish 
WESLEIGH ANNE OXLEY .. . Management/Marketing 
KENNETH NATHANIEL PAXSON ..... Political Science/ 
History 
KATHRYN ELIZABETH PETIRAK Visual Communication 
Design/Spanish 
MICHAEL R. REILEY .... .............. Finance/Accounting 
COLLEEN MARIE RICE ...... .. .. .. ........... English/Spanish 
DAWN MARIE RIGGINS ...... ............... Spanish/English 
AMY GENE ROHRBAUGH . Criminal Justice Studies/ 
Sociology 
HEIDI CHRISTINA SCHRANZ ... Psychology/Sociology 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN SCHREIBER .. Political Science/ 
Spanish 
KAREN ANN SIGNORACCI ......... Sociology/Spanish 
JENNIFER ERIN SL UTZ .......... Communication/English 
JILL SUZANNE SMITH .. .... .......... Finance/Accounting 
JONATHON CURTIS SMITH .... Marketing/Economics 
STEFANIE M. SYCZ .................... Finance/Accounting 
TERESA ANNE THUMSER ...... Marketing/ Accounting 
CHRISTINA MARIE TUFANO ....... Psyc hology/Theatre 
CHRISTOPHER MARK WARD ......... Political Science/ 
Spanish 
JOSHUA AARON WEILAND .. .. ............ . Management 
Information Systems/Finance 
NICHOLAS NATHANAEL WEIMER . Finance/German 
PHILIP ELDEN WELLS ....... History/French/Philosophy 
DANA MARIE WHITE .................. Economics/Finance 
HEATHER ANN WIGGINS ...... . Financ e/Mathematics 
MEGAN ELIZABETH WISE .. Communication/Spanish 
KELLY ELIZABETH ZDONEK ...... .... Finance/Marketing 
COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 
KRISTINA MARIE CAMPBELL . German/ International 
Studies 
ADAM CHRISTOPHER CUQUETlndustrial Engineering 
Technology 
ANDREW JAMES JUTTE ..... Mechanical Engineering 
MATTHEW L. MCDANIEL .................. Political Science 
COMMISSIONED IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY 
DOUGLAS THOMAS BROOKS ............... Premedicine 
BRIANA ALEXA GREEN ...... ...... ........................ Biology 
NATHAN PAUL JOHNSON .... ...... .. .. ............ Chemistry 
ADAME . KORENYI-BOTH .. .. ... International Studies/ 
Political Science 
ROGER A. VALENTINE .... Management Information 
Systems 
PATIRICIA HEATHER WEINSTEIN ......... Criminal Justice 
Studies 
' These students have successfully completed a pre-commissioning curriculum c onsisting of American 
Military History. Computer Literacy. Oral and Written Communic ation and Military Scienc e In addition to 
their Undergraduate degree requirements. They have also completed Leadership Training and Field 
Training Exercise. Physical Fitness Requirements. one Soc ial Event per year. and a month of Field Training 
In the summer. Congratulations to these future Offic ers of the United States Air Force and Army.· 
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SPECIAL AW ARDS 
Accounting-The Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior in Accounting-donated by Jerome 
E. Westendorf, '43, and Warren A Kappeler, '41 . 
DAVID J. BERRY (Co-winner) 
SUZANNE CHRISTINE CAPRETT A (Co-winner) 
Accounting-The Award of Merit in Recognition of 
Outstanding Achievement-donated by the Ohio 
Society of Certified Public Accountants, Dayton 
Chapter. 
DAVID N. MAROUN (Co-winner) 
DANIEL A. MUELLER (Co-winner) 
Accounting-The Accounting Career Award to a 
Student Exhibiting Great Potential in the Account-
ing Profession-donated by The Institute of Man-
agement Accountants, Dayton Chapter. 
ELIZABETH L. MOORE (Co-winner) 
JILL B. SMITH (Co-winner) 
Accounting-The Clork-Eley-Fioriti Award for Out-
standing Service to the Deportment of Account-
ing-donated by the Alumni and Faculty of the 
Deportment of Accounting. 
BRENDA S. HOMAN (Co-winner) 
JENNIFER L. SPRY (Co-winner) 
Anthropology--The Margaret Mary Emonds Huth 
Memorial Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior in Anthropology-donated by Dr. Edward A. 
Huth. 
NO AWARD GIVEN THIS YEAR 
Arts and Sciencer-The Deon Leonard A Monn, 
S.M., Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior 
in the College of Arts and Sciences-donated by 
Joseph Zusman, '65. 
ROBIN M. DODSWORTH (Co-winner) 
JENNIFER ANNE KRIEGER (Co-winner) 
Athleticr-The Reverend Charles L. Collins, S.M. 
Award of Excellence to on Athlete for Outstanding 
Citizenship-donated by Joseph Zusman, '65. 
CHAD JOSEPH LARKIN 
Athleticr-The Charles R. Kendall, "29, Memorial 
Award of Excellence for Achievement in Academic 
and Athletic Effort-donated by Mrs. Charles R. 
Kendall and Friends. 
DAMIAN ELIZABETH GOLD 
Athleticr-The John L. Macbeth Memorial Award to 
the Outstanding Scholar-Athlete in Football and 
Basketball . The recipient must have completed five 
or more terms and won a varsity letter. 
KEVIN DAVID WILSON (Football) 
THEODORE J. FITZ (Basketball) 
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Athletics-The Ann E. Meyers Award of Excellence 
for Achievement in Academic and Athletic Effort in 
Women's Basketball and Volleyball. 
SIERRA DESALLE ASHLEY 
Biology-The John E. Dlugos, Jr. Memorial Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior Majoring in 
Biology-donated by Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dlugos. 
LAURA ELAINE SPANGLER 
Biology-The Graduate Teaching Award of Excel-
lence to a Teaching Assistant for the Outstanding 
Teaching of Advanced Biology Laboratory Classes. 
JASON LOUIS ST. PIERRE 
Biology-The Brother Russell A Joly, S.M. Award of 
Excellence to the Student Who Best Combines Ex-
cellence in Biology and Genuine Appreciation of 
Nature. 
JENNIFER ANN KREIGER 
Biology-The Gerold L. Willis Award of Excellence to 
a Teaching Assistant for the Outstanding Teaching 
of Introductory Biology Laboratory Classes. 
MICHELLE KATHLEEN FISHER 
Business Administration-The Reverend Raymond A. 
Roesch, S.M. Award of Excellence for Outstanding 
Academic Achievement in the Moster of Business 
Administration Program-donated by Bonk One. 
SARAH ELIZABETH GROSS 
Business Administration-The Miriam Rosenthal 
Award of Excellence to a Graduating Senior in the 
School of Business Administration-donated by Dean 
William J. Hoben. 
DAVID J. BERRY (Co-winner) 
SUZANNE CHRISTINE CAPRETTA (Co-winner) 
Business Administration-The Mork T. Schneider 
Award to a Senior in the School of Business Adminis-
tration Who hos Combined Academic Excellence 
with Service to the University and the Community-
donated by family and friends in his memory. 
DANA MARIE WHITE 
Campus Ministry-The Morionist Award for Volun-
tary Service to a Graduating Senior Who Hos Earned 
Distinction Through Voluntary Service to the Com-
munity-donated by the Morionists of the University 
of Dayton. 
SARAH ELLEN PLUMB 
Campus Ministry-The Brother Wottie Campus Minis-
try Award: • An Award of Appreciation for Service to 
Campus Ministry.· 
VICTORIA MARIE MUHLENKAMP 
Chemical and Materials Engineering-The Victor 
Emanuel, ' 15, Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Senior in Chemical Engineering-sponsored by 
the University of Dayton Alumni Association since 
1962. 
HEATHER L. CORNELL (Co-winner) 
AARON R. GIBBS (Co-winner) 
Chemical and Materials Engineering-The Edmund 
J. Rolinski Memorial Award of Excellence in Leader-
ship and Service. 
DANIEL RING DURBIN (Co-winner) 
THEODORE J. FITZ (Co-winner) 
MARK JOSEPH SCHULTE (Co-winner) 
Chemical and Materials Engineering-The Robert 
G. Schenck Memorial Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Junior in Chemical Engineering-do-
nated by Stanley L. Lopata. 
JAMES M. BROERING (Co-winner) 
TONYA R. ELDER (Co-winner) 
CHRISTOPHER M. PERKINS (Co-winner) 
Chemistry-The American Chemical Society Award. 
AMY T. MAKLEY 
Chemistry-The American Institute of Chemists' 
Award. 
JACLYN RENEE PATTERSON 
Chemistry-The Brother George J. Geisler. S.M. 
Award of Excellence to on Outstanding Student in 
Chemistry-donated by Joseph Poelking, '32. 
AMBER L. MOHR 
Chemistry-The Ario D. Horris Assistance Fund to a 
Deserving First-Year Student Majoring in Chemistry. 
MATTHEW D. ELLIS (Co-winner) 
CARRIE A. MILLER (Co-winner) 
Chemistry-The Bernard J. Kotchmon Memorial 
Scholarship to on Entering First-Year Student Major-
ing in Chemistry. 
ELLEN P. CONVERY (Co-winner) 
JASON M. TURNIER (Co-winner) 
Chemistry--The Brother John J. Lucier, S.M. Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Junior Majoring in 
Chemistry-donated by a triend. 
JILL D. DOMBRAUCKAS 
Chemistry-..... The Sherwin-Williams Chemistry Scholar-
ship to Derserving Students Majoring in Chemistry. 
JACLYN RENEE PATTERSON (Co-winner) 
KRISTA JEANNINE TOPMILLER (Co-winner) 
CHRISTOPHER J. ZEMANEK (Co-winner) 
Chemistry-The Philip Zoldoin Memorial Award to a 
Deserving Student Majoring in Chemistry. 
NICOLE M. BROWN 
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Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineer-
ing Mechanicr-The George A. Barrett, '26, Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Junior in Civil Engi-
neering-donated by family and friends in his 
memory. 
ERIC ONDERAK 
Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineer-
ing Mechanicr-The Horry F. Finke, '02, Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Civil Engi-
neering-sponsored by the University of Dayton 
Alumni Association since 1962. 
KATHLEEN A. BOLLMER (Co-winner) 
AMY ELIZABETH ESKRIDGE (Co-winner) 
Communication-Broodcosting-The Omar Williams 
Award of Excellence to on Outstanding Student in 
Broadcasting-donated by the University of Day-
ton. 
NICHOLAS ROBERT WINKLER 
Communication-Debating-The Mory Elizabeth 
Jones Memorial Award of Excellence to on Out-
standing Debator-donoted by Dr. D. G. Reilly. 
NO AWARD GIVEN THIS YEAR 
Communication-Journalism-The Ritter Collett 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior In 
Journalism. This is awarded annually to the student 
who best demonstrates in his/her person and writ-
ings the qualities of Mr. Collett that the University 
hopes will serve as on inspiration to the Journalism 
students. 
MOLLY ANN FLYNN 
Communication-Journalism-The Brother George 
F. Kohles, S.M. Award of Excellence In Journalism-
donated by a friend. 
DEBORAH LYNN CURSON 
Communication-Moss Media Arts-The Si Burick 
Award of Excellence for Outstanding Academic 
and Co-curricular Achievement in Moss Media Arts-
donated by the University of Dayton. 
JACQUELINE BETH HICKEL 
Communication-Public Relations-The PRSA 
Maureen M. Poter Award of Distinction to the Out-
standing Senior in Public Relations-donated by the 
Dayton-Miami Volley Chapter of the Public Rela-
tions Society of America. 
MAURA A DALY 
Communication-Speech Arts-The Reverend 
Vincent R. Vasey, S.M. Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior In Speech Arts-donated by 
Reverend Vincent R. Vasey, S.M. 
DAWN RENEE HINES 
Communication-The Bette Rogge Morse Award to 
the Outstanding Senior Woman in Communication. 
ANDREA N. SAURER 
Communication-The Faculty Award for Academic 
Excellence to the Senior with the Highest Cumula-
tive and Major Grade Point Averages-donated by 
the Faculty of the Department of Communication. 
ERIKA J. KNEEN 
Communication-The Ellen M. Murphy Award to the 
Outstanding Faculty Advisor in the Deportment of 
Communication. 
LAURENCE B. LAl~E 
Communication-The Dr. Florence I. Wolff Achieve-
ment Award for Outstanding Contributions in Aca-
demic. Extracurricular and Community Service Ac-
tivities. 
ANN O'CONNOR SULLIVAN 
Communication Management-The Ellen M. Murphy 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in 
Communication Management. 
MEGAN ELIZABETH WISE 
Computer Science-The Addison-Wesley Senior 
Book Award for Excellence in Computer Science; 
Computer Information Systems-donated by the 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company. 
DARRELLE. BELLERT (CPS) 
THOMAS JERRY COPE. JR. (CIS) 
Computer Science-Alumni Award of Excellence in 
the Senior Class. 
TIMOTHY EDWARD DENEHY 
Computer Science-The GKM Systems Award for 
Innovative Programming. 
PETER VASILIAUSKAS 
Computer Science-Award for Outstanding SeNice 
to the Deportment of Computer Science. 
DAVID PAUL GUDORF 
Continuing Education-The Nora Duffy Award to a 
Reentry Student who has Overcome Significant 
Obstacles in Order to Complete a College Degree. 
IRIS L. BOECKMAN (Co-winner) 
VICTORIA RENEE WINSTON (Co-winner) 
Cooperative Education-Award of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Cooperative Education Student in 
Business Administration-sponsored by the Mead 
Corporation Foundation. 
BRIAN PATRICK CULLEN (Co-winner) 
CRAIG D. LATHAM (Co-winner) 
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Cooperative Education-Award of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Cooperative Education Student in 
Computer Science-Computer Information Systems-
sponsored by the Marathon Oil Foundation. 
STEVEN J. KONCAL 
Cooperative Education-Award of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Cooperative Education Student in 
Engineering-sponsored by the Dayton Power and 
Light Company. 
KELLEY K. HALDEMAN (Co-winner) 
JEFFREY D. WARREN (Co-winner) 
Cooperative Education-Award of Excellence to 
the Outstanding Cooperative Education Student in 
Engineering Technology-sponsored by Earl C . iselin, 
Jr .. in honor of his father. 
JOSEPH J. RIEPENHOFF 
Criminal Justice-The Sheriff "Beno· Keiter Memorial 
Scholarship Award to an Outstanding Junior or 
Senior in Criminal Justice-donated by friends of 
·Beno· Keiter. 
NINA ANN ANTON (Co-winner) 
KELLY ANN COSTELLO (Co-winner) 
CHRISTOPHER G . GARRIGA (Co-winner) 
Economics-The Dr. E. B. O 'Leary Award of Excel-
lence to an Outstanding Senior Majoring in Econom-
ics-donated by Bank One. 
ROBIN M. DODSWORTH (Co-winner) 
DANA MARIE WHITE (Co-winner) 
Electrical Engineering-The Thomas R. Armstrong, 
'38. Award of Excellence for Outstanding Electrical 
Engineering Achievement in Memory of Brother Ulrich 
Rappel. S.M .. and W. Frank Armstrong-donated by 
Thomas R. Armstrong. '38. 
MARK ALAN BARTSCH 
Electrical Engineering-The Anthony HoNath. ·22. 
and Elmer Steger. '22. Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Senior in Electrical Engineering-do-
nated by Anthony HoNath. ·22. and Eimer Steger. 
'22. 
DAVID M. IOZZI 
Electrical Engineering-The Mary C. Millette Endow-
ment Award for the Outstanding Senior Electrical 
Engineering Student in Memory of Mary C. Millette. 
DAVID M. IOZZI 
Electrical Engineering-The Brother Louis H. Rose. 
S.M.. '33. Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Junior in Electrical Engineering. 
CHRISTINE T. CHEVALIER (Co-winner) 
JOSEPH P. MANGAN (Co-winner) 
GARRETT M. PROM (Co-winner) 
Electronic Engineering Technology-The Richard R. 
Hazen Award of Excellence for the Outstanding 
Graduate of the Electronic Engineering Technology 
Program-donated by the Alumni and Friends of the 
Department. 
AMI HEARN CHASE 
Elementary Education-The George A. Pflaum. ' 25. 
Award of Excellence to an Outstanding Student in 
Elementary School Teacher Education-donated 
by George A. Pflaum. Jr. 
ELIZABETH A. DAMICO (Co-winner) 
ANN ELIZABETH GROGG (Co-winner) 
Engineering-The James L. Heft. S.M. Award of Ex-
cellence to the Graduating Senior who Demon-
strates a High Degree of Integration of these Differ-
ent Fields of Knowledge: Humanities and Engineer-
ing-donated by Dr. Rocco M. Donatelli. 
MARK ALAN BARTSCH 
Engineering Technology-The L. Duke Golden Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Engineer-
ing Technology-donated by the Gamma Beta 
Chapter of Tau Alpha Pi Honor Society. 
THOMAS ALLAN HALE 
English-The Patricia B. Labadie Award for Excel-
lence In Composition. 
JAMES ISSA GOBRAIL 
English-The Father Adrian J. McCarthy. S.M. Award 
of Excellence to a Graduate Assistant for Achieve-
ment in Teaching First-Year English-donated by a 
friend. 
TY EDWARD HENDERSON 
English-The Brother Thomas P. Price. S.M. Award of 
Excellence to an Outstanding Senior in English-
donated by the U.D. Mothers' Club. 
ERIN ELIZABETH KAUFMAN 
English-The Alex G . Tuss SeNice Award to the Gradu-
ating Senior with an Outstanding Record of SeNice 
to the Deportment and the University-donated by 
the Tuss Family. 
TRISHA MARIE BERLIN 
English Education-The Dr. Harry E. Hand Memorial 
Award of Excellence-donated by the Faculty of 
the Deportment of English and the School o.f Educa-
tion. 
ERIN ELIZABETH KAUFMAN (Co-winner) 
NICOLE ANN SPECTOR (Co-winner) 
Environmental Biology-The Environmental Biology 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Environ-
mental Biology Major who Excels In all Areas of 
Academic Scholarship and Overall SeNice. 
SARAH IRENE BOYLE 
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Environmental Biology-The Environmental Biology 
Internship Achievement Award of Excellence to the 
Environmental Biology Major who has Demonstrated 
Significant Achievement while Pursuing Practical 
Experience through the Internship Program. 
CRYSTAL LYNN RICE 
Finance-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Senior Majoring in Finance. 
DANIEL A. MUELLER (Co-winner) 
DANA MARIE WHITE (Co-winner) 
Finance-The Douglas R. Scott "Best Efforts Award" 
to the Finance Major Deemed to have Worked the 
Hardest Both In and Out of the Classroom-donated 
by Douglas R. Scott. 
ADAM G. MOLINA 
Finance-The Center for Portfolio Management and 
Security Analysis Excellence in Leadership Award to 
the Outstanding Senior on the Center for Portfolio 
Management and Security Analysis Team. 
CHRISTOPHER A. BUSH (Co-winner) 
ADAM G. MOLINA (Co-winner) 
Finance-The Flyer Investments Excellence in Lead-
ership Award to the Outstanding Student on the 
Vertically Integrated Investment Program (VI_P) Flyer 
Investment Portfolio Management Team. 
GABRIEL Y. GONZALEZ (Co-winner) 
MICHAEL R. REILEY (Co-winner) 
General Excellence-The Mary M. Shay Award of 
Excellence in Both Academic and Extracurricular 
Activities (Seniors only)-donated by the Poelking 
Family. 
JENNIFER LINDSAY CROSBY 
Geology-The George H. Springer Scholarship to 
the Outstanding Senior in the Geology Depart-
ment-donated by the Alumni of the Department. 
NO AWARD GIVEN THIS YEAR 
Health and Sport Science-The Thomas J. Freric ks 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in 
Sport Management-donated by the Faculty of the 
School of Education. 
ANDREW RICHARD ERBELDING 
Health and Sport Science-The James M. Landis 
Memorial Award of Exc ellenc e for the Outstanding 
Health and Sport Science Senior in Science Core 
Courses. DEBORAH S. ELLIS 
Health and Sport Science-The James B. LaVanche 
Award of Exc ellence to the Outstanding Scholar-
Athlete Graduating in the Department of Health 
and Sport Science-donated by the Faculty and 
Alumni of the Department. 
KEVIN DAVID WILSON 
Health and Sport Science-The John L. Macbeth 
Memorial Award of Excellence to an Outstanding 
Student in Health and Sport Science-donated by 
Mrs. John L. Macbeth. 
DAWN MARIE WESELI 
Health and Sport Science-The Reverend George J. 
Rennaker Award of Excellence for Outstanding 
Achievement In the School of Education. 
CHRISTOPHER M. HOLTZ 
Health and Sport Science-The Elizabeth L. Schroeder 
Award of Excellence to an Outstanding Graduating 
Senior in the Food and Nutrition Program. 
CARRIE MARIE REDMOND 
History-The Caroline Beauregard Award of Excel-
lence to an Outstanding Junior Majoring in History-
donated by family and friends in her memory. 
JULIA M. SANTUCCI (Co-winner) 
CARRIE ANNE SIMONIN! (Co-winner) 
History-The Dr. Samuel E. Flook Award of Excel-
lence to an Outstanding Senior Majoring In History-
donated by Dr. Samuel E. Flook. 
PHILIP ELDEN WELLS (Co-winner) 
SARAH MAE WHITE (Co-winner) 
History-The Betty Ann Perkins Award for Excellence 
in Women's and Family History- donated by her 
family. 
JULIE ELIZABETH FREY 
History-The Steiner-Beauregard Phi Alpha Theta Ser-
vice Award for Significant Service Promoting the 
Activities of the Delta Eta Chapter (Delta Eta Chap-
ter Members only)-donated by Dr. Rocco M. 
Donatelli. 
JEFFREY RAYMOND SMITH 
History-The Dr. George Ruppel. S.M. Award of Ex-
cellence in Historical Research. 
SARAH MAE WHITE 
Humanities-The Rocco M. Donatelli Award to the 
Humanities Senior with the Strongest Quantitative 
and Qualitative Record in Elective Science Courses. 
KATHERINE FRANCES DUMONT 
Industrial Engineering Technology-The James L. 
McGraw Award to the Outstanding Graduate of 
the Industrial Engineering Technology Program-
donated by the Dayton Chapter of The Institute of 
Industrial Engineers. 
HOLLY MARIE FABRY 
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Industrial Engineering Technology-The Raymond B. 
Puckett Memorial Award to the Outstanding Junior 
in Industrial Engineering Technology-donated by 
the Dayton Chapter of The Institute of Industrial 
Engineers. 
AMYJ. BROWN 
Languages-Spanish-The Dr. James M. Ferrigno 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in 
Sponish-donated by Enrique Romaguera and Mary 
A. Ferrigno. 
COLLEEN MARIE RICE 
Languages-The Brother John R. Perz. S.M. Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Modem 
Languages. 
ROBIN M. DODSWORTH 
Languages-Frenc h-The Brother George J. 
McKenzie. S.M. Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Senior Majoring in French-donated by a 
friend. 
ROBIN M. DODSWORTH 
Library-The Brother Frank Ruhlman. S.M. Award of 
Excellence for Literary Achievement 
AMY M. BOWERS 
Management-The Alumni Award In Management. 
sponsored by Charles Huston Brown. '20, and Maurice 
F. Krug, ·ss. Presented to the Graduating Senior 
Majoring in Management who Embodies the Prin-
c iple of Learn. Lead and Serve. 
WESLEIGH ANNE OXLEY 
Management-The Reynolds and Reynolds Com-
pany and The Standard Register Company Award 
of Excellence Presented to the Graduating Senior in 
Management for Outstanding Academic Achieve-
ment and Intellectual Contribution. 
KELLY LYNNE MURRAY 
Management- The Wall Street Journal Award Pre-
sented to the Graduating Senior In Management 
Considered to have the Greatest Potential for Gen-
eral Managment Responsiblities-sponsored by Dow 
Jones and Company. Inc. 
RYAN M. EATOUGH 
Management and Marketing-Department Award 
for Perseverance Presented to the Graduating Se-
nior Majoring in either Managment or Marketing 
who has Displayed the Most Initiative and Persever-
ance in Pursuing an Undergraduate Education-
sponsored by the Faculty of the Management and 
Marketing Department. 
TRUDY LYNN MUSARRA 
Management Information Systems-The Manage-
ment Information Systems Scholarship Award to a 
Graduating Senior in MIS for Outstanding Academic 
Achievement. 
MOLLY ELIZABETH SCHMITZ 
Management Information Systems-The Manage-
ment Information Systems Outstanding Student 
Award to a Graduating Senior in MIS for Outstanding 
Contributions to the MIS program. 
NO AWARD GIVEN THIS YEAR 
Management Information Systems-The Manage-
ment Information Systems Design Project Award to 
the Team Producing the Best Senior Year MIS Project. 
KEVIN B. MCELHINNEY (Co-winner) 
JONATHAN ROBERT OELER (Co-winner) 
MICHAEL A. SAMARAS (Co-winner) 
ROBERT B. WOODY ARD (Co-winner) 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology-The Day-
ton Chapter. Society of Manufacturing Engineers 
Award of Excellence for Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology Achievement. 
BRIAN J. EICHLER 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology-The Day-
ton Chapter. Society of Manufacturing Engineers 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Graduat-
ing Senior in Manufacturing Engineering Technol-
ogy. 
THOMAS ALLAN HALE 
Marketing-The Marketing Award of Excellence Pre-
sented to the Graduating Senior in Marketing for 
Outstanding Acadmic Achievement and Intellec-
tual Contributions. 
SUZANNE CHRISTINE CAPRETTA 
Marketing-The Marketing Career Award Presented 
to the Graduating Senior Majoring in Marketing who 
Exhibits the Greatest Potential in Marketing. 
JEFFREY DANIEL KECKLEY 
Marketing-The Marketing Service Award Presented 
to the Graduating Senior Majoring in Marketing who 
Embodies the Principle of Learn. Lead and Serve. 
LINDSAY RENEE HALL 
Mathematics-The Faculty Award of Excellence in 
Mathematics. 
GEOFFREY D. DIETZ 
Mathematics-The Pi Mu Epsilon Award of Excel-
lence In the Sophomore Class. 
JULIA M. TOSI 
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Mathematics Educatio(}-The Brother Joseph W. 
Stander. S.M. Award of Excellence to a Graduating 
Senior in the Teacher Certification Program with a 
Principal Teaching Field in Mathematics. 
JANE ERIN BRETZLAUF 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The Class 
of ·02 Award of Excellence for Outstanding Me-
chanical Engineering Achievement-donated by 
Michael J. Gibbons. '02. in memory of Womer H. 
Kiefaber. '05. 
MARGARET KARLA (Co-winner) 
MANINDER SINGH (Co-winner) 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The Pro-
fessor Henry Chuang Award for Excellence in Energy 
Conservation and Waste Management. 
BRIAN J. WILGENBUSCH 
Mechanial and Aerospace Engineering-The Ber-
nard F. Hollenkamp. '39. Memorial Award of Excel-
lence to the Outstanding Senior in Mechanical Engi-
neering-donated by Louise A. and Mrs. Lucille 
Hollenkamp. 
MICHAEL J. CLANCY (Co-winner) 
NICHOLAS A. POHLMAN (Co-winner) 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The Mar-
tin C. Kuntz. ·12. Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Junior in Mechanical Engineering-spon-
sored by the University of Dayton Alumni Association 
since 1962. 
LAUREN S. PERRY (Co-winner) 
CHRISTINE M. VEHAR (Co-winner) 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-The 
Brother Andrew R. Weber. S.M. Award of Excellence 
for Outstanding Service and Achievement in Me-
chanical Engineering. 
SUZETTE M. DECOST 
Mechanical Engineering Technok:>gy-The Dayton 
Chapter. Society of Manufacturing Engineers Award 
of Excellence for Mechanical Engineering Technol-
ogy Achievement. 
GREG R. SEEVERS 
Mechanical Engineering Technology-The Jesse H. 
Wilder Award of Excellence to the Outstanding 
Graduating Senior in Mechanical Engineering Tech-
nology-sponsored by the Dayton Chapter. Society 
of Manufacturing Engineers. Est. 1972 
SCOTT R. PAULSON 
Military Science-Department of the Army Award. 
The Superior Cadet Award. provided by the Depart-
ment of the Army. presented to the Outstanding 
Cadet of each academic year. 
DIANE E. MURPHY (FIRST-YEAR STUDENT) 
NO AWARD GIVEN THIS YEAR (SOPHOMORE) 
CARRIE A. SIMONIN! (JUNIOR) 
ANDREW ROBERT KICK (SENIOR) 
Military Science-The Brian J. Bentz Memorial Schol-
arship Award is Presented to the Outstanding Junior 
ROTC Cadet Who Exemplifies the Dedication and 
Commitment for Further Study in Military Science-
donated by his family and friends. 
JOHN L. HAAKE 
Military Science-The Lieutenant Robert M. Wallac e. 
· 65, Memorial Award to the Outstanding Junior ROTC 
Sc holarship Cadet-donated by his family and 
friends. 
JOHN L. HAAKE 
Music-The Brother Joseph J. Mervar. S.M. Award of 
Excellence to an Outstanding Student Majoring In 
Music. 
MELAINE TERESA SCHULER 
Music-Department of Music Senior Award for the 
Oustanding Collaborative Pianist. 
GAIL ELLEN BICHLMEIR 
Music-Department of Music Senior Award for Out-
standing Contribution to the University Bands. 
JEFFREY CHARLES ADLER 
Music-Department of Music Senior Award for Out-
standing Contribution to the University Orchestra. 
NO AWARD GIVEN THIS YEAR 
Music-Department of Music Service Award. 
MATIHEW WHITNEY SCHEESER 
Music -University Band Spirit Award. 
JEREMY RAY SAUNDERS 
Music-Department of Music Senior Award for Out-
standing Contribution to University Vocal Ensembles. 
MATIHEW WHITNEY SCHEESER 
Music-Sigma Alpha Iota College Honor Award for 
Musicianship, Scholarship. and General Contribu-
tions to the College Chapter. 
ELIZABETH ANNE HUSS 
Music-Sigma Alpha Iota Professional Music Frater-
nity Scholastic Award to the Chapter's Graduating 
Senior who has Attained the Highest Scholastic Rat-
ing. 
STACEY NICOLE SCHLOSS 
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Philosophy-The Award of Excellence to the Out-
standing Seniors in Philosophy-donated by Rever-
end Charles Polichek. 
NINA ANN ANTON (Co-winner) 
LUKE THOMAS JENSEN (Co-winner) 
ELIZABETH ANNE MARSCH (Co-winner) 
PHILIP ELDEN WELLS (Co-winner) 
Philosophy-The Richard R. Baker Award for Excel-
lence in Philosophy to a Graduating Student who 
has Earned Distinction In the Study of Philosophy 
through Commitment to Philosophical Inquiry and 
Assisting Other Undergraduate Students in Their Pur-
suit of Philosophical Studies. 
ELIZABETH ANNE MARSCH 
Philosophy-The Reverend Charles C . Bloemer. S.M. 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Junior 
Majoring in Philosophy-donated by a friend. 
HALLS. SMELTZER 
Philosopy-The Raymond M. Herbenick Award for 
Excellence in lnterdlsclpllnary Integration to a Stu-
dent Completing the CORE Program-donated by 
the Department of Philosophy Faculty. 
MARY BETH MCKINLEY 
Physics-Award of Excellence to a Senior Physics 
Major who has Displayed "Remarkable Talent. 
Exemplary Industry, Intense Motivation. and Mature 
Comprehension of Undergraduate Physics· -spon-
sored by the Department of Physics. 
NO AWARD GIVEN THIS YEAR 
Physics-The Caesar Castro Award of Excellence to 
a Sophomore for Outstanding Scholarship in the 
General Physics Lecture and LaboratorySequence-
donated in memory of Caesar Castro by Mrs. C. C. 
Castro and the Department of Physics. 
JOEL S. HELTON 
Physics-The Sigma Pi Sigma Award of Merit to a 
Senior in Recognition of Outstanding Academic 
Achievement and Involvement in Physics-spon-
sored by the Department of Physics and the Sigma 
Pi Sigma Honor Society of the Society of Physics 
Students. 
MATIHEW ROBERT HARTINGS 
Politico/ Science-The Brother Albert H. Rose. S.M. 
Award of Excellence to a n Outstanding Senior in 
Political Science-donated by Joseph Zusman. · 65. 
PHILLIP WESLEY GRAY 
Political Science-The Eugene W. Stenger. '30, Me-
morial Award of Excellence to the 
Outstanding Junior in Political Science-donated 
by Mrs. Eugene W. Stenger. 
JOSEPH A. SCHOUTEN 
Premedicine-The Brother Francis John Molz Memo-
rial Award to the Outstanding Senior In Premedicine. 
This Is awarded annually to the student who best 
demonstrates the qualities of unselfishness. commu-
nity service. and academic achievement-spon-
sored by Alpha Epsilon Delta. 
AARON LEE BEY 
Premedicine-The Montgomery County Medical 
Society Award to the Outstanding Senior in the 
Premedical Curriculum. 
JANEE LYNN BARTOSZEK 
Psychology- The Kenneth J. Kuntz Award for Out-
standing Service-donated by the Department of 
Psychology Facuity. 
CHRISTINE MARIE BENNETI 
Psychology-The Reverend Raymond A. Roesch. 
S.M. Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Stu-
dent In Psychology- donated by Reverend 
Raymond A. Roesch, S.M .. '36. 
APRIL MARIE BOYCE (Co-winner) 
KATHERINE PATRICIA BREWER (Co-winner) 
Religious Studies-The William Joseph Chaminade 
Award of Excellence In Memory of Mr. and Mrs. 
George W. Dickson. to an Outstanding Student in 
Theology-donated by the Reverend John Dickson. 
S.M .. '36. 
APRIL RAE RISTEFF 
Religious Studies-The Monsignor J. Dean McFarland 
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Junior 
Majoring in Religious Studies. 
MEGAN C . MACDOUGALL 
School of Education-The William A. Beitzel Award 
for the Outstanding Student in Education of the 
Handicapped-donated by Dean Emeritus Ellis A. 
Joseph. 
COLLEEN MARIE O'ROURKE 
School of Education-The Raymond and Beulah 
Hom Award of Excellece to an Outstanding Student 
In the Education of the Developmentally Handi-
capped-donated by Dean Emeritus Ellis A. Joseph. 
CHRISTINA ROSE RY AN 
School of Education-The Daniel L. Leary Award for 
the Outstanding Research and Development Activ-
ity by a Student Seeking Teacher Certification in the 
School of Education-donated by Dean Emeritus 
Ellis A. Joseph. CLARE M. WOJTON 
Schoo/of Education-The Frank and Lois New Award 
for Outstanding Achievement to a Graduating Se-
nior In the Teacher Certification Program with a 
Principal Teaching Flekl In Developmentally Handi-
capped-donated by Frank and Lois New. 
SARAH ANN HORNUNG 
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School of Educaffon-The Reverend George J. 
Renneker. S.M. Award of Excellence for Outstanding 
Achievement In Teacher Education. 
MEGAN LOUISE LEPLEY 
Secondary Education-The Brother Louis J. Faerber. 
S.M. Award of Excellence to an Outstanding Student 
in Secondary School Teacher Education-donated 
by the University of Dayton Mothers· Club. 
ELIZABETH ANN BUTLER 
Social Work-The Joseph Zusman. '65, Award of 
Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Socia l Work 
Studies-donated by Joseph Zusman. '65. 
JENNIFER UNDSA Y CROSBY (Co-winner) 
KATHRYN ANN GALLAGHER (Co-winner) 
Sociology-The Dr. Edward A. Huth Silver Anniver-
sary Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Stu-
dent In Sociology-donated by Joseph Zusman. • 65. 
LEAH ELIZABETH KOSS (Co-winner) 
STEPHEN S. ZAFIRAU (Co-winner) 
Sociology-The Dr. Martin Luther King Memorial 
Award In Human Relations for Exc ellenc e in Scholar-
ship, Christian Leadership, and the Advancement of 
Brotherhood and Sisterhood-donated by Dr. Ed-
ward A. Huth. 
LARRY THOMAS MEADE 
Sociology-The Reverend Andrew L. Seebold Award 
of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior In Sociol-
ogy. 
VICTORIA MARIE MUHLENKAMP (Co-winner) 
PATRINA SEXTON (Co-winner) 
Theatre- The Dr. "G · Award for Outstanding Com-
mitment to Mainstage Theatre Recognizes a Gradu-
ating Senior who hos Demonstrated a Willingness to 
Involve Themselves in the Wide Spectrum of Theatri-
cal Production on the Boll Theatre Moinstage. 
NO AWARD GIVEN THIS YEAR 
University Advancement-Award of Excellence for 
Contribution of Service to the Community. 
BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS 
V,sual Aris-Fine Arts-The Mary Ann Dunsky Award 
to on Outstanding Senior In Studio Art. 
NEIL JAMES EGAN Ill 
VtSUOI Aris-Fine Arts-The Bela Horvath Award for 
Excellence In Representational Art. 
MICHELLE PORRECA 
Women 's Studies-The Susan R. Hermes Award for 
Excellence in Women's Studies- donated by Drs. 
Jane S. Zembaty and Patricio A. Johnson. 
ERIN ELIZABETH KAUFMAN 
ACADEMIC COSTUME 
Academic costumes are as old as the Universities themselves. Practically all of them derive from some 
form of clerical or priestly garb worn by the students and faculty in the Middle Ages. In Europe. each institution 
seems to have Its own variant of costume. but in America academic costume follows a uniform code drawn 
up by a special commission in 1895. The code has three main parts; that is. it deals with caps. gowns. and 
hoods. 
The Oxford type cap or mortar-board seems to have evolved from the square biretta of Renaissance 
churchmen. It Is always black and may be of any appropriate material except that velvet Is reserved for 
doctors. The tassel worn with the cap has three variations. First. it may be black for any degree. Second. it 
may be the color of the faculty in which the degree was granted. Third. a tassel made of gold metallic thread 
Is reserved to doctors and governing officials of institutions. At the moment the degree Is awarded. the tassel 
Is switched from the right to the left side of the cap. 
Gowns. which according to the code are all black. are of three kinds. The bachelor's gown Is a relatively 
simple kind falling in straight lines from a fairly elaborate yoke. Its disttnguislhlng characteristic is the long 
pointed sleeves. Master's gowns are set apart by a peculiar arrangement of the long sleeves whereby the 
arms emerge from the sleeves through slits at the elbow. The rest of the sleeve dangles and terminates around 
the knee of the wearer in a square end into which a semi-circle is cut. In 1960. however. the gown was 
modified. In place of the elbow slit. an opening was made at the wrist and the gown was made to close. The 
doctor· s gown is an elaborate costume marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck as well 
as by three bars of the same material on the bell slhaped sleeves. It is cut much fuller than the other gowns 
and unlike them may be ornamented in color. Both the paneling and the sleeve bars may slhow the faculty 
in which the degree was awarded. 
The hood alone clearly slhows the level of the degree. the faculty in which it was given. and the institution 
which awarded It. The level of the degree is slhown by the size of the hood. the width of the velvet trimming. 
and In the case of the doctor. by the slhape. The bachelor's. the master's. and doctor's hoods are three feet. 
three and one-half feet. and four feet long respectively. The velvet trimming in the same order Is two. three. 
and five Inches. This extends all around the hood on the exposed edge. To make a more comfortable fit. it 
is allowed to narrow to the neck band. This same trimming identifies the faculty In which the degree was 
awarded. For each faculty there Is a corresponding color so a glance at the trimming Is all that is needed to 
Identify the faculty. The institution which awarded the degree is indicated by the colored lining. Dayton hoods 
are lined with cardinal red silk crossed by a Columbia blue chevron. 
The color of the faculty referred to above Indicates the field in which the degree was taken. The colors 
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